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QUARTERDECK

WIOP

T THE OCEANOGRAPHY SOCIETY
IN EARLY APRIL, The Oceanography Society (TOS) sponsored an imaginary meeting
focused on the exciting topic of "Words in Our Publications." The polarization of 1701 K Street, N W. #300

Washington, D C 20006-1509

this topic quickly became obvious when two organizations unfurled their banners: (202) 331-7997. Telefax (202) 466-6073
omnet OCEANOGRAPHY SOCIETY

1) ACPJA (Action Committee for Proliferation of Jargon and Acronyms) and 2) The

Subset of Scholarly Scientists Who Choose to Exercise the English Language for OFFICERS
Arnold L Gordon, Piesidrnit

Technical Writing in a Fashion that is Clear, Correct, and Understandable by the Margaret Leinen, President-Elect
Largest Possible Segment of Our Community. As the Director of Publications, 1 had D James Baker, Past President

Melbourne G Briscoe, Secretary

the responsibility to moderate the proceedings. Davyt L Evans Treasurer

First, the CEO of ACPJA spoke to the meeting attendees. He thanked the DOP COUNSELORS

of TOS for organizing WIOP. However. I soon realized that I was SOL, when he Richard T Barber
Tommy 0 Dickey

turned attention to the upcoming 5(l) of Oceanography. He attacked the wall clock Richard Jahnke
Kevin D Leaman

hours that his colleagues had wasted transitioning their text to meet my silly requests. Constance A Sancetta
He felt that they had assimilated my quasi-operational data stream, but nowcasting w. Stanley Wilson

"Charles A Nittrouer, ex officio
from his own paper to others in the issue indicated a skill no better than persistence.
True progress required PCV (precise, concise vocabulary). he bellowed as one-half EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Judi Rhodes

of the audience rose applauding and the other half sat dumbfounded.
Next, the second vice president-elect for the Subset of Scholarly Scientists Who OCEANOGRAPHY

Choose to Exercise the English Language for Technical Writing in a Fashion that it EDITOR

is Clear, Correct, and Understandable by the Largest Possible Segment of Our Com- Charles A NIttrouer
munity was introduced. She thanked the Director of Publications for The Ocean- Marine Sciences Research Center

State University of New York
ography Society for organizing this imaginary meeting to address "Words in Our Stony Brook. New York 11794-5000

(516) 632-8651,: C.NITTROUER

Publications." Once again I squirmed in my seat as she addressed the special issue Telefax( (516) 632-8820
of Oceanography focused on Ocean Prediction and Modeling. Fortunately, her time EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

expired before she could get started. Otherwise she would have expressed her message Michele McTernan
that the use of specialized and abbreviated vocabulary restricted the understanding Manne Sciences Research Center

e rState University of New York
of written documents to the privileged few possessing the magic code book. Stony Brook, NY 11794-5000

(516)(632-8651

With trepidation, I rose to give some concluding remarks. Despite noise on both

sides of me, I tried to look straight ahead and explain my opinion. The vocabulary ASSOCIATE EDITORS

used in a written document should vary depending on the purpose and audience of Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843

that document. If the purpose is to expose a specialized field and the advances of (4o9) 845-5105 T AMMERMAN
that field to a larger scientific audience, then much of the unique nomenclature and
vocabulary must be exposed as well. However, highly specialized words and jargon Woods Eole Oceanographic Institution

WosHole. OcAnori Insituiocannot be allowed to render the written document incomprehensible to the larger woods Hole. MA 02543cannot(508) 257-2000: EDRUFFEL

scientific audience (LSA).
Donald B. Olson

So ended our imaginary meeting, as banners were brought down and folded. And RSMAS

so starts this special issue of Oceanography. I enthusiastically thank Bob Peloquin University of Miami
Miami, FL 33149

and the authors for responding to my suggestions. And I congratulate the LSA for (305) 361-4074: D.OLSON.RSMAS
learning the Glossary of Acronyms before turning the page. Constance A. Sancetta

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
Palisades, NY 10964-- Chuck Nittrouer (914) 359-2900; C.SANCETTA

Richard W. Spinrad
Office of Naval Research. Code 1123

Arlington, VA 22217
(703) 696-4732; R.SPINRAD

Letters are welcome regarding articles, the Quarterdeck editorial, or other matters PPKlTER

relevant to Oceanolraphv We have received several, and these will be published Lncaste Press
Lancaster. PA

in the next issue.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
FOR FEATURE ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE

ADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler NOAMP North Atlantic Monitoring Program
AGCM Atmospheric Global Circulation Model NOARL Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Re-
AIDJEX Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment search Laboratory
ATHENA Acquisition de donnees de Topographie de NOGAPS Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Pre-

surface et d'Hydrologie dans I'Est Nord diction System
Atlantique NOGUFS Naval Operational Gulf Stream Forecast

AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiome- System
ter NOMP Navy Ocean Modeling and Prediction

AXBT Airborne Expendable Bathythermograph NORAPS Navy Operational Regional Atmospheric
CME Communit. Modeling Experiment Prediction System
CNRI Corporation for National Research Initia- NORDA Naval Ocean Research and Development

tives Activity
COAP Centre for Ocean Analysis and Prediction NRL Naval Research Laborator-.
CPU Central Processing Unit NSF National Science Foundation
CTD Conductivit. Temperature Depth (sensor) NUSC Naval Underwater Systems Center
DAMEE Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation NWP Numerical Weather Prediction

Experiments OGCM Oceanic Global Circulation Model
DAMOD Data Management Module 01 Optimal Interpolation
DA-RPA Defense Advanced Research Projects OLS Optical Line Scanner

Agency ONR Office of Naval Research
DART Data Assimilation Research and Transition ONT Office of Naval Tcchnologý
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program OPTEST Operational Test
DOE Department of Energy OPTOMA Ocean Prediction Through Observation.
ECMOP Experimental Center for Mesoscale Ocean Modeling and Analysis

Prediction OPW86 Ocean Prediction Workshop in 1996
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-range OTIS Optimal Thermal Interpolation System

Weather Forecasts PBL Planetary Boundary Layer
EKF Extended Kalman Filter PE Primitive Equation
EMS ECMOP Modular System PEDAM Primitive Equation Data Assimilating Model
ERM Exact Repeat Mission PIPS Polar Ice Prediction System
EUC Equatorial Undercurrent POLYMODE Polygon (Russian for moored array) Mid-
FNOC Fleet Numerical Oceanograph% Center Ocean Dynamics Experiment
GCM General Circulation Model POPS Primary Ocean Prediction System
GDEM Generalized Digital Environmental Model PROTEMS Prototype ECMOP Modular System
GEOSAT Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite QG Quasigeostrophic
GEM Goddard Earth Model R & D Research and Development
GMT Greenwich Mean Time REX Regional Energetics Experiment
GOM Gulf of Mexico RMS Root-Mean-Square
GSOWM Global Spectral Ocean Wave Model RPIPS-B Regional Polar Ice Prediction System-
GUI Graphical User Interface Barents Sea
HE Halmahera Eddy RPIPS-G Regional Polar Ice Prediction System-
IFD Implicit Finite Difference Greenland Sea
INO Institute for Naval Oceanography SBL Surface Boundary Layer
IR Infrared Radiometers SEC South Equatorial Current
ITCZ Intertropical Convergence Zone SIMD Single-Instruction/Multiple-Data
JIC Joint Ice Center SSH Sea-Surface Height
JGOFS Joint Global Ocean Flux Study SSMI Special Sensor Microwave Imager
LEWEX Labrador Extreme Waves Experiment SST Sea-Surface Temperature
MCSST Multi-Channel Sea-Surface Temperature SPEM Semi-spectral Primitive Equation Model
MIMD Multiple-Instruction/Multiple-Data STACS Subtropical Atlantic Climate Studies
MIZEX Marginal Ice Zone Experiment SYNOP Synoptic Ocean Prediction
MODE Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment TESS Tactical Environmental Support System
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- TKE Turbulent Kinetic Energy

tration TOPS Thermodynamic Oceanographic Prediction
NAVOCEANO Naval Oceanographic Office System
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research TROPE Trial Ocean Prediction Experiment
NEC North Equatorial Current UCAR University Corporation for Atmospheric
NECC North Equatorial Countercurrent Research
NEONS Naval Environmental Operational Nowcast VERMOD Verification Module

System VISMOD Visualization Module
NMC National Meteorological Center WAM Wave Model------------------
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad- WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment

ministration XBT Expendable Bathythermograph
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FEATURE

THE NAVY OCEAN MODELING AND
PREDICTION PROGRAM

FROM RESEARCH TO OPERATIONS: AN OVERVIEW

By Robert A. Peloquin

"Develop a Global Ocean forecasting capability..
Rear Admiral J.R. Seesholtz, 1986

THE QUOTE, by the Oceanographer of the Navy, I). The objective is to produce three-dimensional
accurately conveys the theme of the articles that environmental data fields for assessing and pre-
follow. Although the ultimate goal of this new ca- dicting the performance of operational systems
pability is to meet Navy needs, there will be ben- (sonar, radar, weapons systems. etc.). Numerical
eficial outflow to the marine community. The products generated by F'NOC and NAVOCEANO
motivation for this development was originated are transmitted to the Regional Ocean Centers
in 1984 by John Lehman, then Secretary of the and to Fleet Units. The Regional Ocean Centers.
Navy, through his "Policy on Oceanography," distributed globally, produce special-interest tac-
which identified a number of initiatives ranging tical products for specific areas.
from scientific program enhancements to orga- Navy Ocean Modeling and Prediction Program

to produce nizational changes. At the time, ocean modeling (NOMP)

three-dimensional know-how and computer technology had pro- NOMP was established by the Director of the
environmental data gressed sufficiently to warrant a sizeable invest- Ofi o al esearch j y the Director
i environmental data ment to achieve this forecasting capability. Office of Naval Research jointly with the Director

The Oceanographer of the Navy and the Chiefwith the
field for ah esOeanoraphr sonred y an c henhief Technical Director to the Oceanographer of thefiedsforasessng of Naval Research sponsored a comprehensive Navy, as a mechanism to expedite models through

and predicting Ocean Prediction Workshop in 1986 (OPW86) to research to an operational stage. The progression

the performance review progress in ocean modeling and to identify of this model development, as depicted in Figure
scientific and technological opportunities that fa- 2, is the aessment of deperFore

of operational cilitate the development of ocean prediction ca- in the prototype development stage and extensive

pabilities. The Oceanographer also initiated a su- tcsting in both off-line (simulated operational
systems.. .percomputer acquisition effort. The first of two conditions) and on-line operational environments

Cray YMP computers is presently installed at the before acceptance for use. FNOC is responsible

Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO), for the final test and operational implementation

Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, and through an agree- of large-scale models (global, basin, and regional.

ment with the Chief of Naval Research is being including the Arctic), and NAVOCEANO is as-

used for model development as well as operational ined the semic), and coasta s-

predictions. The second will be installed at the signed the semi-enclosed sea and coastal models.
predictin Num ersc ondawll Oceanograbeinstaer aModels destined for Fleet Units (Regional Ocean
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center a FNOC), Centers, ships, etc.) are tested by the Oceano-
Monterey, California, in 1992. In addition, the graphic Office and upon acceptance for "Navy
Navy is installing highly capable computer sys- use" are provided to appropriate Naval activities.
tems for environmental prediction aboard key For instance, a shipboard model is presently being
ships and planes. Computer generated atmo- interfaced with acoustic models to predict the
spheric and oceanic data fields transmitted from performance of anti-submarine sonar systems
shore sites will be combined with measurements aboard aircraft carriers and cruisers.
received from satellites, and observed on-site (Fig. The recommendations that emerged from

OPW86 greatly influenced the structure and the

R. A. Peloquin, Office of Naval Research, 800 North Quincy evolution of Navy ocean modeling to date. The
Street, Arlington, VA 22217-5000, USA. "Global Capability" involves a hierarchy of mod-

4 O•ICFANOGRAPHY-Vol 5. No 1,1992
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eis of differing grid size, ranging from global to I

regional (including shipboard) scale (Fig. 3). As
conceived, the larger scale provides internal fields
and boundary conditions to the smaller scale
models. For example, a global 4° ocean circulation .
model (now running operationally at FNOC) will
provide boundary conditions and internal fields
for a -° regional model of the Northwest Atlantic
(presently being evaluated for operational use).

Im plicit to a forecast system is the ability to - ----
continuously assimilate data into a circulation or
ocean prediction model. A forecast model of the
Northwest Atlantic is expected in 1992, and a
global capability will be available in 1996. The
models will be eddy resolving, i.e., they will pro-
vide accurate depictions of fronts and eddies, in- Fig. 1: Data and information flow from shore sites (large-scale computers)
cluding the subsurface density structure associated to fleet units at sea and ashore.
with these. The importance of this capability is
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, using model output
data of the Gulf Stream region. Acoustic propa-
gation loss for a 500-Hz signal was computed us- Although the program is ambitious, it is nev- . ' the ability to

ing oceanographic predictions obtained from a ertheless attainable. Academic involvement is continuously assimilate
combination of the Harvard dynamic model (see viewed as an essential element to success. As a

Robinson. 1992. this issue) and the Navy Optimal result, the research base of the ocean-modeling data into a circulation

Thermal Interpolation System (OTIS). The prop- program is closely tied to the Office of Naval Re-
agation-loss calculations were performed using the search, Research Programs Department. which or ocean prediction

parabolic-equation formulation for two-dimen- supports university research. The Institute for model.
sional propagation in vertical planes, chosen ra- Naval Oceanography, funded through the Navy

dially at 20 intervals. Propagation-loss, in decibels Ocean Modeling and Prediction Program, has es-

relative to one micropascal, is presented on a hor- tablished a project for the comparative assessment

izontal plane selected at 100 meters below the of forecast models that have been developed

surface. Red and light yellow are synonymous through university research. This effort is expected
with low loss, and indigo with high loss. A sub- to formulate recommendations for future model

marine target outside a red or yellow region prob- development. In this sense, the Institute provides

ably would not be detected. a bridge between academic research and Navy ap-

The dark wavy line through the center of Fig- plications. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)

ures 4 and 5 represents the northern boundary of also is participating in this effort.

the Gulf Stream. The concentric circles are eddies
that have pinched off from Gulf Stream meanders.
To the north of the Gulf Stream are warm-core
eddies, and to the south are cold-core eddies. Ac- OCEAN MODEL EVOLUTION
curate knowledge about the location of these
thermal features is of tactical significance for target
dutection and the deployment of forces. In Figure
4, the receiver is located within a warm-core eddy
(at the center of the yellow patch), and a solid and
widespread detection zone is prevalent in the im- E

mediate vicinity of the eddy. The receiver in Fig- IS

ure 5 is located 35 miles to the east, outside the
eddy. Red bands indicative of acoustic-ray-path
convergence zones present a significantly different
picture. Noteworthy shadow zones, having Naval
tactical implications, are created by the nearby
eddy and along some sections of the Stream itself. -,,
These zones result from the refraction of acoustic
ra s as they pass through abrupt changes in the
density structure. Ships conducting anti-subma-
rine operations in similar regions would require
constant updating about these features, to assure
the proper positioning to provide optimum de-
tection conditions. Fig. 2: Research and development process for ocean models.

(OCIAN(X;RNPHvY-Voll 5, Nn, 1,1992 5



and FNOC to assure the smooth transition of
prototype models to operational use. With regard
to data, the daily and even weekly volume of
oceanographic data available for model input is
very sparse. For that reason, the accuracy of
oceanographic forecasts are expected to be depen-
dent on the methods used for the assimilation of
available data into the models.

A Description of the Modeling and Prediction
Capabilities

NOMP was established to assure full consid-
eration of modeling research and to accelerate the
establishment of research results as operational
models. The articles appearing in this issue of
Oceanography were specifically selected to convex
the scientific and technical content of the program.

The model development within the program
has clearly emphasized the large-scale models, i.e..
global, basin, and regional. The Navy is commit-
ted to the implementation of an operational fore-

Fig. 3: Model development, i.e., global- to basin- to regional-scale. cast system by 1996. Hurlburt et al. (1992, this
issue) discuss some aspects of the global effort in
their large-scale modeling paper. One highlight of

. . . the program has NRL is involved in another essential element, the article is the comparison of geodetic Earth-
clearly emphasized the namely, the establishment of prototype models, orbiting satellite (GEOSAT) sea-surface-height

This assures compatibility within the Navy op- measurements with sea-surface heights computed
large-scale models, i.e., erational environment and the evaluation of the using the 40 resolution model now running at

models using the best available data sets in an off- FNOC. This work suggests that the assimilation
global, basin, and line quasi-operational mode. To achieve this ob- of satellite measurements of sea-surface height into
regional. jective, NRL works closely with NAVOCEANO global models may soon be feasible. Equally sig-

39.0 3.

L
A! 3.8. 38.0

U 37.0 3'7.0 m

E .'.
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-79.9-69.e-'6.9-67,e-M.,9-55.0-64.9-53.0 -79.8-69,8--.9-67.0-%-05.--64.9--63.8
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Fig. 4: Transmission loss pattern for a receiver Fig. 5: Conditions same as in Figure 4, except
(center of yellow patch) located in a warm-core that the receiver (center of yellow patch) is moved
eddy North of the Gulf Stream. Red and yellow 35 miles east, outside the warm-core eddy Note
imply regions having high submarine-detection shadow zones produced by the Gulf Stream and
probability. the eddy to the east.
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nificant is the modeling of the North Pacific at a mine drift predictions provided by the model were
resolution of J'. This is a first step toward a global very useful.

S° eddy-resolving model. The coupling of ocean
and atmospheric models will be essential to future
forecast systems. Ghil and Mechoso (1992, Fueis efforts
issue) are presently developing techniques for the The future direction of ocean prediction cer-assimilation of oceanic and atmospheric data into tainly depends on computational capabilities and
coupmledion system anicand frtheoasshessme tntof p our ability to efficiently access and use new high-
coupled systems and for the assessment of pre- speed computers. The implementation of ocean-dictability in such systems. Rosmond (1992, this atmosphere coupled nowcast (an estimate of the
issue) is approaching the ocean-atmosphere cou- three-dimensional fields of temperature and sa-
pling through operational models. He is presently linity using climatology, observations. and anal-coupling the Navy global weather forecast model uiyuigciaooy bevtos n nl
to the Navy ocean mixed-layer model, both of ysis models) and forecast systems having 10-km

horizontal resolution, up to 40 levels (surface to The future direction
which are presently used operationally. bottom), complete thermodynamics, and data as-

The Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center is similation will require processors with speeds ap- of ocean prediction
the major Navy operational facility for global, ba- proaching the Tera-Flop range (I trillion floating certainly depends onsin and regional predictions. Clancy (1992, this point operations per second). In contrast, opera-
issue) provides an overview of the major ocean- tional Cray vector computers are in the Giga-Flop . new high-speed
ographic products at the Center. The develop- range (I to 16 billion floating point operations per computers.
mental process leading to a high-resolution ( or second). Parallel processing supercomputers areIscn) Parlle proesin suprcmpuer arecin oe asivle
10-14 kin) global prediction model has involved evolving and offer the promise of achieving Tera-
years of painstaking work in small regions. Flop speeds in the near future. Considerable effort
Thompson et al. (1992, this issue) discuss results is being directed toward this goal through govern-
of their work in the North Atlantic Ocean. Models. ment sponsorship and commercial enterprise. The
such as these that encompass large geographic Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
areas, will, in the hierarchy concept, provide (DARPA) is. for example, heavily involved in
boundary conditions and model-initialization hardware and software development of parallel
data fields to the smaller-scale local and shipboard processors and has established programs to ac-
models. Robinson (1992. this issue) gives a vivid celerate the implementation of computer appli-
account of what can be done aboard ship. The cations. The Office of the Chief of Naval Research
article relates well to current events, because the is funding programs to advance the science and
"Navy is presently installing very capable com- technology related to parallel processing. The Na-
puters aboard its ships specifically for this purpose. val Research Laboratory, Washingto-i, DC. has

Forecasting oceanic events will not be possible with DARPA support established a strong effort
without a capability to assimilate observations, aimed at the development of applications. Other
from satellites or through direct ocean measure- agencies, namely, the National Science Founda-
ments. Fox et al. (1992. this issue) have made tion (NSF). the National Aeronautics and Space
notable progress toward assimilating data into a Administration (NASA). the Department of En-
model of the Northwest Atlantic. The methods ADminstan( the Deant of En-
are being advanced for use in basin- and global- ergy (DOE), and the National Oceanic and At-scal moelsdeveope byHurburt(192, his mospheric Administration (NOAA) are sponsor-
scale models developed by Hurlburt (1992. this ing and promoting activities aimed at the ad-
mssue)ntfdaTaomassimion me99,thos issunderway Avancement of parallel processing capabilities overm ent of data assim ilation m ethod s is underw ay a wi e r n e o ap l c t ns Th n xt d a e
through the efforts of the Institute for Naval a wide range of applications. The next decade
Oceanography. The Northwest Atlantic has been should provid" testimony to a revelation of new
selected as the test region for a number of forecast computational methods and techniques, which in

systems. i.e., integrated ocean-prediction and data- turn will likely lead to a revolution in environ-

assimilation models. The model assessment effort mental predictions.

will be greatly facilitated by the Experimental
Center for Mesoscale Ocean Prediction (ECMOP). Acknowledgements
Leese et al. ( 1992a.b, this issue) describe the as- The establishment of this program is the result
sessment and ECMOP. of considerable effort on the part of its sponsors,

The Navy has a long history in ice observation namely, F. Saalfeld, Director of the Office of Naval
and the prediction of its movement. In her article, Research- P. Selwyn, Director of the Office of Na-
Preller (1 992, this issue), gives an excellent over- val Technology: and R. Winokur, Technical Di-
view of recent achievements toward sea-ice pre- rector to the Oceanographer of the Navy. Their
diction. Lastly, Horton et al. (1992. this issue) continuing support will unquestionably lead to
present results attained through a quick-reaction the first global ocean forecasting system imple-
effort. They configured and implemented a Per- mented in an operational environment. In this
sian Gulf predictive model in support of Opera- context, the foresight of the Oceanographer of the
tion "Desert Storm." Reports indicate that the Navy has led to the acquisition of powerful com-

0( 1|AN(XxR P.1r iiY.% 1 S. No 111092 7



puters necessary for this job and has put in place Re~fere~nces
a mechanism for their upgrade over the next 10 iancN-'R.NM.. 1992i Otxrational rii delig ,ecan mdiiticlI

years. The Commander. Naval Oceanography atteFetuirclOengah nv -,
Command, and his Technical Director, D. Dur- lov 1) '. %1R, (arnesand J I Mlitchell. 1992 ( Iiractcrui/ilj

ham, are assuring that the Navy will implement major frontal s~steitis. a rn.ýCast toreiast sstefl toir
the best available computer systems and technol- the northvýcst Atlamnti u'i''li 4,4-i 4
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SL-A I U R E

MODELING OF THE GLOBAL AND PACIFIC
OCEANS: ON THE PATH TO
EDDY-RESOLVING OCEAN PREDICTION

By Harley E. Huriburt, Alan J. Wallcraft,
Ziv Sirkes, and E. Joseph Metzger

N UMERICAI weather prediction has been op- models with about 6 layers in the ýertical. This is
etational since 1955 (Thompson, 1961: Fawcett, a key strategy in developing the system, because
1962). However, insufficient data and computing it reduces the computational icquirements by two
power have precluded a similar capability for the orders of magnitude.
ocean despite the potential for numerous military 3. Satellites provide useful data with global
and civilian applications, e.g.. antisubmarine coverage and adequate space-time resolution and
warfare, tactical planning, optimum-track ship accuracy. This includes oceanic data that the
routing, search and rescue, long-range weather and models can assimilate and also includes atmo-
climate prediction, sea-ice prediction, fisheries spheric forcing functions. Sea-surface height (SSH)
planning, design and protection of underwater from satellite altimetry is the single most prom-
structures such as oil rigs, and prediction of pol- ising source of oceanic data for operational ocean
lutant dispersion. Obstacles to prediction of ocean prediction, because it is strongly related to sub-
circulation arise because, historically, the ocean surface thermal structure and a major component
has been much more difficult to observe. In ad- of oceanic surface currents. Other notable satellite
dition, the spatial scale for meandering ocean data sources include infrared radiometers (IR),
currents and eddies (the oceanic "weather") is an scatterometers, multichannel microwave radi-
order of magnitude smaller than that for major ometers. and ocean-color imagers. These provide
weather systems and the meandering of the jet information such as the location of oceanic fronts
stream. It is only now that global-scale, eddy-re- and eddies, sea-surface temperature, and surface
solving ocean prediction is at the threshold of fea- winds and heat fluxes.
sibility. Four key technical or technological ad- 4. Another advance is improved data com-
vances have made this possible. munications via satellite, especially shore to ship.

These topics are discussed in more detail by
1. Class VII supercomputers, like the Cray Y- Teetpc r icse nmr ealb

/. 8 Class the fiupecampublie ofexecutheg Craly ' Hurlburt (1984, 1987) and Malanotte-Rizzoli and
MP8/8128, are the first capable of executing truly Hurlburt (1987). Navy interest includes depicting
eddy-resolving global and basin-scale ocean mood- the present state of the ocean, a process sometimes
els using the most efficient ocean model design called "nowcasting," and forecasting its future
available. state. Skill in doing this is measured by improve-

2. Global and basin-scale ocean models and ment over oceanic climatology or (more comm on

data-assimilation techniques are being developed in forecasting) the improvement over a forecast

that can effectively utilize the expected data types. of persistence (a forecast of iho change). In fore- It is only now that

These models are designed for efficient execution of duration ofcst of nortant In we- global-scale, eddy-
on present and future supercomputers, including the amount of skill. resolving ocean

massively parallel machines. In the system under

development by the U.S. Navy, mixed-layer The U.S. Navy needs to provide accurate prediction is at the
models with about 20 levels in the upper 400 m oceanic information to ships at sea. However, as
are coupled to eddy-resolving ocean circulation explained in the papers just cited, shore-based threshold of feasibility.

eddy-resolving global and basin-scale systems for
nowcasting and forecasting of the ocean circula-

H. E. Hurlburt, Naval Research Laboratory, Stennis Space tion would have greater skill and potential for
(enter, MS 39529, USA. A. J. Wallcraft. Planning Systems, broader application than stand-alone, limited-area
In,:. 115 Christian Lane. Slidell, LA 70458, USA. Z. Sirkes.
Institute for Naval Oceanography, Stennis Space Center, MS models on board ships. Hence, adequate data
39529. USA. E. J. Metzger, Naval Research Laboratory. Stennis communication and effective data compression
Space (enter, MS 39529. USA. techniques are essential. The time scale for pre-
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dictive skill should be much greater for oceanic space-time resolution and accuracy requirements,
than for atmospheric circulation, a month or more techniques for assimilation, and inference of sub-
in the ocean versus a week in the atmosphere (e.g., surface (even subthermocline) information from
see Hurlburt, 1984). Two-week skill has already sea-surface height and sea-surface temperature
been demonstrated for a relatively difficult region, (Hurlburt, 1986; Kindle, 1986; Thompson, 1986,
the Gulf Stream, using only data for the location Carnes et al., 1990; Hurlburt et al., 1990). Some
of oceanic fronts and eddies (Fox et al., 1992, this of these modeling and data assimilation studies
issue). This means that, compared with weather helped lay the f,,indation for the first Gulf Stream
forecasting, data is useful as input to an ocean prediction system that has demonstrated forecast
prediction system for a longer time after the ob- skill superior to persistence at both 7 and 14 days

. . . certain oceanic servation was taken and that the recipient of the (Fox et al., 1992, this issue). Interest in oceanic
anomalies can be forecast (e.g., a ship) does not need to receive the data assimilation has increased greatly in the last

forecast as soon after the observation time to have few years as evidenced by articles in this issue.
nowcast and forecast the forecast retain useful environmental infor- Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli (1991) review the

mation. It also means that a ship could extract substantial body of literature that has already ac-
in response to useful information from "'old" forecasts for a sub- cumulated.
atmospheric stantial length of time without shore communi-

cation.
forcing. . . The U.S. Navy has had an operational mixed- A Comparison of Global Sea-Surface Height

layer prediction capability since 1981 (Clancy and Anomalies-Model versus Satellite Altimetry
Martin, 1981; Clancy and Pollak, 1983; Clancy, As discussed by Huriburt (1984, 1987) and
1992, this issue). Before having the resources Thompson et al. (1992, this issue, see Table I),
needed for eddy-resolving global and basin-scale some features of the ocean circulation are a rel-
predictions of ocean circulation, the in-house atively direct integrated response to atmospheric
Navy effort focused on eddy-resolving models of forcing whereas others are not. This has an impact
small domains, Indian Ocean models, non-eddy- on data requirements. The Gulf Stream prediction
resolving global models, and on issues and tech- system requires oceanic data input for nowcasting
niques related to assimilation of satellite altimeter and forecasting because the meanders and eddies
and IR data. The small domains have included are primarily due to flow instabilities and are not
semienclosed seas like the Gulf of Mexico (Hurl- a direct response to atmospheric forcing.
burt and Thompson, 1980, 1982), the Caribbean The non-eddy-resolving global modeling effort
Sea (Heburn et al., 1982), and the Mediterranean uses the premise that certain oceanic anomalies
Sea (Heburn, 1987). High-resolution modeling of can be nowcast and forecast in response to at-
small domains also has included subdomains of mospheric forcing, an approach discussed by Ha-
major ocean basins like the Gulf Stream region ney (1980), Busalacchi ei al. (1983), Hurlburt
(Hurlburt and Thompson, 1984; Thompson and (1984, 1987), and Cane et al. (1986). Some
Schmitz, 1989; Thompson et al.. 1992, this issue). oceanic phenomena, such as the oceanic mixed
In the Indian Ocean, 0.4' resolution was sufficient layer, surface waves, and storm surges, are sen-
to depict major current systems and eddies (Lin sitive to daily fluctuations in atmospheric forcing.
and Hurlburt, 1981; Kindle and Thompson, However, the class of anomalies considered here
1989). Studies using non-eddy-resolving global is a direct integrated response to atmospheric
models have included the Florida Straits transport forcing on time scales much greater than the I-
(Rhodes and Heburn, 1987), the Pacific to Indian week time scale for atmospheric predictive skill.
Ocean exchange (Kindle et al., 1987, 1989; Mur- and these anomalies are quite insensitive to errors
ray etal., 1989, 1990), the circulation in the west- in representing the daily fluctuations of the
ern equatorial Pacific (Hurlburt et al.. 1989), and weather. The U.S. Navy's geodetic Earth orbiting
a model-data co, arison of global SSH anomalies satellite (GEOSAT) carried a satellite altimeter
presented in the next section. External to the Na- capable of detecting the signature of these anom-
val Ocean Modeling Program, the global simu- alies in the SSH. This permits a global search for
lation with I * resolution by Semtner and Chervin this class of anomalies by comparison with an at-
(1988) is particularly notable for both the Global mospherically forced global ocean model.
and Pacific Oceans. Modern supercomputers have In November 1986, after completing the geo-
multiple central processing units (CPUs). The desy mission, GEOSAT was placed into an orbit
Semtner-Chervin simulation was the first large that repeated every 17.05 days, an orbit termed
ocean simulation to demonstrate execution on all the GEOSAT-ERM (Exact Repeat Mission) (Born
CPUs simultaneously, an important capability et al.. 1987). Figure I shows a global comparison
termed parallel processing. This capability will be of SSH anomalies during 20 September-7 October
essential on future massively parallel supercom- 1988 from repeat cycle 41 of the GEOSAT-ERM
puters. and from a non-eddy-resolving global ocean

The data assimilation studies for satellite al- model. The GEOSAT data set was obtained from
timeter and IR data have investigated topics like the National Oceanographic Data Center and was
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corrected for orbit error using the Goddard Earth
Model (GEM-T2) gravity model (Haines et al.,
1990) and software from Koblinsky et al. (1990).
The orbit error was further reduced using a tech-
nique by Sirkes and Wunsch (1990).

The ocean model has two layers. The upper (a)
layer has temporally and spatially varying cur-
rents, density, and layer depth. The lower layer is
infinitely deep and at rest. The interface separates
layers of contrasting density and in the 2-layer
configuration it represents the permanent pyc-
nocline. The mean interface depth is 250 m, but
large deviations occur. This type of model is often 04 1.2

called a 1.5-layer reduced gravity model, because .0.4 0.4 12

it has two layers but only one active layer and
thus it represents only the first internal vertical
mode. Furthermore, because the model is infi-
nitely deep, only gravitational acceleration re-
duced by buoyancy is present. With 0.50 X 0.70resolution (lat, long) and Laplacian "horizontal" , (b)

friction using an eddy viscosity of A = 2,000 - • .
m-s , the model is unable to resolve most eddies,
although it does simulate a few eddies like the
Mindanao and Halmahera eddies in the western
equatorial Pacific. It was spun up from a state of
rest (no motion, a flat interface, and constant
density within a layer) to statistical equilibrium
using the Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983)
monthly wind-stress climatology, and was then
continued from 1981-1989 using monthly- -4
averaged 1,000-mb winds from the European ,A,)., . .
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 2 • (c)
(ECMWF). The 1981-1989 mean was replaced
by the annual mean from Hellerman-Rosenstein, '
a procedure that reduces some of the biases found 414

when the mean from ECMWF is used. Although • . •
the model is thermodynamic and accepts thermal - • - ' • "
forcing, relaxation to the annual mean density in
the upper layer, obtained from Levitus (1982), was -0.3 0 03

the only thermal forcing used and the only oceanic Fig. 1: (a) Mean sea-surface height (SSH) for 8 November 1986-10 November
data assimilated. Thus, anomalies due to seasonal

1988 f•om a 1. 5-layer global ocean model. The SSH has been interpolated
heating and cooling are included in the SSH field oa grid from sampling along tracks of the Geodetic Earth Orbiting Sat-
from GEOSAT but are not present in the model. to a10liteExc Repeat Ms on tracs TR the Model Evitin fo th

In the model, SSH was sampled along GEO- ellite-Exact Repeat Mission (GEOSA T-ERM). (b) Model deviationfrom the

SAT tracks at 3-second intervals to simulate the preceding mean for 20 September-7 October 1988 (repeat cycle 41 of the
GEOSA T-ERM). (c) GEOSA T-ERM SSH deviation from its mean over theGEOSAT-ERM. Figure Ia shows the mean SSH

from the model over the first 43 repeat cycles (8 same period. Color bars are in meters.

November !986-10 November 1988) of the
GEOSAT-ERM and was obtained using the
modcl GEOSAT track output. Excluding the error lack some credibility. The model is only 1.5-layer
corrections, the simulated tracks were treated reduced-gravity and is not eddy resolving. With
similarly to the GEOSAT data in performing an a few small exceptions, only wind-driven anom-
optimal interpolation to the same I ' grid used for alies are present. Thermally driven anomalies and
the GEOSAT anomalies. Figure lb shows the most anomalies due to mesoscale flow instabilities
model deviation from the mean in Figure I a for are excluded. In addition, one might doubt the
20 September-7 October 1988 (repeat cycle 41), accuracy of the wind forcing over the data-sparse
and Figure Ic shows the SSH deviation calculated oceanic regions. The GEOSAT anomalies are
from the actual GEOSAT-ERM for the same re- open to question because of concerns about the
peat cycle. The deviation is from the GEOSAT accuracy of the data and the accuracy of the error
mean over the same period as Figure Ia. By corrections (such as those used for water vapor
themselves each of these anomaly pictures might and orbit error). Because of the model-GEOSAT
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agreement, each enhances the credibility of the strong westward South Equatorial Current (SL()
other and of the atmospheric forcing. along the equator and a northward shift in

For example, the GEOSAT anomaly field the eastward North Equatorial Countercurrent
shows a distinctive, narrow band of positive (NECC) (represented by the band of positive
anomaly extending across most of the Pacific anomaly between 50 and 10'N).
Ocean between 50 and 10*N. This might be dis- Other regions where the model and GEOSAT
missed as being due to water-vapor error asso- data reveal similar anomalies are easily found, as

. . . satellite altimetry ciated with the intertropical convergence zone well as regions of disagreement. The best agree-
(ITCZ). However, the model shows the same fea- ment is at low latitudes where there is a relatively

can be assimilated to ture as well as the negative anomalies on either rapid response to changes in the wind field. How-

represent features not side in the central and eastern Pacific. Negative ever, corresponding anomalies between the model
sea-level anomalies are consistent with a shallow- and GEOSAT are found at mid latitudes despite

driven by atmospheric ing of the thermocline and negative sea-surface the model's lack of mesoscale variability and sea-
temperature anomalies. In addition, the sea level sonal anomalies due to heating and cooling, which

* in the western equatorial Pacific is relatively high are relatively important at these latitudes. One
and the SSH tilt along the equator is relatively example is the distribution of positive anomalies
large in both the model and GEOSAT. This result found in the Kuroshio Extension region east of
occurs because 1987 was an El Nifio year and Japan. Compared with the 2-year mean, the Ku-
1988 was an anti-El Nifio year. Consistent with roshio Current was strong south of the Japanese
this pattern of anomalies, the model shows a island of Honshu, and the Kuroshio Extension

was shifted slightly to the north in the model. The
S.J.0.55 X 0.7' 1.5-layer model does not simulate the

'N dlm eanders and eddies, which are prevalent in the
Hr region. In an ocean prediction model with suffi-

ciently high horizontal resolution, the SSH
40- Ranomalies from satellite altimetry can be assimi-

lated to represent the features not driven by the
atmospheric forcing and to improve the accuracy

2V (a) of those that are. Assimilation ofGEOSAT altim-
etry has been demonstrated for the California
Current region by White et al. (1990).

Poleward of the subpolar fronts in both hemi-
7 •__•7•spheres, positive wind-stress curl drives an upward

-displacement of the interface between the two
layers in the model. Vertical mixing between the

20ý' layers is used to prevent the interface from out-
60•I cropping at the surface. When vertical mixing oc-

0' "curs across a model interface, that interface is de-
scribed as ventilating. In the 1.5-layer reduced-4°°izi•! :.: ....~i ...•!: gravity model, this ventilating results in the loss

"' h ji• of wind energy to the infinitely deep abyssal layer
of the model and the presence of a shallow, flat

(b) interface between the layers. As a result the model
has no significant geostrophically balanced cur-
rents or anomalies within the subpolar gyres (i.e.,
poleward of about 450 latitude).

:t2L,. .. A I' Eddy-Resolving Model of the
S . Pacific Ocean North of 20'S

70 ] 60 60W 40 2.,0 .,,_In November 1990 a Cray Y-MP8/8128 was
12O 4T 1 6°E 18o* 160°W 140" 120° 100" `0 installed at the Naval Oceanographic Office,-70 .... Illl llltcm60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80 Stennis Space Center. This computational power

made it feasible to develop 1°', eddy-resolving
Fig. 2: Sea-surface height simulated by a 1 ' 6-layer Pacific ocean model for global and basin-scale ocean models using an ef-
(a) 17 December 1986 and (b) 16 December 1989. The model has realistic ficient ocean model design, layered models with
bottom topography as shown in Figure 3. Color bar is in centimeters and the about 6 layers in the vertical. The plan is to couple
extreme values labeled on the color bar are the extremes over the two dates. these models to the Navy's operational mixed-
Meandering contours and eddies are ubiquitous, and strong interannual dif- layer forecast model, TOPS (Thermal Ocean Pre-
ferences are evident. The simulation was performed on the Cray Y-MP8/ diction System), and via TOPS to NOGAPS, the
8128 at the Naval Oceanographic Office, Stennis Space Center, MS, as part Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction
of the Naval Ocean Modeling Program. System (Clancy, 1992, this issue; Rosmond, 1992,
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this issue). In August 1990 in preparation for the 6ON

Navy's Cray Y-MP, the Cray Y-MP8/6128 op-
erated by the Army Corps of Engineers at Vicks- 5ON

burg, MS, was t,.ed to perform the first J0 sim-i
ulation for any major ocean basin (which had re-

alistic topography), a ° model of the Pacific 30N

Ocean north of 20"S. In November 1990 this
model became the first user application on the 20•N

Navy's Cray Y-MP8/8128.
In the layered formulation used for the Pacific ION

model, the model equations are vertically inte- -Q

grated through each layer. The model is a descen-
dant of the semi-implicit free-surface model of Its
Hurlburt and Thompson (1980) but with ex-
tended capability (Wallcraft, 1991). It is similar ZVI ':oF: 14oE 160E o80 16OW 140o I')1 ,o(I1* 8011

to the 1.5-layer reduced-gravity model described ,oMAX DEPTH - 65o00(01 M

10 50 7 0 .. 00 4500 55050
earlier except that it is finite-depth with realistic -
bottom topography, thermodynamics are ex-
cluded (density is constant within a layer), greater Fig. 3: J * Pacific model bottom topography. Using 6.500 m as a reference

horizontal and vertical resolution are used, and depth, the topographic amplitude shown here was multiplied by 0. 73 to confine
the numerical treatment of the gravity waves is the topography to the lowest layer of the model. Color bar is in meters.
implicit. Figure 2 shows two SSH snapshots from
a 6-layer version of the Pacific model. The bottom
topography is shown in Figure 3. The horizontal with the 1981-1989 mean replaced by the annual
resolution is 0.1250 X 0.1760 (lat, long) for each mean from Hellerman-Rosenstein. No oceanic
variable or about 15 km at mid latitudes. The data were assimilated in this purely wind-forced
model also includes all of the deep marginal seas, simulation.
such as the Bering Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk, the
Sea of Japan, the South China Sea, the Sulu Sea, Results from the I0 Pacific Simulation
and the Indonesian archipelago (from north to Figure 2 shows the model simulation of the
south along the western boundary). The model SSH for 17 December 1986 and 16 December
boundary is the 200-m isobath with a few excep- 1989. Striking features include the following: 1)
tions, such as the straits connecting the Sea of the ubiquitous nature of meandering contours and
Japan. Artificial solid boundaries are placed at eddies even though the SSH variability is high only
20'S and in the straits at the southern boundary in regions noted for strong meandering currents
of the Indonesian archipelago. The mean interface and eddies and 2) the interannual differences be-
depths are 125, 275, 500, 750, and 1000 m, but tween December 1986 and December 1989, on
large deviations from these occur in regions like larger scales as well as the smaller scale of indi-
the subarctic and subtropical gyres where the SSH vidual meanders and eddies. Larger-scale anom-
deviations also are large. The density contrasts alies are prominent in the non-eddy-resolving
between the layers at these interfaces are 1.75, global model as well (Fig. I), but they are more
0.87, 0.43, 0.23, and 0.42 kg m-3 , respectively, prominent at mid and high latitudes in the o

The values are means over the model domain de- Pacific model. Most of the simulated meanders
termined using the Levitus (1982) oceanic cli- and eddies would, of course, not exhibit one-to-
matology. The "horizontal" eddy viscosity is A one correspondence to those observed because
= 100 m 2s-', low enough to permit vigorous flow they are due to flow instabilities. However, the Striking features
instabilities and numerous eddies. current meanders and eddies are much more nu-

The Cray Y-MP8/8128 has eight independent merous and stronger when the model is forced by include. . the
CPUs. The ', 6-layer Pacific model uses all eight the interannually varying winds than when it is
CPUs simultaneously (parallel processing) to forced by the Hellerman-Rosenstein monthly ubiquitous nature of

achieve a sustained computational rate of I. 1 bil- wind-stress climatology. When monthly averages meandering contours
lion floating point operations (adds and multi- over 1981-1989 are formed, the amplitude of the
plies) per second. In this mode the model performs seasonal variations in wind stress and wind-stress and eddies..

a I-year simulation in slightly <6 hours as mea- curl for the ECMWF 1,000 mb winds averaged
sured by a clock on the wall. over the model domain are similar to those for

Starting from rest, the model was spun up to Hellerman-Rosenstein. This occurs when a drag
statistical equilibrium at 1 ° resolution using the coefficient of Cd = 1.5 X 10-1 and an atmospheric
Hellerman-Rosenstein monthly wind-stress cli- surface density of pi, = 1.2 kg m-3 are used with
matology, and then continued another 15 years the ECMWF winds.
at J° resolution. Finally it was run 1981-1989 Figure 2 shows the basic features of the upper
using monthly averaged ECMWF 1000-mb winds ocean circulation in the equatorial and North Pa-
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cific. The subtropical and subarctic g)..s are flow in the model occurred in March, and the
clearly evident. They are separated by the Sub- subsequent anticyclonic eddies were fewer and
arctic Front at -40-45°N. However, the strongest weaker. By 16 December 1989, only one at 53 ON,
portion of the subtropical gyre is bounded on the 136'W is visible in this region (Fig. 2b).
north 1y the Kuroshio Extension at -32-36°N, Unlike the global model, the 6-layer Pacific
giving a double frontal structure separating the model has a robust time-dependent circulation in
strongest portion of the two gyres. Except within the subarctic gyre. The interfaces between the up-
a few degrees of the equator, the near-surface cur- per layers are ventilated by positive wind-stress
rents tend to follow the isolines of the SSH, with curl as described for the global model, but at least
high SSH to the right in the northern hemisphere two of them do not ventilate over all or almost
and to the left in the southern hemisphere. The all of the gyre and a third one over a large part of
stronger currents are marked by narrow ribbons it. Interior to the subarctic gyre a significant
of color. The subarctic gyre is bounded on the countercurrent runs roughly adjacent to the Alas-
north by the Alaskan Stream off the south coast kan Stream, similar to the picture by Dodimead
of Alaska and the south side of the Aleutian Island et al. (1963) and consistent with the Sverdrup flow
Chain from roughly 145*W to 170 0E. On the west driven by the annual mean Hellerman-Rosenstein
it is bounded by the East Kamchatka Current, wind stress.
which flows along the coast from the western Ber- The interiors of the subarctic and subtropical
ing Sea (starting at 600 N) to the mouth of the gyres also contain transient fronts and frontal seg-
Okhotsk Sea (at 48°N) and is bounded on the ments. This is particularly striking in the sub-
southwest by the Oyashio Current southwestward tropical-gyre simulation for 16 December 1989
from the mouth of the Okhotsk Sea, and then (Fig. 2b), where three large-scale ridges in the SSH
eastward along the narrow ribbons of color near extend eastward between 17' and 32°N. These
42°N. South of Kodiak Island at 153.5°W, the imply alternating bands of eastward and westward
model's mean transport for the Alaskan Stream flow within the subtropical gyre. There is little
is 14.3 Sv (i.e., 14.3 X 106 m 3s- 1) close to estimates evidence of these in the simulation for 17 Decem-

• . . the patterns of from hydrography (Reed, 1984) and close to the ber 1986 (Fig. 2a).
prediction from Sverdrup flow using the annual The subtropical gyre is bounded on the south

eddies show mean Hellerman-Rosenstein wind-stress clima- by the North Equatorial Current (NEC) at - 10-
substantial interannual tology. 18'N. This current splits at the Philippines coast

In contrast to the Alaskan Stream, the eastern to form the northward Kuroshio Current and the
variation. boundary currents in the subarctic gyre region southward Mindanao Current. The mean split

undergo large seasonal fluctuations in the model. point occurs near 14°N. From here the Kuroshio
These currents flow along the eastern boundary Current flows northward along the eastern Phil-
of the model to the eastern end of the Alaskan ippines coast and then along the western boundary
Stream. They are strong and northward in fall of the model until it separates from the coast of
and winter and are weak and southward in spring Japan near 35 0 N, 140 0 E to flow eastward as the
and summer. In 1986, the strongest northward Kuroshio Extension. The Mindanao Current
flow occurred in January. Starting in February, flows southward along the Philippines coast from
the model simulated a series of prominent anti- the split point to -3°N. It is the western boundary
cyclonic eddies along the coast at the beginning current for an elongated gyre with the NEC on
of the transition from northward to southward the north side and the NECC on the south side
flow, the most prominent being those off Sitka, (along -'5 0 N). The gyre is marked by a trough
Alaska and the Queen Charlotte Islands. Later, in SSH centered at 7-9°N. This trough and the
the eddies were found between southward flow bounding currents are much stronger in the sim-
along the coast and northward flow remaining ulation for December 1989 than in that for De-
offshore. The eddies moved offshore, and a weaker cember 1986. In addition, the gyre is narrower
series of cyclonic eddies formed shoreward before and centered farther north in December 1989, but
the return of northward flow along the coast. the northern boundary is farther south. Compar-
Three anticyclonic eddies that formed off Sitka, ing December 1989 and December 1986, the
Queen Charlotte, and Vancouver Island during eastern end of the NEC near 140'W is at 130
February-March 1986 are evident in the SSH for versus 19'N, and the split point at the western
17 December 1986 (Fig. 2a) at (respectively) 55°N, end is at 12.50 versus 15°N. Farther south, the
139 0W; 51ON, 135 0W; and 49 0 N, 132°W. These SSH tilt along the equator and the South Equa-
are visible as a lighter shade of blue embedded in torial Countercurrent near 90S were stronger in
a darker shade of blue. South of them, cyclonic December 1989. These results for the tropics are
eddies are found in the region 40-50°N, 125- consistent with the El Nifio present during De-
130°W (visible as a darker shade of blue embed- cember 1986, but may be due in part to a trend
ded in a lighter shade). This sequence of events in the tropical ECMWF 1,000-mb winds.
and the patterns of eddies show substantial inter- The 6-layer model has two shallow layers. This
annual variation. In 1989, the strongest northward design and vertical mixing allows the simulation
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the 0 ashio/Subarctic Frontal system along 15N

40-45 0N.10m, :
One issue in this region is how the Kuroshio A 1"

Current feeds part of its transport into the Sub- WN- ,

arctic Frontal region. More viscous simulations, ...

simulations which are more linear, and simula- '• - . -
tions excluding the Sea of Japan have shown an --

unrealistic northward surface current along the
east coast of Honshu. The eddy-resolving, strongly F.
non-linear simulations with realistic bottom to- -

pography and an open Sea of Japan offer three 5$

more realistic alternative routes for the Kuroshio 1201' 01' 1401 150OE

to Subarctic Front transport. The first of these is 51 ...............
a mean transport of 2.8 Sv through the Sea of B :': :"U_

Japan, with two distinct branches evident in Fig- .

ures 2, 4, and 5. One branch in the Sea of Japan .. bI_ . . .
is found along the north coast of Honshu, the ...- .fC'.'
other follows the Korean coast and then flows ...... - '

eastward across the basin at about 40'N. The sec- -
ond is an inertial route that is seen near 148- _ -"-. - --

150 0 E. The third route is bifurcation of the Ku- • . ..

roshio near the Shatsky Rise, which is centered at . -
32.5 0N, 158.5 0 E (Fig. 3). In the 6-layer simula-
tion, this route is subsurface and is not evident in
the SSH shown in Figures 2 and 4. The purely
wind-driven simulation also exhibits weak merid- _

ional overturning with a net transport of 3.5 Sv
southward across 39.5°N in the top two layers -

and compensating northward flow in the other
layers. In the deeper layers, northward flow is ...... ....

found in the route along the east coast of Honshu. . .

Frontal analyses like those composited in Fig-

Frontal locations from ure 5 are produced routinely from satellite IR by
the Operational Oceanography Center at the Na- : ... ,. .it7- -•.

IR [infrared val Oceanographic Office. Frontal locations from 'IF - ,oE

radiometers) can be IR can be valuable input to an ocean prediction
system using an eddy-resolving model like the 1 0  Fig. 6: (a) Drifter velocity vectors and automatic

valuable input to an 6-layer Pacific model. This information can be Doppler current profiler (ADCP) measurements
ocean prediction used to locate eddies and to fix the phase of mean- averaged on 1o squares br July-September 1988.

ders like those seen in Figures 2 and 4. In addition, then smoothed (from Lukas et al.. 1991). (b and

system. . . they can be used to determine the location of ma- c) Mean velocity vectors for July-September 1988
jor fronts such as the Kuroshio north wall (e.g., cimulated by the I *, 6-layer Pacific Model in (b)
see Fox et al., 1992, this issue). Figure 5 clearly jyer I and (c) layer 2. Layer I is the surface layer,
shows standing meanders on the Kuroshio, as does layer 2 the layer containing the Equatorial Un-
the Pacific model and the Generalized Digital En- dercurrent. Velocity values from the model were
vironmental Model (GDEM), the Navy's oceanic sampled at 3-day intervals and then averaged in
climatology (Teague el al., 1990). The GDEM cli- time.
matology shows a ridge near 150°E that is partic-
ularly common in the model and is present on all
three of the dates shown. model. The appropriate comparison is between

the observations and the upper layer of the
The Western Equatorial Pacific model. The second layer is included to show the

Figure 6 compares the mean currents from ob- equatorial undercurrent and the dramatic
servations and the I' 6-layer Pacific simulation change in the currents with depth in just the upper
during July-September 1988 in the western equa- 200-300 m.
torial Pacific. Figure 6a shows observations of The basic features of the flow shown by the
currents reported by Lukas et al. (1991), which model and the observations compare remarkably
were obtained from drifters drogued at a 15 m well despite the gross differences in sampling, er-
depth and from acoustic Doppler current profiler rors in the atmospheric forcing, deficiencies in the
(ADCP) measurements. Figure 6 also shows cur- model, and the presence of flow instabilities
rents from the first (b) and second (c) layers of the (which can cause two simulations using the same
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model and wind forcing to diverge in some re- 62435N and 63207N and to the North Atlantic

spects, if there is any difference in the initial state). Ocean Prediction System project at the Institute

The lack of Pacific-Indian Ocean exchange is a for Naval Oceanography under program element

serious deficiency in the model for this region. As 61153N. All of the preceding are part of the Naval

a result, the Pacific model does not show the strong Ocean Modeling Program managed by Robert

southward flow down the Makassar Strait (found Peloquin. This is also a contribution to the Eddy- 0 eddy-resolving

by the drifters), a feature present in the global resolving Global Ocean Model project and the models of malor ocean
model discussed earlier. However, other major Kuroshio Extension Regional Experiment Accel-

features in the data and the model correspond erated Research Initiative at NRL, sponsored by basins that have

quite well. These include the southward Min- the Office of Naval Research under program ele- realistic behavior, a
danao Current along the east coast of the Phil- ment 61153N. The ocean model simulations were

ippines and the westward SEC north of New performed on the Cray Y-MP8/8128 at the Naval milestone

Guinea, both of which feed into the eastward Oceanographic Office, Stennis Space Center,

NECC that meanders along 5°N. In addition, Mississippi. We thank Ashley McManus for her

there is a loop into the Sulawesi Sea, which is work on some of the color graphics and Charles

westward on the north side and eastward on the Horton at the Naval Oceanographic Office for his

south side. Between the SEC and the NECC, two assistance.
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FEATURE

DATA ASSIMILATION AND
PREDICTABILITY STUDIES FOR THE
COUPLED OCEAN-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM

By Michael Ghil and Carlos R. Mechoso

AS OCEANIC DATA SETS increase dramatically in three space dimensions with known error bars.
in quality and quantity in the near future, and The ingredients for generating this four-dimen-
both oceanic and atmospheric models improve sional space-time movie are a large number of
apace, the predictability of the coupled ocean-at- observations with different spatiotemporal distri-
mosphere system will become more important on butions and error characteristics, on the one hand,
the theoretical level and more critical on the prac- and an imperfect knowledge of and ability to solve
tical level. Predictability of the atmosphere with the equations of fluid motion, on the other.
prescribed sea-surface temperatures (SST) has The purposes of generating such a movie can
been evaluated; numerous studies indicate that differ: in numerical weather prediction and in the
two initially very similar atmospheric states will emerging discipline of ocean forecasting, the main
lead to time evolutions that on the average diverge emphasis is on short "loops" between successive
and become uncorrelated over an interval on the initial states for subsequent prediction, separated The... goal of data
order of 2 weeks. There is also a growing literature by 1 day (in the atmosphere) or I week to I month assimilation is to
on the predictability of the upper ocean with pre- (in the oceans). In climate-related problems,
scribed atmospheric wind stress and heat fluxes. whether atmospheric or oceanic, the emphasis is provide a dynamically
But the variability, and hence predictability, of on full-length "feature movies," based on all the
the coupled system is quite different from the sum, information available for long-time intervals. e.g., consistent motion
product. or any other simple function of its parts for the entire duration of a field experiment or of picture" of the
(Ghil et al., 199 1a). even longer historic data records.

The long-term goal of our work at UCLA is to In meteorology, data assimilation is a well-es- atmosphere and

provide a description, understanding, and predic- tablished subfield described in books such as oceans...
tion of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system as Bengtsson et al. (1981) and Daley (1991). In
complete and reliable as that which now exists for oceanography. the increase in data sets as well as
the atmosphere alone. Our approach is to develop the improvement in models are working a true
methods for data assimilation from sequential es- revolution in the need for and interest in data-
timation and control theory and for predictability assimilation methods. The general problem of
studies from dynamical systems and statistical data assimilation for the atmosphere and oceans
turbulence theory; these methods are then tested is discussed by Ghil (1989. 1990) and by Ghil and
on a variety of models, ranging from simple mod- Malanotte-Rizzoli (1991).
els amenable to analytical treatment to coupled A considerable number of methods with in-
ocean-atmosphere general circulation models creasing degrees of sophistication have been de-
(GCMs). veloped for and applied to the assimilation of at-

Data Assimilation For The Coupled Ocean- mospheric and oceanic data. The key difficulty
Atmosphere System rcsides in ascertaining the relative confidence one

The ambitious and elusive goal of data assim- has in, and therefore the relative weights one
ilation is to provide a dynamically consistent should assign to, various observations and various
imotion pistur" tof pre atmdynamic aly cansitn model predictions. In direct insertion, local ob-
"'motion picture" of the atmosphere and oceans servations are given complete credence and are

used to simply replace model predictions at the
M. Ghil. Department of Atmospheric Sciences and Institute time of observation. In variational methods with

of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, time o
Los Angeles. CA 90024-1565, USA. C. R. Mechoso, Depar- strong constraints, the model is considered perfect
ment of Atmospheric Sciences, University of California, Los and observations are only allowed to help pick
Angeles, 90024-1565, USA the succession of model predictions that are closest
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to the observations. Other methods try to use dif- For the barotropic case, Todling and Ghil
ferent theoretical ideas and computational re- (1991) produced an identical-twin simulation b\
sources, the common purpose being to assign rel- adding random perturbations to the results of a
ative weights to model values and observed values run performed using a shallow-water model, ini-
in inverse proportion to their estimated square tialized with an unstable velocity profile (Fig. I).
errors; these methods include successive correc- In the assimilation runs, the observations were
tions, nudging, so-called optimal interpolation assimilated using the Kalman filter method. In
(01) and variational methods with weak con- this way, Todling and Ghil (1991) showed that

Ssimplest way to straints (Daley, 1991; Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, the Kalman filter results in a substantial reduction
1991). of the initial error, even for a limited number of

test the performance The best estimate of the current state of a geo- observations (Fig. 2). Furthermore, they showed
of a data-assimilation physical flow field, based on past and current ob- that observations made within the region of mostservations, is provided in the case of linear flow unstable flow are more effective for the assimila-
method. . . is to run a equations by the Kalman (1960) filter. The filter tion. This work is being extended to the baroclinic

makes optimal use of information about the ob- case; preliminary results for this case were reported
so-Called identical-twin servational errors and the model errors to calculate by Todling and Ghil (1990).
experiment, the above-mentioned relative weights in comput- An important problem for ocean prediction is

ing the current flow-field estimate. It can be gen- the compensation of errors in atmospheric wind-
eralized to the more realistic nonlinear equations stress data by the use of ocean data. This problem
used nowadays in dynamic meteorology and was explored by Hao (1991). using a linear, re-
physical oceanography via the so-called extended duced-gravity model of a tropical ocean basin and
Kalman filter (EKF: Ghil et al.. 1981; Miller and an assimilation method based on 01. Hao forced
Ghil, 1990). At UCLA, we have applied a full suite the model with biased wind stresses and compared
of the data-assimilation methods sketched above the effect of assimilating (at selected locations) ei-
to models of varying complexity and with varying ther the height of the free surface (as would be the
resolutions of the mid-latitude and tropical ocean, case if altimeter data were used) or the zonal ve-

Todling and Ghil (1991) investigated the ability locity (as would be the case if current-meter data
of a data-assimilation system based on the Kalman were used). Hao found that error reduction due
filter to track rapidly developing barotropic and to assimilation varies between the western, central.
baroclinic instabilities in the atmosphere and and eastern parts of the basin, and between the
oceans. The simplest way to test the performance height and velocity field (Fig. 3). The dependence
of a data-assimilation method, used in conjunc-
tion with a given model and a given set of obser-
vations, is to run a so-called identical-twin exper-
iment. First, a control integration is carried out
with a given initial state, this integration is con-
sidered to provide the correct succession of states
of the flow fields and therefore is also often named
"the nature run." Next, random perturbations are
added to the initial state (to reflect our lack of
complete and accurate knowledge thereof) and to
the model equations: this run is considered to
represent the succession of states that we would
obtain in the absence of any observations. Finally,
an assimilation run is made with the same initial
state as in the second, perturbed run, but using
observations extracted from the control run at se-
lected locations (according to an existing or
planned observing pattern) and is blended with
the model-predicted values while applying the
weights provided by the assimilation method un-
der study. The difference between the model state
at any given time in the assimilation run and that , ,.
in the control run is referred to as model anomaly
and is measured typically by the corresponding Fig. 1: The one-layer version of/the shallow-water
root-mean-square (RMS) error; the performance model exhibits strong barotropic instability/,or a
of the data-assimilation method is reflected by the basic meridional velocity provfile of cosine-square
reduction of this error over time with respect to shape (Kuo, 1973). Fields are shown after 10 days
its initial value, or with respect to another appro- of model evolution. Units are m for heights: ret:
priate comparison value (e.g., that in the second erence arrow (at top)): 54 ms-'P r winds. (.4fier
run, without observations). Todling and Ghil, 1991.)
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of error reduction on location and on the ocean- from 28°S to 50'N, respectisels, Ihe , irthern-
ographic field that is being updated arises from most and southernmost parts of'the domains arc
the special properties of equatorial waves, which relaxed towards the obserxed climatolog. in both
propagate information from data-sparse to data- salinitý and temperature fields. Incorporation of'
rich regions of the ocean and transfer information a sea-ice module is under " a\.
from one field variable (height or velocity) to an- The AGCM has been developed under the di-
other. rection of A. Arakawa. with the I articipation of'

What can be expected from a data-assimilation his colleagues and students (Araka" a and Lamb,
method in the presence of strong nonlinearities? 1977). This effort has in,luenced similar deel-
Miller and Ghil (1990) address this issue by ap- opments around the world during the last 30 'ears.
plying three versions of the extended Kalman filter In the middle 1970s. a version of the model was
and several variational methods to a number of implemented at the US Naval E-nsironmental
geophysical models of increasing complexity. Prediction Research Facility ard the fleet Nu-
Their provisional answer is that the most ad- merical Weather Center, both in Montere, Cal-
vanced assimilation methods are expected to cap- ifornia. This version evolved into the operational
ture transitions between different flow regimes and NOGAPS (Nav\ Operational Global Atmospheric
to provide reliable error estimates in cases of cha- Prediction System) forecasting systern I Rosmond
otic behavior. 1981). The same version is extensisels used for
Predictability Studies For The Ocean And forecasting and climate studies at the Meteoro-
Atmosphere logical Research Institute in Tsukuba. Japan 1lo-

Our predictability studies have focused on two kioka el al., 1984).

complementary aspects of the problem: instabil- The current version of the model has been used

ities in the open ocean and coastal regions, which since the early 1980s at UCLA and Colorado Staie

limit predictability: and the stability of localized University (Randall ei al. 1985). The distinctise
feature of this latter version is the treatment of

coherent vortex structures, which enhance pre- the planetary boundary layer (PBL), which is
dictability. We have found shortwave instabilities
with rapid growth rates in both a coupled density considered well-mixed and is represented b\ the

model's bottom layer, whose variable depth isfront with zero potential vorticity (Paldor and predicted (Suarez el al.. 1183). The PBI param-
The coupled GCM Ghil, 1990) and a two-layer coastal front with the eterization is crucial for modeling heat and ram-

(General Circulation interface emerging at some distance from the coast mentum fluxes at the ocean-atmosphere interlace.
(Paldor and Ghil, 1991). We are proceeding to the Constant effort is dedicated to improvement of'

Model] produces a nonlinear, viscous treatment of the isolated front. the finite-difference schemes and parameter /a-
which corresponds to the oceanographically most

realistic simulation of itions of physical processes included in the model
interesting case of the Gulf Stream north wall. and to optimization of its computer code.

the seasonal cycle Concerning the stability of coherent vortices. The coupled GCM produces a realistic simu-
without any flux we have demonstrated that. in agreement with lation of the seasonal cycle (Mechoso ct al..field observations and numerical experiments, 199Ia). without any flux correction. Figures 4 and

correction. stationary (Sakuma and Ghil. 1990) as well as 5 show the simulated SST field for Julr.s and the

eastward- and westward-traveling (Sakuma and thGhil, 1991) vortex pairs are linearly stable. Ourat the equator. re-Ghil 191) ortx pars re inerly'stale.Our spectively. Figure 4 depicts realistic configurations
results provide a stronger criterion for the stability for the wa r e 4ool pict s re st ic c ifi c and th

for the warm pool in the western Pacific and theof such pairs than was previously available. The cold tongue in the eastern Pacific. Figure 5 shows
physical basis of these results can be explained by that the east-west temperature gradient is main-

the stabilizing effect of rotation on geophysical med throughout the year by the coupled system.
flows in Sakuma and Ghil ( 1992). with the extent of cold water largest in Juls. There

Modeling Of The Coupled System is no evidence of significant climate drift, which
The oceanic global circulation model (OGCM) is a major concern in modeling of the coupled

of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laborator system (Neelin et al., 1992). The successful sim-
at Princeton University and the atmospheric ulation of the seasonal cycle is a prerequisite for
global circulation model (AGCM) of UCLA are using the coupled GCM in support of our planned
the components of our coupled GCM. The data assimilation and predictability studies. We
AGCM provides the wind stress, heat and fresh- plan to implement, for the OGCM. a four-di-
water fluxes to the OGCM. and the OGCM re- mensional data assimilation scheme based on O1
turns sea-surface temperature (SST) to the AGCM and successive corrections.
(Mechoso et al., 1991 a). The OGCM has a Global The computer code of the :oupled GCM is
version (Bryan and Cox. 1967: Cox and Bryan, being restructured as part of our participation in
1984) and a Tropical Pacific version with en- the Corporation for National Research Initiatives
hanced resolution in the equatorial region (Phil- (CNRI) Gigabit Testbed Initiative. In the final
ander and Pacanowski, 1980). They cover the stages of this task, computations will be distributed
ocean in the latitude belts from 60'S to 60'N and among several supercomputers connected by a
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wide-area high-speed (gigabit per second) network
(Mechoso et al., 199 1b). Other avenues of paral-
lelization for SIMD (single-instruction/multiple 1.
data) and MIMD (multiple-instruction/multiple
data) architectures are being tentatively explored
on simplified GCMs by Ghil et al. (1991b). 10

Concluding Remarks 9 T
Methodology for data assimilation and pre- E

dictability studies on various time scales has been 30

developed and tested on simple models and is 8
ready to be implemented for the UCLA coupled W)
atmosphere-ocean GCM. At the same time, sim- ,L_ 25E
ulations of the seasonal cycle and interannual a 7
variability with the coupled GCM are being eval- 7 ,2, 2o R
uated. A number ot interesting results on data A
assimilation and predictability for the ocean have A
been obtained in the process. E 6 T

In the area of data assimilation, we have eval-
uated the relative merits of various assimilation R
methods for the atmosphere and oceans. We have 5
shown the ability of the Kalman filter to track
vigorous barotropic and baroclinic instabilities
and of the extended Kalman flter to track regime 4 0
changes in chaotic and stochastically perturbed
flows. In the area of predictability, our results in-
clude the impact of physical parameterizations 3
(such as that for radiative effects in the AGCM
and vertical mixing in the OGCM) on the per-
formance of the coupled system: the existence of 2
shortwave instabilities in frontal structures, both 140"E 180" 140"W 100*W
near coasts and in the open ocean: and a theo-
retical justification of the stability of localized co- Longitude
herent vortex structures in the ocean.

As part of the technological basis for imple- Fig. 5: Time variation of sea-surface temperature at the equator from a sim-
menting advanced assimilation methods and per- ulation with the coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM. Units are 'C. (After Me-
forming extensive predictability studies on cou- choso et al.. 1991a.)
pled GCMs, we also are exploring modern com-
puter architectures and networks. We expect the
coming decade to be one of great excitement for Acknowledgements
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FEATURE

A PROTOTYPE FULLY COUPLED
OCEAN-ATMOSPHERE PREDICTION SYSTEM

By Thomas E. Rosmond

COUPLING OF THE NAVY'S atmosphere and model (OGCM) have been limited, but some early
ocean prediction models has a natural place in attempts have been mad- (e.g., Washington and
the Navy's research mission and is a major goal Meehl, 1989; Stouffer et al., 1989). Fully coupled
of meteorologists and oceanographers in the Naval experiments for the shorter time scales (5- 10 days)
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Lab- of traditional numerical weather prediction
oratory (NOARL) during the 1990s. Navy at- (NWP) or even extended prediction (30 days) are
mospheric models have been providing valuable now getting scientific attention. Experiments on
support to Navy operations for many years, and the sensitivity of NWP models to SST anomalies
computer power now has made operational ocean suggest that even after 10 days. air/sea interaction
prediction models feasible. effects are still minor compared with other phys- even after 10

The challenges of successfully coupling atmo- ical processes in the free atmosphere (Ranelli et
sphere and ocean models are great. Coupled sys- al., 1985). Therefore even a perfectly interacting days, air/sea
tems must accurately predict air/sea interface atmosphere/ocean model will probably show little
conditions, e.g., sea-surface temperature (SST) positive benefit for the atmospheric part of the interaction effects are

and surface fluxes, whereas uncoupled atmosphere forecast. The benefit to the ocean part of the fore- still minor compared
and ocean models depend on prescribed interface cast, specifically the ocean mixed layer, has not
conditions. The extra degrees of freedom at the been studied, however, and cannot be ignored in with other physical

interface in the coupled systems may be a theo- determining potential benefits and research prior- processes...
retical advantage for realistic simulation of at- ities for fully coupled models.
mosphere/ocean exchanges, but the lack of any The coupled Navy Operational Global At-
constraints at the interface also can allow unac- mospheric Prediction System/Thermodynamic
ceptable systematic errors. e.g., SST biases. The Oceanographic Prediction System (NOGAPS/
goal of NOARL atmosphere and ocean modelers TOPS) is the Navy's first effort at joining an
is to design atmosphere and ocean models that AGCM/NWP model and an ocean mixed-layer
can exploit the advantages of coupling without model such as TOPS. The choice of NOGAPS
the systematic errors. and TOPS is a clear one because each is a well-

For many years. there has been general con- established operational system in its own right,
sensus among meteorologists and oceanographers and there is abundant expertise available for both
that two-way interactive coupling should be the at NOARL and Fleet Numerical Oceanography
best way to model the interactions between the Center (FNOC). The documented performance
atmosphere and ocean. Early research efforts such records of each of the operational systems also
as Manabe et al. (1975) and more recently Ma- provide excellent control data for coupled system
nabe and Wetherald (1986) concentrate on longer- evaluation and validation.
term climate-time-scale simulations, where at-
mosphere-ocean interaction is a dominant factor th ouplgroblem
determining the behavior of both the atmosphere atmospes
and ocean components of the coupled system. are of two types.
Even these efforts restrict the coupling to a sim- Asynchronous or Loosely' Coupled
plified ocean mixed-layer model underneath an The two models of the system run in sequence,
atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM). each model getting forecast time-series forcing
Experiments with a fully coupled AGCM and fields from a previously run sequence of the other
three-dimensional ocean general circulation model. Typically the atmospheric model is run

for a 24-hour forecast with a fixed SST as the bot-

T. E. Rosmond. Atmospheric Directorate. Naval Ocean- tom boundary condition. The ocean model then
ographic and Atmospheric Research Lahoratory. Monterey, runs for this same 24 hours being forced by the
(A 93943-5()06. USA. time series (e.g.. cvcry 3 hours) of surface fluxes
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generated by the atmospheric model over the pe- RECAST

riod. At the end of the 24 hours, the ocean model
has predicted a new SST, and the atmospheric DATA DATA

model can begin another cycle,

Synchronous or Tightl/' Coupled
The two models are integrated in lockstep, ex- P .A FORECAST N_

changing the SST and surface flux information at
the same grid points for every model time step.
There is now only one combined model, the in-
teractions across the air/sea interface being mod- DATA DATA

eled in more detail than in the loosely coupled
Another serious case.

Readers may feel that there is little fundamen- TIME 1 TIME 2
problem with coupled tal difference between these two approaches, only

a different time step separating exchange of in- Fig. 2: Thefid /v coupled (sy'nchronousJ .VOG.-IPS/
atmosphere/ocean formation across the air/sea interface. Logistically, TOPS syvstem. The bo.xes represent ana/ysis times.

models is the however, the loosely coupled system is more easily when observationsfrom both the atmosphere and

controlled because the exchange of parameters ocean are assimilated. The arrows between hoxes
development of large across the models' air/sea interface is independent are the short data assimilation (D.A.).) hrecasts,

systematic errors. of the time integration processes of the models. and the arrow on the upper right is a longer/forecast

Typically the parameters are stored in a data base periodically spun ofi
where they can be subjected to filtering, various
kinds of quality control, and other reality checks both the atmosphere and ocean. The interval be-
before being passed to the appropriate model tween oceanic data insertion is 24 hours and for
component. Figure I shows the asynchronously atmospheric data is 6 hours. The TOPS SSTs and
coupled system of NOGAPS and TOPS currently NOGAPS surface fluxes are subject to climato-
run operationally by FNOC. The combined sys- logical adjustments to prevent large biases from
tems do four-dimensional data assimilation for developing in the models' forecasts.

The fully coupled NOGAPS/TOPS that is the
subject of this report is an example of a synchro-

FORECAST nously coupled system. Figure 2 shows the inti-
AADATA mate relationship of the two models, and Figure

3 -emonstrates the vertical layer structure on each
side of the air/sea interface. The TOPS SST is fed

N0.APS DA. FORECAST POAPS to NOGAPS and the NOGAPS fluxes of momen-
tum, sensible heat, latent heat (evaporation). and

U) •precipitation are fed back to TOPS. Instead of a

C = data-base interface between the two models, all
exchange of these parameters is done internal to
the models through the memory of the host corn-

TOPS DA. FORECAST TOPS puter system. The ability to apply quality control
and other constraints is limited compared with
the loosely coupled case (Fig. I). Furthermore,
the short time interval of parameter exchange

T O(typically 15- to 20-minute steps) sometimes al-
FORECAST lows the development of spurious high-frequency

IME 1 TIME 2 solution modes (e.g., high-amplitude inertial os-
cillations) that are difficult to eliminate and can

Fig. 1: The looselv coupled atmosphere/ocean data contaminate physically realistic solutions. The
assimilation (D.A.) system ol1NOGA.1PS and TOPS many hours between parameter exchange and
currently runs operationallv at Fleet Numerical data insertion in the loosely coupled system ef-
Oceanograph." Center. The horizontal arrows be- fectively filter high-frequency modes and prevent
tween the boxes are the short D.A. fbrecasts, the this contamination.
arrows at the upper and lower right corners are Another serious problem with coupled atmo-
longer forecasts. for simplicity the D.A. firecasts sphere/ocean models is the development of large
are shown to be the same length in both NOGAPS systematic errors or biases in the models' solu-
and TOPS, typicallv however, a TOPS DA..fi)re- tions. These errors are often called "climate drift"
cast is 24 hours and a NOGAPS D.A. forecast is. and are common to all AGCMs, whether coupled
6 hours. to ocean models or not. For coupled models, sys-
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tematic errors in AGCM surface fluxes are most 1600
critical. As mentioned above, the loosely coupled 1400
operational NOGAPS/TOPS depends upon cli-
matological constraints on the surface fluxes to • 1200

prevent the predicted SST from developing large
biases in areas where NOGAPS fluxes are in error. d 1000

NOGAPS surface-flux systematic errors, although W 800

no worse than those of other major AGCMs, are W
still too large to allow unconstrained air/sea in- C 600
teractions. In fact, no AGCM is yet good enough 0 SW LW S L-E P

to satisfy this demand (Schneider, 1990). The great Z400

challenge for fully coupled NOGAPS/TOPS re- 2oo
search and development is to reduce surface-flux -- '--
systematic error so that such adjustments are un- 0

necessary. cp 50
Both loosely coupled and tightly coupled at- 100 SST

mosphere/ocean model systems have important
roles to play in the design of future Navy pre- • 150

diction systems. Operational-coupled AGCM/ • 200 I
OGCMs will probably be loosely coupled, because W 201

of the large difference in time and space scales of > 300 tv) I0 300
interest. The baroclinic eddies and current systems a.

oin the ocean have time scales of order weeks and o350o
space scales of order 100 km- comparable scales 400 4

in the atmosphere are days and 1,000 km. For 450s t

these time and space scales, all interaction of in- -
terest takes place over the time scales that are well 500 T
resolved by the data insertion interval of four-di-
mensional data assimilation (12/24 hours). How- Fig. 3: The vertical structure of the coupled NOGAPS/TOPS system. Ex-
ever, fully coupled AGCM/OGCMs certainly do changes ofsea-surface temperature and the fluxes of heat [sensible (S), latent
have a place for seasonal and multiple-year model (L). shortwave (SW). and longwave (L4) radiation], moisture evaporation
integrations. Simulating the subtle interactions (E) and precipitation (P), and friction (T) take place at the air/sea interfice.

between atmosphere and ocean that are of such Idealized profiles of temperature (7T) in the planetary boundary layer and
great importance for questions of global climate mixed layer are shown. Note that the vertical scales on each side of the
change may only be captured by a closely coupled interface are not the same.
AGCM/OGCM. In the future, such a model will
be an important part of the Navy's research on
air/sea interaction and model systematic error re- is given by Hogan and Rosmond (1991). More
duction. details of the NOGAPS spectral forecast model

On the other hand, tightly coupled AGCMs are given in Hogan et a/. (1991). Only a brief
and ocean mixed-layer models, such as NOGAPS/ summary will be given here.
TOPS, are appropriate because the important time NOGAPS is actually much more than a fore-
and space scales of the atmosphere and ocean cast model. It is a complete atmospheric forecast
mixed-layer are quite comparable. Surface fluxes system, capable of assimilating atmospheric ob-
drive the mixed layer, and responses in the form servations of all types, including satellite data, and
of mixed-layer deepening and inertial oscillations capable of producing a wide variety of physical NOGAPS [Navy
can occur within hours after the passage of intense parameters used in all of FNOC's applications
cyclones and frontal systems. Only a tightly cou- supporting fleet operations. NOGAPS checks all Operational Global
pled system can faithfully capture these kinds of observations with elaborate objective quality con- Atmospheric Prediction
interactions. trol (Baker, 1991) before using these data in a

global optimum-interpolation objective analysis System] is. . . a
Description of Navy Operational Global (Barker et at., 1988). Undesirable gravity waves complete atmospheric
Atmospheric Prediction System are filtered from the analysis fields with nonlinear

The NOGAPS forecast model is a highly so- normal-mode initialization (Hogan et al., 1991). forecast system.. .
phisticated AGCM, similar in design and perfor- The NOGAPS forecast model is spectral, with an
mance to the NWP models run operationally at operational horizontal resolution of 1.5 deg and
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 18 vertical layers from the surface to 10 millibars.
Forecasts (ECMWF) and at the National Mete- The model contz;ns the physical processes of the
orological Center (NMC). A description of NO- planetary boundary layer (PBL), gravity-wave
GAPS and a summary of operational performance drag, cumulus convection, stable precipitation,
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short- and longwave radiation, and ground hy- surface temperature field. This is already a pre-
drology. dicted quantity for land areas, so it is trivial to

Every component of a system like NOGAPS allow the SST to vary also.
is important because there are complex interac-
tions taking place among all physical processes,

just as in the real atmosphere. However, for the Prediction System

coupling problem there are special areas of em- Clancy and Pollak (1983) describe TOPS, the
phasis, ocean mixed-layer component of the coupled

NOGAPS/TOPS system. The operational TOPS
PBL Parameterization runs daily at FNOC as part of a global ocean data

This computes the surface fluxes that ulti- assimilation and forecast system. TOPS itself is
mately drive TOPS. The NOGAPS PBL is similar only the forecast component: the Optimum
to that used by ECMWF (Louis et al., 1982). An Thermal Interpolation System (OTIS). described
important NOGAPS modification to the basic by Clancy et al. (1990), is the analysis component.

PBL parameterization scheme is a shallow cu- SST, mixed-layer thickness, and vertical densitx
mulus (e.g., trade-wind cumulus) parameteriza- profiles are among the parameters produced b\
tion that enhances surface fluxes when the PBL the TOPS/OTIS-based system. OTIS is external
is conditionally unstable, to the coupled NOGAPS/TOPS. as Is the equi.

alent atmospheric analysis component (Barker et
Cumulus Parameterization al., 1988), and so is not discussed here.

This is based on the Arakawa-Schubert scheme TOPS is based on the higher-order turbulence
(Hogan et al., 1991). In the tropics the interaction closure theory following Mellor and Yamada
of cumulus convection with the PBL is the dom- (1974). The operational TOPS corresponds to a
inant factor in determining surface-flux distri- level-2 closure in the Mellor/Yamada hierarchy.
butions. No AGCM can predict realistic surface In this closure, a local balance between generation
fluxes unless cumulus/PBL interactions are ade- and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
quately simulated. Great effort has gone into the is assumed. From this balanced TKE distribution.
design and "tuning" of the NOGAPS cumulus eddy mixing coefficients are derived, allowing the
and PBL parameterizations to achieve this. computation of vertical turbulent mixing in the

mixed layer.
Radiation/Cloud Interactions mie layer.

This is probably the single most important fac- The governing equations of TOPS predict her-
tor in determining AGCM systematic error prop- tical mixing of heat and salinity and also the Ek-
erties. Sensitivity experiments with NOGAPS man component of the horizontal momentum

have demonstrated that interaction of solar and field. There is no explicit modeling of the geo-

infrared radiation with clouds dominates the strophic componentofthemomentum. This must

global heat budget. The vertical distribution of be externally specified from climatological sources

radiative heating determines atmospheric stability or, eventually, from a loosely coupled OGCM.
Some modifications of the original operational

and therefore the distribution and intensity of cu- Soae madefor the oupled opatonS

mulus convection, which in turn interacts with TOPS are made for the coupled NOGAPS/TOPS

. . . interaction of the PBL to influence the surface fluxes. Success

in coupled atmosphere/ocean modeling, and spe- 1. The TOPS forecast grid is modified to cor-
solar and infrared cifically the coupled NOGAPS/TOPS, will largely respond to the global latitude/longitude grid of

radiation with clouds depend on proper representation of the global NOGAPS; the operational TOPS runs on separate
cloud field and its interaction with the NOGAPS polar stereographic forecast grids for the northern

dominates the global radiation parameterizations. For a description of and southern hemispheres.
the NOGAPS radiation see Hogan et al. ( 1991). 2. The model runs as a set of FORTRAN sub-

heat budget. No sigcific:im, changes are made to the for- routines called by NOGAPS. rather than as a
mulation oe Ilc operational version of NOGAPS stand-alone program. This allows the easy ex-
for the coupled NOGAPS/TOPS configuration. change of SST and surface fluxes across the air/
However, TOPS computer memory requirements sea interface of the two model components.
added to operational NOGAPS requirements ex- 3. The assumption of balance between pro-
ceed the limits of the FNOC computer system, so duction and dissipation of TKE is relaxed in the
the coupled NOGAPS/TOPS is run with a 20% coupled NOGAPS/TOPS. Numerical experi-
reduction in horizontal resolution compared with ments show that for intense, rapidly moving at-
the operational NOGAPS. mospheric frontal systems. production of TKE in

The only manifestation of the interaction with the mixed layer is significantly greater than dis-
the ocean mixed layer is the time-dependent SST sipation for a few hours in the areas directly in-
instead of the time-invariant SST normally used fluenced by the front. An implicit time-integration
when NOGAPS is run operationally. In NO- scheme allows an imbalance to exist when surface
GAPS, the SST is carried as part of the global forcing is strong, but quickly returns the mixed
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layer to a balance when the transient forcing f

passes. Numerical problems such as spurious high- r
amplitude inertial oscillations are suppressed by
this TOPS modification.

Fully Coupled Model Results
The coupled NOGAPS/TOPS has been run for

several 10-day forecast case studies and some 30- ,
day extended forecast experiments. A compre-
hensive discussion of research results is beyond -
the scope of this report. The following observa- °
tions summarize the coupled system's perfor-
mance.

1. A general SST cooling bias over the winter- .
hemisphere ocean basins is observed. SST cooling
biases also occur in some tropical regions. - -

.Global mean scnsible and latent heat fluxes -.
between the atmosphere and ocean are system- .
atically reue ntecoupled NOGA" ,/TOP' 0 0
compared with control experiments where SST is - -

prescribed. This implies reduced air/sea temper- A

ature differences, consistent with an SST cooling
bias._--

3. The meridional Hadley circulation in NO-
GAPS is slightly weakened, suggesting reduced K

tropical convection. This is consistent with cooler - . 7

tropical SSTs. --.-.---- _:i3 "- : " L

As an example of the coupled systems perfor-
mance, a NOGAPS/TOPS 10-day SST forecast -ON..

change (Fig. 4A) and the actual observed change .. ...
(Fig. 4B) are presented. The plotted area, extracted
from the global forecast domain, is the western " -3.
Pacific during late January. 1991. The model cap- . .
turcs the overall cooling outside the tropics and .. ' ..
also the warming south of the equator. although -- -oco-I-
details are poorly predicted and the cooling is pre - ----- 0 0

dicted to be greater than observed, consistent with - ro' ( -
the global bias. In the area of the Kuroshio current
south of Japan, the observed change shows some
warming and cooling areas, totally absent in the 0
prediction, which are due to meanders in the Ku- 1 _
roshio. NOGAPS/TOPS was run without a geo- B

strophic current component for this case and so Fig. 4: (A) Ten-dar NOG.PS/TOPS predicted change q/sea-sudace ten-
cannot capture this effect. Only a coupled OGCM r e n e
can provide the current variability. perature in the western Paci/ic (valid 1200 GMT. 27 January 1991). Units

"are 'C. (B) Ten-day observed change ofsea-surface temperature in the western
Summary Pacific.f1r same period as in A (valid 1200 G(IT, 27 Jantuarv 1991). Units

A pessimistic interpretation of the results are
shown in the previous section is tempting, but
premature. The coupled NOGAPS/TOPS has
shown itself to be an extremely sensitive indicator cations dependent on NOGAPS. and the opera-
of systematic errors and therefore an excellent re- tional TOPS/OTIS particularly benefits from bet-
search tool for the reduction of these biases. Cou- ter surface fluxes. Therefore, though the fully
pled model results have contributed to several coupled NOGAPS/TOPS is not yet a competitive
NOGAPS changes that reduced the systematic er- alternative to the present loosely coupled systems.
ror. Although most of the research and testing for it is already an important contributor to overall
these improvements did not use the coupled NO- progress in coupled model development. Navy
GAPS/TOPS directly, the impact of the changes operations are benefiting from improvements in
on the coupled system is an important test. Re- NOGAPS and TOPS. The goal of an operational
duction in systematic error improves all appli- fully coupled NOGAPS/TOPS is the ultimate
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prize of current research efforts, but the benefits TE. Rosmond, and R. Gelaro, 1991: 1he NOGAPS

derived along the way are also important. forecast model: a technical descnption. NOARL report

013, 212 pp. (Asailable from National Technical In-
formation Serice. US Dept. of Commerce, Spnngbeld.
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FEATURE

OPERATIONAL MODELING: OCEAN
MODELING AT THE FLEET NUMERICAL
OCEANOGRAPHY CENTER

By R. Michael Clancy

REFLECTING the organization's growing re- FNOC's emphasis on treating the global at-
sponsibilities and capabilities in oceanography. mosphere and ocean as a coupled system makes
ocean modeling, and coupled air-sea modeling, its operational models and data bases important
Fleet Numerical Weather Central. Monterey, was national resources for monitoring and studying
redesignated as the Fleet Numerical Oceanogra- climate and global change. Largely because of this,
phy Center (FNOC) in 1979. In addition to being the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
a world-class global weather prediction center, istration (NOAA) established the Center for Ocean
FNOC is now widely regarded as the leading Analysis and Prediction (COAP) in collocation
source of operational oceanographic information with FNOC in 1988. COAP facilitates civilian ac-
in the world. Indeed, it is this emphasis on ocean- cess to FNOC air-sea products and fosters their
ography that distinguishes FNOC from all other use in a wide range of research applications.
operational weather prediction centers. No other
center has FNOC's responsibility for predicting Operational Use of Ocean models
the global environment from the top of the strato- orethan a doz oCean m97elasy rnsphere to the bottom of the ocean, and no other operationally at FNOC (Clancy. 1987: Clancy and
centere tothas bottompofethe oca-ean, anda ser Sadler, 1992). Some run on global grids with rel-center has as complete an air-sea data base. atively coarse spatial resolution, and others func-

FNOCtion on limited-area grids with fine-scale spatial
year, providing services to United States and allied tion on plied-areagridsiwth fne-sale patialnaval forces, other components of the Department resolution applied in geographical areas of partic-

nava focesothr coponnts f te Deartent ular Navy interest. All of the ocean models are
of Defense, and a broad spectrum of civilian in- ullr Navymiter all ofrte on modeleterests. The center operates a sophisticated suite fully automated and operated on a fixed schedule,

Swith most run once per day. The hardware, soft- ,PAof numerical oceanographic and atmospheric wr lore than a dozenmodels and satellite processing software in a multi- ware, data base, communications, and manpower
modelsainfr sam ellie prcm ersg e eir nament.r- infrastructure necessary to support operation of ocean model systemsucts are distributed to users around the world, these models overlaps substantially and naturally
ucts ashore distributed aloa uero ar d vaey wof - with that required to support the weather predic- run operationally at
both ashore and afloat, through a variety of com- tinmdlinueathcner
munications networks. Thon models in use at the center. FNOC [Fleet NumericalThe FNOC ocean models fall into three general

In general, accurate representation of oceanic categories: thermal structure and circulation, sea Oceanography Center]
physics, data assimilation, and coupling with at- ice, and sea state. The thermal-structure and cir-
mospheric models via air-sea heat and momen- culation models depict ocean fronts and eddies
tum fluxes are major issues associated with the and provide input to acoustic models, which pre-
ocean models in use at FNOC. Research and de- dict the performance of the Navy's acoustic sen-
velopment (R&D) support for these models is co-ordiate thoug th Nav Ocan odeingand sors. In addition, they provide the sea-surface
ordinated through the Navy Ocean Modeling andat-
Prediction (NOMP) program. The supporting mospheric models, and predict surface currents
R&D is performed mainly by the Oceans and At- mospport mocels, and rescue andrents
mosphere Directorate of the Naval Research Lab- iupport of oean s earh anrce and pre-
oratory (NRL). A formal and highly structured mu-rcshpotigTesaiemdlsr-oprocess exists for making the transition of models dict ice thickness, concentration, and drift in sup-from R&D at NRL into operations at FNOC. port of the Navy's arctic operations. Finally, thesea-state models predict directional wave-energy

spectra, from which wave height, period and di-
R. M. Clancy. Ocean Models Division, Fleet Numerical rection fields are derived in support of ship routing

Oceanography Center, Monterey. CA 93943, USA. and a variety of other activities.
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Emphasis is placed on using the ocean models and wind stresses from the atmospheric models
to convert well-observed surface oceanographic are used to predict directional %ave-energý spectra
or atmospheric information into an accurate rep- via the wave physics in the Global Spectral Ocean
resentation of oceanographic fields for which oh- Wave Model (GSOWM) (Clancx et at. 19861
servations are sparse or nonexistent. For example, and the third-generation wave model (WAM)

. . . the models the surface positions of fronts and eddies observed (WAMDI Group. 1988). Thus, the models aug-
by satellites are used to map subsurface salinity ment the extremely sparse in situ oceanographic

augment.., in situ and thermal structure via synthetic data and data in a substantial way bN inferring oceano-

oceanographic data ocean-feature models in the Optimum Thermal graphic information from other sources. Through
Interpolation System Version 3.0 (OTIS 3.0) these sophisticated processes, the models are able

. . . by inferring analysis (Cummings and lgnaszewski, 1991). Sur- to provide a much more accurate and complete
oceanographic face wind stresses and heat fluxes provided by representation of the ocean than could be obtainedFNOC atmospheric models are used to predict from either oceanographic climatologN alone, real-

information from other mixed-layer depth and surface currents via the time oceanographic data alone, or a simple corn-
vertical mixing parameterizations in the Ther- bination of the two.sources. modynamic Ocean Prediction System (TOPS)

model (Clancy and Pollak, 1983). This atmo- Example Output
spheric forcing is also used to predict ice thickness The OTIS 3.0 ocean thermal model (Cum-
and drift via the dynamics and thermodynamics mings and Ignaszewski, 1991: Clancy et a/.. 199 1)
in the Polar Ice Prediction System (PIPS) model generates synthetic subsurface data from the sur-
(Preller and Posey, 1989). Finally, surface winds face positions of fronts and eddies observed in

satellite imagery and a water-mass-based repre-
sentation of historical bathythermograph data.

Om Used in conjunction with "ocean-feature mnodels."
Or- which describe the transition between water

masses across frontal boundaries, and the opti-
mum-interpolation data-assimilation technique,
these synthetic data allow OTIS 3.0 to produce a
rather accurate three-dimensional analysis of the
ocean mesoscale. An example is presented in Fig-
ure 1. which shows the temperature at 0, 400. and
1,000 m produced by OTIS 3.0 in the Gulf Stream
region on 26 July 1991. The subsurface represen-

400200 tation of the Gulf Stream front and associated ed-
dies evident in the figure could not be derived
from available in situ data. It is a direct result of
the model's translation of surface information

600 400 (satellite-observed surface positions of features)
into subsurface information (synthetic subsurface

4 data). Note that several of the features in Figure
I exhibit stronger horizontal temperature gra-

800 600 dients at depth than at the surface, which is char-
acteristic of summertime conditions in this region.

600ooo The PIPS sea-ice model (Preller and Posex.
1989: Preller. 1992. this issue) is based on the for-

ao0 mulation of Hibler (1979) and contains a sophis-
ticated treatment of ice dynamics and thermo-
dynamics. Ice thickness and drift from the basin-

-i scale PIPS model for I March 1990 are shown in
1 000 Figure 2. Vigorous cyclonic ice drift, driven by a

strong atmospheric low-pressure system, is present
, 1000in the eastern arctic, while the central and western

arctic are relatively quiescent. The model predicts
the thickest ice along the Canadian Archipelago.

Ell l with relatively thin ice along the ice edge and in
2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 26 30 32 T the Kara and Barents Seas. The detached circular

Fig. 1: Temperature at 0, 400, and 1.000 m depth in the Gulf Stream region region of thin ice off the northeast coast of Green-
from Version 3.0 oJ the Optimum Thermal Interpolation System (OTIS) land is the seasonally recurring "Odden" feature
model on 26 July 1991. The contour interval is IPC. and the color bar indicates (Vinje, 1983), which reflects the circulation in the
temperature ranges in 0C Greenland Sea Gyre.
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The GSOWM sea-state model (Clancy et al.,
1986) is based on the linear "first-generation"
wave physics of Pierson (1982). An example of
GSOWM output is shown in Figure 3, which de- / .1
picts a directional wave-energy spectrum predicted
by the model at a point in the northwest Atlantic
during the Labrador Extreme Waves Experiment
(LEWEX). This bimodal spectrum reflects prop-
agation of swell from the northwest and windsea ,'P

from the east. The swell energy is dying while the \

sea energy is growing in response to a 17 m s-
easterly wind. The height, period, and direction
derived from the model spectrum are 4.4 m, 10
s. and 860 for the sea and 2.5 m, II s, and 3340
for the swell. The significant wave height derived
from the model spectrum is 5.0 m.

Model Validation
A model undergoes a formal and sometimes

lengthy Operational Test (OPTEST) before it is
accepted for operational use. The primary purpose -

of the test is to u.:monstrate that the model runs
reliably in the operational jobstream and produces -
a useful product from operationally available data &lý
inputs. Generally a model under OPTEST is in- 0 0 0 o ( I : :
tended to replace an existing operational model.
and in these cases it also must be demonstrated
that products from the new model are an im- Fig. 2: Ice thickness (color) and ice drift (vectors)from the Polar h'e Prediction
provement over those provided by the old model. System (PIPS) model on 1 March 1990. The color bar indicates ice thickness

A wide variety of data are used for validation, ranges in meters, and the reference vector at the lower right corner dlineAs
For example, the ocean thermal and circulation ice drifi o/ 0.5 in s-1.
models are validated with bathythermograph, sat-
ellite Multi-Channel Sea Surface Temperature
(MCSST) and ship data (Clancy et at., 1990, 1992).
and drifting buoy data (deWitt et al., 1989). The
sea-ice models are validated with drifting buoy data,
submarine ice-thickness data, and analyses of ice
concentration and drift derived from satellite data
(Preller and Posey, 1989- Fett, 1990; Emery et al..
1991). The sea-state models are validated with
buoy, ship, and satellite altimetry data (Clancy et
al.. 1986: Pickett et al., 1986: Rao, 1989; Wittmann
and Clancy, 1991 a,b).

An example of ocean-thermal-model validation
is shown in Figure 4. This figure shows a 2-month
time series of root-mean-square (rms) errors for
the FNOC regional SST field in the western North
Atlantic. It is based on comparison of approxi-
mately four to six bathythermograph observations
made in the region each day with the previous
day's analyzed SST field (thus, the SST validated
on each day is independent of the validation data). 7 1o 20 77 -35 4 45 ,,..,
During the first 29 days of the period (red curve),

the SST field was produced by the OTIS 2.0 Fig. 3: Directional wave energy spectrumfiom the
model, and the rms error averaged about 2.2°C. Global Spectral Ocean Wave Model (GSO M)
The more advanced OTIS 3.0 model (Cummings for 50.0N, 47.50 W at 1200 GMT. 13 March
and lgnaszewski, 1991) was implemented on 30 1987. Azimuth indicates the direction from which
August 1990, and the resulting rms errors (blue wave energy is coming and radius gives the wave
curve) reflect this improvement, averaging only period in seconds. The color bar indicates wave
about I °C during the last 30 days of the record. energy ranges in ft' s
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RMS Error (Dog C) it will be coupled with an underl.ing ocean-cir-
5 culation model to achieve a better representation

of ocean currents and ice-ocean heat fluxes in the
4 OTIS .0 arctic. The WAM wave model will be imple-

OTIS S.0 mented to achieve global application of its ad-
vanced third-generation physics at a spatial res-

3 olution of 10 latitude by 10 longitude or liner.
Higher-resolution regional versions of WA M A ill

2 be coupled with surface currents provided by the
ocean thermal-structure and circulation models
to account for wave-current interactions, often

1 .important in damaging wave events. In addition.
techniques will be implemented to assimilate syn-
optic wave data from a variety of sources directlh

e/1 Sn 8/14 S/I1 site 9/4 91/11 9/16 1/25 into WAM.
TIME (Month/Day) By the late 1990s. the ocean thermal, sea-ice,

and wave models will be merged into the global

-OTIS 2.0 8ST Error -6 OTIS 3.0 S8T Error - Linear Regrealen atmospheric model at FNOC to produce a soft-
ware-integrated, fully coupled, and two-wa\ in-

Fig. 4: Time series if root-mean-square errors for the Fleet Numerical teractive air-sea model. By coupling the ocean and
Oceanography Center (FNOC regional sea-surface temperature field in the atmospheric models in this manner, exchange of
western NorthAtlantic (26-46°N. 50-80° JI).from 1 August through 30 Sep- boundary-condition information between the
tember 1990 based on comparison oldaily model-analyzedlields with un- models at every time step and joint air-sea data
assimilated bath thermograph data. Errors.hfr V ersions 2.0 and 3.0 Qfthe assimilation will be possible, leading to a more
OTIS model are shown in red and blue, respectively. The least-squares accurate representation of air-sea heat and mo-
regression lines through the two error curves are shown as dotted black lines. mentum fluxes. This will improve modeling of

conditions near and on either side of the air-sea

Parallel runs of OTIS 2.0 and 3.0 using exactly interface (where the majority of critical Naval op-
"erations occur) and contribute to the extension ofthe same data inputs for an earlier time period

also confirm the improvement provided by the numerical atmospheric and oceanographic tbrc-new model (Clancy et al.. 1991). cast skill.
The resulting real-time air-sea products from

Summary and Outlook FNOC will provide both direct and indirect sup-
FNOC has provided real-time oceanographic port of the third-generation Tactical Environ-

products to the US Navy for over 25 years and mental Support System [TESS (3)]. which will be
currently operates many numerical ocean models, deployed on the Navy's major combatants and at
These models are fully automated, operated on a selected shore sites in the early 1990s. These
fixed schedule, and characterized by close, and in products, highly compacted for efficient com-
some cases weakly two-way interactive, coupling munication (Garthner et al.. 1991). will supplv
with atmospheric models. first-guess fields, initial conditions. boundars

Most of the ocean models at FNOC run on a conditions, and synthetic data for local-scale
Cyber 205 computer, which is currently at full models run on TESS (3). Byr complementing its
saturation and beyond the end of its planned life global-scale and regional-scale mainframe-class
cycle. A Cray Y-MP C90 supercomputer will be models at FNOC with local-scale workstation-
installed at FNOC in 1992 to replace the Cyber class models on TESS, the Navy will achieve an
205. The speed and memory atf'ordcd by this new accurate. responsive, and survivable configuration
machine will allow major advances in the center's for its overall environmental prediction support

A Cray Y-MP C90 ocean prediction capabilities. Specifically, the system.
OTIS thermal-analysis model, the TOPS mixed- Although FNOC's primary responsibility is to

supercomputer will be layer model, and ocean-circulation models under support Naval operations, its oceanographic

installed at FNOC development through the NOMP Program will products can contribute to the fulfillment of
be fully coupled with one another and run on broader national requirements (National Research

[Fleet Numerical eddy-resolving grids with basin-scale and. even- Council, 1989). For example. as a global opera-
tually, global-scale coverage. Assimilation of sea- tional air-sea prediction center, FNOC carries out

Oceanography Center] surface-height data from satellite altimeters will global environmental monitoring on a routine
in 1992... then become a key issue in the resulting global daily basis. The advances in ocean modeling dis-

eddy-resolving ocean-prediction system (Hurl- cussed above will enhance further this global
burt, 1984). The spatial resolution of the basin- monitoring capability by providing an improved
scale PIPS ice model will be increased to allow framework for assimilating and interpreting global
accommodation of mesoscale wind patterns, and oceanographic data. In particular. the ocean
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models expected to be operational at FNOC in Fett. R.W. 1990: Satellite applications in the arctic. ini Preproni

the mid- to late 1 990s will provide the means to V olumne of thek ifdh C onference on Satellite MSeteorologt
and Oceanography, 1990. American Meteorological

assimilate satellite altimetry data into a complete Society, Boston. 421-425.
depiction of the ocean mesoscale, which may be Garthner. J.P., B.R. Mendenhall and R.M. Clancy, 1991: Navv
an important contributor to the global heat bal- Oceanographic Data Distribution System INODDS)
ance. access and display of three-dimensiwia~l oceanographic

fields. In: Proceedings of the MTS(Ii Conlerence. New
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FEATURE

OCEAN PREDICTION AND THE ATLANTIC
BASIN: SCIENTIFIC ISSUES AND
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

By J. Dana Thompson, Tamara L. Townsend,
A. Wallcraft and W.J. Schmitz, Jr.

"Prediction is hard, especially about the futui.."
Nils Bohr

THE ATLANTIC is the best observed and most have focused on the Gulf Stream and Norihwest
studied of the ocean basins. The Gulf Stream Sys- Atlantic for several decades [e.g.. The Mid-Ocean
tem has been a central focus for oceanography Dynamics Experiment (MODE. POLYMODE).
since the time of Ben Franklin and packet ships. The Regional Energetics Experiment (REX). The
In the North Atlantic. ocean science has been vig- Synoptic Ocean Prediction Program (SYNOP) ].
orously pressed to improve observations and basic As a consequence. the basic scientific understand-
understanding for the practical benefits of com- ing and data bases are re/ativelv good (by ocean-
merce and strategic concerns. Demands for ocean ographic standards) for that portion of the Atlantic
"nowcasts" (the current state of the acean) and basin. (Compared with the atmosphere. howe'.er.
forecasts on time scales from the mesoscale (10s the data availability is quite poor.) Nevertheless.
of km. days to weeks) to the basin and global scale the task of developing skillful, validated mesoscale
( 1,000s of km, months to decades) originate from ocean predictions. even in this limited-domain. is
an extraordinarily diverse community, including a stunningly difficult task. The lack of a synoptic

The Gulf Stream scientists planning and undertaking field pro- observing network similar to that in the atmo-
grams, designers of new observing systems, mili- sphere is a major obstacle to success.

System has been a tarv strategists, commercial interests, protectors The essential elements for successful ocean

central focus for of the environment, and those concerned with re- prediction are described in various portions of this
gional climate prediction and global change. special issue and have been succinctly discussed

oceanography since In the Navy Ocean Modeling and Prediction by Hurlburt (1984) and in the Proceedings of •III,
(NOMP) Program the Atlantic has served as the Ocean Prediction W'orkshop (1986). Table I in-

the time of Ben first test bed for research and development of lim- dicates the various classes of ocean response to

Franklin and packet ited-area ocean-forecast capabilities and their atmospheric forcing and provides a convenient
transition to an operational system (initially in nomenclature for the present discussion. We are

ships. the Gulf Stream from Cape Hatteras to the Grand attempting to forecast for all classes on the basin
Banks). This area has historically been of high scale, but the primary emphasis is on Class I1:
priority for naval operations. Sponsored research mesoscale instabilities not directly forced by sur-
by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the Na- face wind and heat fluxes. Three essential require-
tional Science Foundation (NSF), other govern- ments for successful predictions are I) adequate
ment agencies, and the international community input data for initial and boundary conditions, as

well as for validation; 2) adequate computational
capability for analysis, assimilation, and predic-

J.D. Thompson. TiL. Townsend. Ocean Sensing and Pre- tion: and 3) properly designed and tested ocean
diction Division. Naval Research Laboratory. Stennis Space models and assimilation schemes consistent with
Center. MS 39529-5004, USA. A. Wallcraft. Planning Systems the available data.
Incorporated, Slidell. LA 7045 i, USA_ WJ. Schmitz. Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution. Woods Hole. MA 02543. A whole series of basic scientific and technical
USA. questions arise in undertaking ocean prediction
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Table I
Classes of oceanic response to atmospheric forcing*

CLASS EXAMPLE IMPLICATIONS

FORECASTS ARE SHORT RANGE:
i. STRONG, RAPID UPLIMITED BY Al MOSPHERICUPPER MIXED LAYER, SURFACE PREDICTIVE SKILL. LESS

(LESS THAN A WAVES, UPWELLING (BOTH E
WEEK). AND COASTAL AND EQUATORIAL INITIAL STATE: MORE
DIRECT PROCESSES). STORM SURGES SENSITIVE TO ERRORS IN

FORCING

FORECAST MAY HAVE RANGE OF
MESOSCALE EDDIES, MEANDERING MONTH OR MORE; MORE

2. SLOW (WEEKS CURRENTS. FRONTAL LOCATIONS. SENSITIVE TO INITIAL STATL: LESS
TO MONTHS) FEATURES RELATED TO FLOW SENSITIVE TO ERRORS IN FORCING:
AND INDIRECT INSTABILITIES )N THE MESOSCALE STATISTICS MAY BE PREDICTED

VIA SIMULATION; REQUIRES
OPERAT:ONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
DATA, ALTIMETER DATA
PROMISING

EL NINO; MUCH OF THE TROPIC -\L LONG RANGE FORECAST POSSIBLE:
3. SLOW (WEEKS OCEAN CIRCULATION; GYRES: SENSITIVE ONLY TO ERRORS IN

TO YEARS) PATTERNS ASSOCIATED WITH FORCING ON LONG TIME SCALE:
AND DIRECT GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINTS "NOWCASTING" AND FORECASTING

(MEDITERRANEAN CIRCULATION) FEASIBLE USING OCEAN MODELS
WITH SPARSE OCEAN DATA

Adapted from H'irlburt. 1984.

for the North Atlantic. Because the available op- Limited-Area Gulf Stream Models
erational data, particularly below the surface, is For Class II problems, the first limited-area
so sparse (even for the "well-observed" Atlantic), Gulf Stream prediction models are now opera-
the demands on our prediction models and as- tional and have shown some forecast skill superior
similation schemes are far greater than for the at- to persistence (no change) at I and 2 weeks (Fox
mospheric equivalent. Although ocean simulation et al., 1991 and 1992. this issue; Robinson, 1992,
is now a widely recognized tool for understanding this issue). Figure I shows a simulated Gulf Stream
nonlinear, time-dependent ocean dynamics, pro- in a limited-area 1o horizontal-resolution two-
ceeding to models for ocean prediction is a major layer model. The model design is basically as de-
qualitative leap. We must still determine if our scribed by Thompson and Schmitz (1989). Ele- We must still
best simulation models are also our best ocean ments of this simulation are specified constant
prediction models. inflow transport, a radiation condition on the en- determine if our best

Simulation studies and at least rudimentary tire eastern boundary. bottom topography, and simulation models are
prediction s) stems have been developed for each mean wind forcing. The model is run to statistical
class of forcing. In Class 1. .he global Ther- equilibrium Thompson and Scamitz (1989) also our best ocean
modynamic Oceanographic Prediction System demonstrate that a realistic mean Gulf Stream prediction models.
(TOPS) mixed-layer forecast model was developed path can be obtained in this model only if the
at the Naval Occan Research and Development Deep Western Boundary Current is included as
Activity (NORDA) in the early 1980s. drawing an additional source of potential vorticity. With-
on university and in-house research, and has been out it, the Gulf Stream "overshoots," hugging the
operational at Fleet Numerical Oceanography coast and separating near 400 N. Ihis problem of
Center (FNOC) for several years (Clancy and Pol- overshoot has been seen in a number of eddy-
lack, 1983; Rosmond, 1992, this issue). In Class resolving ocean models and is presently the subject
III, models are now being used for El Nino pre- of substantial research (Cessi, 1990: Ezer and
diction with some apparent forecast skill (i.e.. Mellor, 1992). Although there are nume-ous al-
forecast capability) (Barnett et al., 1988). A Class ternative explanations (buoyancy and momentum
!1 capability is now emerging, as we show below, forcing, model resolution, model formulation, to-
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pographic and coastal processes) hypothesized as Our work has shown that a realistic model cli-
important in the separation process, much is still matology, including the mean path of the Gull
unexplained. Thermocline ventilation to the north Stream and recirculation. is an essential compo-
of the Gulf Stream is likely to be a critical element nent of the forecast system. Using model statistics
of the dynamics (Huang, 1991). to relate surface fields to subsurface fields. we ob-

tain a dynamically consistent initial state using
surface information from infrared data, altimeter

ItR F F S I .\( FA E 1) E kI-\'I' 0)N I ) IAN I h h :1 3 " data, and "feature models" (Hurlburt et al. 1990:
Ilk - DA I Fox et al., 1991). This initial state is critical for

.. . " I Iforecasting the Gulf Stream evolution on time
scales of days to weeks. Large initial imbalances.
particularly at depth, can excite internal and ex-
"ternal gravity waves as well as topographic Rosshb
waves. These wave motions can swamp the true
field and destroy a forecast over the time scale of":-.j interest.

Basin-Scale Models
Although the limited-area modelling work is

shown to be feasible and skillful in the (fulf
Stream, it is clear that for longer time scales, wider

' 7 . 7(1W 65W 6 0w 5, , o coverage, and with a variety of assimilation
IN 11 I0 : - -\ 10 0 1, : 1 schemes expansion of the model to basin and

global scales is necessary. In the past decade.
idealized basin-scale eddy-resolhing models hase

Fig. 1: Sea-surace height (cm) snapshot at pear JO from the Naval Research become sufficiently realistic and the data suffi-
Laboratory Limited-Area Model of the Gulf'Stream. The model has two ciently extensive so that modelers and obser a-
layers, with bottom topography, constant inflow (50 SI) and includes a Deep tionalists have begun to compare their respecti\e
Western Boundary Current (20 Sv). (ISv = 50 x 10J m' sec'). results, particularly in the Gulf Stream System

(Schmitz and Holland. 1986). Limits on com-
putational resources and data sources require
"simplification and intelligent model design to
maintain a feasible, cost-effective edd.-resohing

- - . capability. Recently, physically comprehensive
.- IO basin-scale models of the North Atlantic nearlh

"able to resolve eddies have been developed for the
"World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)

ION in the Community Modeling Experiment (CME)
for multiyear simulations in ocean climate studies

2., •(Bryan. 1990). Several other Atlantic basin-scale
or global models also have been developed but
are not yet truly eddy-resolving (Semter and
Chervin, 1988; Bleck and Smith, 1990).

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of sea-surface height
I) N from the Navy's basin-scale eddy-resolving model

of the North Atlantic. This two-layer primitive-
-. equation model is a descendent of the semi-im-

-. . plicit layered formulation of Hurlburt and
Thompson (1980). where the model equations

I ... have been vertically integrated through each layer.
Laplacian friction and a quadratic bottom stress
are included. This version has closed boundaries

201 FoW 60W 40W 2OW and bottom topography and was driven by the
MIN = -2.819 MAX 70.846 monthly wind stress climatology of Hellerman

-I4 -0 -4 -( .0- 10 1 (0 20 30 40 50 60 NF and Rosenstein (1983) to statistical equilibrium

at 1 0 horizontal resolution and then interpolated
Fig. 2: Sea-surface height (cm) snapshot o] the basin-scale North Atlantic to 1Q and the integrations continued. Computa-
model at I * horizontal resolution in year 17, forced by Hellerman-Rosenstein tions were performed on the Navy's new Primary
(1983) monthly mean wind climatology. This is one of thefirst eddy-resolving Ocean Prediction System (POPS-I) at the Naval
basin-scale models with realistic geometry run on the new Navy Cray YMP Oceanographic Office. Stennis Space Center.
at the Naval Oceanographic Office. Mississippi. The heart of POPS is a 128 million-
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word, 8 processor CRAY YMP. The first results LD)Y DI ,NE'c R E Y/\EkS( .. .[.AYER 1DE - ( :0 %12 12 0! 1,

on the new machine were obtained in late 1990, .o- ....
and currently both local and remote laboratory ' All
and university users are supported. Note that
in Figure 2 both Gulf Stream meanders and "x".. - 1..
cold and warm core rings are simulated by the
model.

Although Figure 2 shows results from a closed _00
basin, it is clear that a thermally driven, cross- i. i. .-
equatorial flow from the South Atlantic is an -
important component of the Gulf Stream trans- .'
port. Recently the Atlantic "conveyor belt,"
which includes the thermohaline contribution
to the flow. has received particular attention in
relation to ocean climate (Gordon. 1986). 0X I
Schmitz and Richardson (1991) have estimated -

that nearly one-half of the transport in the Flor- - : m
ida Current has its origin in the South Atlantic. EQ • _3' I
Thus, the thermohaline component of the Gulf
Stream System must be taken into account, even -os-- . ... I
in relatively short-time-scale mesoscale predic- .: .7--- I
tion. Figure 3 shows results from two identical ..-
1.5-layer reduced-gravity model experiments at 20S qom F w ,0F (oF 5ol .04 7tFF 'OFF

o horizontal resolution driven to statistical MIN - .:.98 M7\9:,

equilibrium by the monthly mean winds of l. .T I R 1r; \\\l Al ME \

Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983). One exper- (A)

iment is with a closed basin. The other experi-
ment is with a 15-Sv inflow-outflow included.
with the source being a 20'-wide prescribed in-
flow at 20'S and the sink occurring at 60'N. ED)DY KINETIR ENERY/i/\s-, \ Xtl,,F, ,-F ,.
also through a 20°-wide open boundary. Note LAYR- 0.7 F-5 /-." (10.F,

that the eddy kinetic energy maximum in the ......
Gulf Stream region is nearly a factor of three -
larger in the experiment with South Atlantic in- ..- I
flow. Also note the highly energized equatorial ..-.

wave guide in the experiment with inflow. The .. r 1 7
dynamics of cross-equatorial flows and related
instability processes is an exciting topic of cur-
rent basic research (Kawase et al., 1990). - 25--

Model/Data Comparisons
Validating basin-scale models for mesoscale :2. .. 5

prediction is itself an important research activity. -3.00
Finding appropriate measures for comparison is I o\ 3

not always straightforward. The deep eddy- ....... . .. .
kinetic-energy field is particularly illuminating
for model/data comparisons (Thompson and
Schmitz. 1989). as are comparisons of model sea- •- :--=
surface-height variability with altimetry (Hallock I..''.-4

et al., 1989). Another interesting data set for val-
idation is the long-term transport measurements - -•

of the Florida Current. A 10-year time series is 10F.w 490w 7W 6oW -I0w . low1 3ow 20W low (I
now available from the National Oceanic and At- MIN - 6.1.5001 MX - 0.7401

mospheric Administration (NOAA), Subtropical W H.T. •• IF H 1o 20 ANAl. MFA\

Atlantic Climate Studies (STACS) program (B)
(Schott et al., 1988). using submarine electro-
magnetic cable estimates calibrated by direct ve- Fig. 3: Contours.lbr the log of eddy kinetic energy from a 1.5-1ayer reduced-
locity observations between Jupiter, Florida and gravity, model driven hb' Hellerman-Rosenstein (1983) monthl/y mean winds
Settlement Point, Grand Bahama Island near to statistical equilibrium: (A) in a closed basin and (B) with a 15-Sv South
27°N. The daily STACS data have been low-pass Atlantic inflow and a high-latitude outflow. Maximum eddy kinetic energy
filtered (30-40 day cutoff) and are plotted in Fig- is 0.07 M 2 S 2 and 0.19 m2 s 2 in A and B. respectivelv.
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Florida Straits Transport 1982-1989 ure 4A. Note the mean transport is near 32.5 S% and
Observed and Simulated the maximum transport occurs on the summer.

Earlier models have shown the summertime

4s Observed From (able Data transport maximum observed in the STACS Pro-
Model Cycle A gram. For example, Anderson and Corry (1985)
Model C'ycle 8 used a non-eddy-resolving two-layer basin-scale

model driven by monthly mean wind anomalies
from Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983). Rhodes

40- and Heburn (1986) used a global, coarse-grid re-
A •duced-gravity model driven by FNOC operational

0. wind fields. However, both models failed to ac-
"�"/Icount for the large amplitude of the annual cycle

I of transport and the magnitude of the mean
<I, '', ... transport.

In Figure 4A. we also have plotted transports
Li from a three-layer, finite-depth model driven to

CLo 3 I equilibrium by the monthly mean climatological
I winds (Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983) for 70

Syears and then run for more than two 8-year cycles
i1 ' of winds having the annual mean from Hellerman

25 and Rosenstein (1983), but anomalies about the
mean from the European Centre for Medium-

Model set-ups A and D are identical except for initial stale anomalies Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational
winds. This is one ofthe few long time series from

20 an operational center that has a reasonably con-
JAN82 JAN83 JAN84 JAN85 JAN86 JAN87 JAN88 JAN89 JAN"0 sistent wind field from year to year. Constant

(A) South Atlantic inflow was specified from estimates
Florida Straits Transport of Schmitz and Richardson (1991) and high-lat-

Mean Annual Cycle Over 1982-1989 itude water-mass formation was parameterized via
entrainment/detrainment and a source-sink flow.

Observed From Cable Data We have plotted two wind cycles to show the in-
-- Model - ECMWFfHR (A) terannual differences in transport from the model
-Model ECMWF/HR (B) due to differences in initial state and nonlinear

3 / processes, including influences of Loop Current
eddy shedding in the Gulf of Mexico. Two im-

2 \ portant results from this experiment are clear: I)
// .The mean transport of the model current is nearly

identical to that observed. The South Atlantic in-
flow comprises about 13 Sv of this total. 2) The

•/-amplitude of the fluctuations in transport are
comparable to those observed, including the

S0 -

0 , ,summertime maximum and the rapid decrease in
"transport in the fall. The annual cycle, as shown
in Figure 4B, also is reproduced well by the model.

/ \These results give us some confidence in both the
/ \ model and the forcing functions.

.-2 /anFinally, although we are rapidly pushing toward
6 an eddy-resolving basin-scale prediction capability

in NOMP, we should note that a global, non-eddy-
resolving model driven by FNOC Navy Opera-
tional Global Atmospheric Prediction System

- e (NOGAPS) winds is running on a daily basis un-
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan der an operational evaluation program. Figure 5

(B) is a snapshot of the sea-surface height for 25 Jan-
Fig. 4: (A,) Calibrated cable-estimated volume transport of the Florida Current uary 1992 from this 0, reduced-gravity model.
ftvm the Subtropical Atlantic Climate Studies Program (STACS) at 27 0N It is clearly only a preliminary version ofthe model
(courtesy Jimmy Larsen, NOAA. Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, we hope will eventually be running on a routine
Seattle) versus model-determined transport fbr two different 8-year cycles of basis with data-assimilation and eddy-resolving
the same European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts windjbrc- capability. However, as discussed in the article by
ing. Observations and model data were low-pass filtered (30-40 day cutoff) Hurlburt et al., (1992, this issue), we are rapidly
and plotted daily. (Bi) The annual cycle of transport from the STA CS data approaching the day when this capability will be
and frin the two model cycles, realized.
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FEATURE

SHIPBOARD PREDICTION WITH A
REGIONAL FORECAST MODEL

By Allan R. Robinson

R ECENT advances in the knowledge of physical balances and energy exchanges. Also. very im-
structures in the ocean and progress in the un- portantly, these fields provide, for the first time
derstanding of related physical processes present on a very substantial and extensive basis, the pos-
new opportunities for realistic ocean scientific sibility of interdisciplinary ocean studies and ap-
studies and efficient marine operations. Over the plications. They represent the four-dimensional
past two decades, typical synoptic structures of (space-time) structures that advect. entrap. and
energetic mesoscale meanders and eddies have mix dissolved and small-particulate matter. These
been determined. Some regions of the world processes control critical aspects of the dynamics
ocean, such as the Gulf Stream system are rela- of biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems. The.
tively well observed and studied, whereas others, are essential elements of any management model
such as the North Atlantic Current system, still relating to pollution control and resource exploi-
require descriptive research. However, modern tation and conservation. Such physical nowcast
methods and strategies can yield rapid results and forecast fields provide, for the first time on a
when previously unexplored regions are investi- substantially realistic basis, the opportunity for

gated. New instruments, platforms, sampling three-dimensional range-dependent acoustic
schemes, and particularly the coverage afforded propagations and forecasts. We will focus on the
by satellite-borne sensors are all contributing to latter application in this review.

The new the new knowledge of the physical fields. Dynam- A dynamical forecast is a real-time estimate of
ical studies, modeling, and simulations provide the future state of the ocean obtained by running

opportunities for ocean understanding and feedback. Numerical ocean a dynamical model forward in time. A hindcast

scientific studies and modeling, which is essential for the representation is a forecast made later than real time. A nowcast
of realistic fields, is developing very rapidly. Crit- is an estimate of the present state of the ocean

efficient marine ical support is provided by advances in computer based on melding observations and dynamics.
software and hardware, including both super- New observations may be melded with a previous

operations involve the computers and workstations, forecast or may be used to initialize a short dy-

estimation of realistic The new opportunities for ocean scientific namical model run for adjustment and interpo-
studies and efficient marine operations involve the lation purposes. Real-time nowcasts and forecasts

physical fields. estimation of realistic physical fields. Such field are important for operations at sea, including

estimations include nowcasts. forecasts, and sim- those of a scientific nature. Mesoscale phenomena
ulations, which are constructed via the assimila- are variable and intermittent in space and time.
tion of data into dynamical models. Dynamical The location and prediction of events and instru-
adjustment and dynamical interpolation most ef- ment sites can increase significantly the efficiency
ficiently exploit available data, and the melded of resource use. Predictions, accurate enough to
observational and model-based estimates resulting be useful and efficient enough to be feasible, must
from assimilation are essentially necessary in now be performed on a regional basis. Mesoscale
oceanography. This is because many mesoscale space scales range from tens to hundreds of ki-
features occur in large-scale domains of interest. lometers and time scales from days to months.
making extensive direct mapping (from obser- Data requirements cannot now be met on a global
vations alone) prohibitively demanding of re- or basinwide scale. Even if this were not the case.
sources. The realistic physical-field estimates (ve- the intellectual, technical, and methodological
locity, pressure, temperature, and salinity) may basis for phenomenological interpretation and
be directly utilized or may serve as the basis of quality control on such large scales is not yet
dynamical studies via the investigation of vorticity available. In any case, operational domains of in-

terest are usually limited to domains of a few
hundreds or thousands of kilometers in extent.

A.R. Robinson, Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard In many instances, it is desirable to perform
University, Cambridge. MA 02138. USA. the regional forecast at sea aboard an operating
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vessel. The vessel itself can gather the requisite ciency or to control aspects of the physics. Most
initialization and updating data, in situ subsurface mesoscaie dynamical phenomena are almost geo-
data and/or satellite data. The forecaster may be strophic, and the quasigeostrophic (QG) approx-
located aboard the vessel. No communication imation provides an accurate time evolution for
system is required tor a stand-alone operation. The the flow field. Exceptions are some interactions
advent of powerful small computers, which are with steep topography and aspects of intense . forecasts and
easily carried on and off ships, makes shipboard meandering of strong jets. The representation of
predictions feasible and convenient today. subgridscale physics is difficult and complex. Var- their associated

The remainder of this article describes a flexible ious nonlinear processes and interactions and sensitivities and error
and portable regional forecast system, its ship- turbulent effects may be relevant. Distinction
board use in real time, and its coupling to an needs to be drawn between horizontal processes characteristics depend
acoustic propagation system. A real-time at-sea (or alternatively, processes along constant-density
exercise in the Northeast Atlantic during the surfaces) and vertical processes (or alternatively, upon a number of

summer of 1987, which involved the shipboard processes across density surfaces). Practice ranges factors.
use of Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite (GEO- from the use of simple, constant eddy diffusivities
SAT) altimetric data, is presented. This exercise to the use of sophisticated representations of tur-
provides the basis for a proof-of-concept feasibility bulent effects and closure hypotheses. Potential
demonstration for the fully coupled environmen- acoustic effects, related to the subgridscale as-
tal/acoustical system, with which we conclude. sumptions of the dynamical model influencing the

field estimates, are not yet known.
The Coupled Environmental/Acoustical System In addition to the dynamical model, the en-

To carry out acoustic propagation forecasts in vironmental system has a statistical model com-
realistic range-dependent environments requires ponent and a data assimilation scheme. The sta-
the coupling of a physical-field environmental- tistical model must serve to interpolate data and
forecast system to an acoustic-propagation system, to put the data onto a regular grid. This is usually
The term system is used to emphasize that the done by an objective analysis or optimal inter-
forecasts and their associated sensitivities and er- polation scheme, which minimizes some expected
ror characteristics depend upon a number of fac- error norm (Bretherton et al.. 1976: Clancy el al..
tors. For each system these include physical and 1990). Extrapolation. of special importance for
mathematical modeling assumptions, qualitative the downward extension of satellite observations,
and quantitative aspects of the data base, and may be accomplished on dynamical modes or
computational algorithms and parameters. Ad- empirical orthogonal functions (Preisendorfer.
ditionally, the scheme for inputting sound speed 1988). Additionally, feature models which are av-
distributions to the acoustic system from the en- erage synoptic structures (with a few degrees of
vironmental system's output of temperature. sa- freedom) are employed to minimize data require-
linity. and pressure introduces dependencies and ments and to extend satellite observations before
sensitivities. This section discusses some of the assimilation into the dynamical model. Data as-
issues and factors affecting the accuracy and similation has recently entered oceanography and
sensitivity of the coupled system and its vali- considerable research has been started to deter-
dation. mine the advantages and sensitivities of various

The environmental system's d) namical model schemes in various situations of oceanographic
component (O'Brien. 1986) has explicit physics interest (Anderson and Willebrand, 1989: Haid-
governing the scales of motion resolved by the vogel and Robinson, 1989). Schemes range from
horizontal and vertical numerical grids. In other simple optimal interpolation to the more complex
words, the continuous dynamical equations of variationally based inverse and adjoint methods.
motion are discretized by an algorithm. But there Computational efficiency considerations are par-
are also physical processes on scales too small to amount. The data bases required include the bot-
be resolved by the numerical grids. The subgrid- tom topography, climatology, surface fluxes, and
scale physics governing the unresolved scales is synoptic data for initialization and updating. An
given a parametric representation (Holloway, observational network with a mix of remotely
1989). The fundamental (Navier-Stokes) fluid dy- sensed and in situ data types is usually the most
namical equations of motion are never solved di- efficient.
rectly for the scales of motion relevant here. Geo- The dynamical model of the acoustical system
metrical and dynamical approximations are em- also is usually an approximation to the funda-
ployed with the constraints of the earth's rotation mental Helmhotz equation. Assumptions depend
and of stable stratification introduced. The prim- on the frequency range and the specific physics
itive equation (PE) approximation, which retains and geometry considered. Ray theory, the para-
general dynamical balances in the horizontal but bolic-equation approximation for the far field, and
which is approximately hydrostatic in the vertical, normal modes are frequently used (Potter and
is appropriate for mesoscale motions. Further Warn-Varnas, 1991). In addition to the four-di-
simplifications are often desirable to gain effi- mensional sound speed distribution, environ-
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mental and boundary conditions associated with in both the PE and QG models is a smoothing
the sea surface and bottom (and the underlying operation via an arbitrary order Shapiro filter
sediments) can produce a number of phenomena, (Robinson and Walstad, 1987). This prevents the
which may or may not be important and may or build-up of energy in small scales of the numerical
may not be explicitly included in the propagation grid, which would otherwise occur due to the en-
calculation. In considering the coupling, it is im- strophy cascade of geostrophic turbulence. Present
portant that the environmental model evolve sat- data assimilation schemes include optimal inter-
isfactorily those structural features which affect polation and for the QG model, an efficient ad-
the acoustics, even though they may not be im- joint (Moore, 1991).
portant for the dynamical evolution of the main The first real-time forecast was carried out in
mesoscale fronts and eddies. Also, the acoustic 1983 in the context of the Ocean Prediction
model requires a vertical and horizontal grid of Through Observation, Modeling and Analysis
sound-speed input of much higher resolution than (OPTOMA) program at the Naval Postgraduate
is necessary or efficient for the running of the School, by radio communication with the R/V
ocean dynamical model. Thus interpolation is re- Acania, which was gathering data in the California
quired and research in relevant methodology is Current (Robinson et al., 1986). In 1984. the d'.-
currently underway. namical model was first taken to sea on a micro-

computer, and used in the Nares Plain region of
The Forecast System the Northwest Atlantic. Dr. L.J. Walstad and Mr.

Our physical oceanography group has devel- W.G. Leslie took it to forecast for real-time ex-
oped a versatile open-ocean forecasting system. perimental guidance (Robinson, 1986). These and
The system is flexible and portable both scientif- related studies led to the development of the
ically and logistically. Since 1980, it has been ex- modular concept of dynamical model initializa-
ercised and validated at II sites in the world ocean tion with in situ data being acquired in real time.
as shown on the map of Figure 1. All but the orig- A full mapping grid is not necessary. Dynamical
inal POLYMODE* site involved real-time fore- interpolation can be successfully carried out into
casts, and at six sites the real-time forecasts were the interior from data taken on the boundaries of
carried out aboard ships. Synoptic data input has a square module. Each module is somewhat less
included temperature and salinity profiles, current on a side than the eddy-decorrelation length scale.
measurements, and both sea-surface temperature A large region can be efficiently built up from a

ocean forecasting and height sensed from satellites, number of adjoining modules with reinitializa-
The original dynamical model component is tions and updates. Once the full domain of interest

system. . . has been an open-ocean quasigeostrophic model that was has been initialized, only the boundaries need up-

exercised and developed to study the dynamical processes in- dating to maintain most open-ocean regional
herent in local intensive data sets. The approach nowcasts and forecasts for a considerable length

validated at 11 sites in involved real data initializations of a block of open of time. When satellite or aircraft data are also

the world ocean. ocean and thus encompassed the forecast prob- available, other initialization and updating strat-
lem. A review of this work, including the system's egies are more efficient, and even less in situ data
multivariate objective analysis scheme and the is required. Although direct current measurements
associated energy and vorticity analysis scheme, are desirable, they are not always essential because
is presented by Robinson and Walstad (1987). The hydrography or altimetry plus model dynamics
present forecast system is based on a dynamical can together provide the unmeasured barotropic
model hierarchy. There is a set of models with mode (Robinson et al., 1986: DeMey and Menard.
dynamics and geometry appropriate to various 1989).
oceanic regions. The QG model has been gener- The Gulf Stream meander and ring region has
alized to domains that may be partially open and been the location of considerable research on dy-
partially closed by arbitrary coastlines and may namics and prediction during the past several
contain islands (Ozsoy et al., 1991). A three-di- years. Starting in 1986, for a period of over 2 years,
mensional surface-boundary-layer (SBL) model the group at Harvard carried out with Navy sup-
has been coupled to the full water-column eddy- port I-week-duration day-by-day forecasts (Gulf-
resolving model (Walstad, 1987) to represent the casts) of the Gulf Stream frontal and ring locations
details of upper-ocean physics. A primitive-equa- and interactions (Robinson et al., 1989). Initial-
tion open-ocean model for the water column has ization and updating nowcasts melded dynamical
been developed (Spall and Robinson, 1989) start- model forecasts with new observations of frontal
ing from the basic Geophysical Fluid Dynamics locations obtained from satellite infrared sea-sur-
Laboratory primitive equation model (Bryan and face temperature and GEOSAT altimetric sea-
Cox, 1967). The horizontal subgridscale physics surface heights. Also, there was nominally, once

a week, a dedicated P3 AXBT flight, i.e.. a Navy
* A program name derived from the Russian word polygon patrol aircraft dropped -35 temperature versus

that means moored array and the US-UK acronym for Mid- depth probes in specially identified locations. Ap-
Ocean Dynamics Experiment. proximately 75% of the ring-birth and reabsorp-
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lion events were forecast correctly, and a posteriori the output of the full dynamical model hierarchy.
verification of the Stream frontal location offsets PE. QO. and SBL and completes the present ver-
with GEOSAT data (Glenn et al., 1991) yielded sion of the Harvard en v iron mental /acoustical
a standard deviation of -30 km, the noise level forecast system. Two dimensions are accurate for
of the system. In December 1989, the system was most propagation situations. with exceptions in-
transferred for operations to the Naval Oceano- cluding regions of strong aimuthal topographic
graphic Office [with the name Naval Operational variation (Siegmann et al., N9901 A realistic sed-
GUlf stream Forecast System (NOGUFS) e and iment layer is included and important. Carman
was cited by Rear Admiral J. Koehr as the Navy's (1991) has used this system to study combined
first dynamic oceanographic forecast model." The oceanographic and topographic effects on acoustic
opportunity provided for realistic acoustic prop- propagation (in regions e. f. and j of Fig. 1).
agation studies by the Gulfcast fields resulted in
their utilization by acousticians at a number of A Real-Time Exercise and Proof-of-Concept for
institutions including the Naval Oceanographic the System
and Atmospheric Research Laboratory, the Naval Site j (Fig. 1). in the Northeast Atlantic, was
Underwater Systems Center (NUSCa New [on- the location of a real-time experiment during July
don and Newport), the Woods Hole Oceano- and August 1987. carried out on board the French
graphic Institution, and the Naval Postgraduate Naval vessel B.0. D'Entrecasteaitv. The objectives
School. In particular, an ongoing collaboration of the experiment, called Acquisition de donn-es "the Navy's first
has developed between the Harvard group and de Topographie de surface et d'Hydrologie dans
Dr. D. Lee of NUSC (New London) and Professor l'Est Nord Atlantique (AthenA). were related to dynamic
W. Siegmann of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute the methodology of real-time shipboard prediction oengahcfrcs
in coupling their parabolic equation propagation using a dynamical forecast system and a combi- oengahcfrcs
model, implemented numerically as the Implicit nation of in situ and remotely sensed data. I-ar- model". provided
Finite Difference (IFD) model (Lee et al., 198 1). yard scientists participated with the quasigeo- frraitcaosi
to Harvard dynamical model outputs. Sensitivity strophic model run on one of the group's SUN-3 frraitcaosi
studies (Siegmann et al., 1990) and fully three- workstations. The ship received GEOSAT alti- propagation
dimensional results (Lee et al., 1989) have been metric data in near real time, transferred via Har-
obtained, vard from the Johns Hopkins University Applied studies...

A two-dimensional version of the IFD model Physics Laboratory, which was used for GEOSAT
now resides at Harvard. It has been coupled to and model validation. The ship also received sat-
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ellite infrared imagery. The experimental domain compares two independent along-track estimates
was an open-square block of water 210 km on a of the sea-surface height for 29 July. The first is
side with a fairly flat bottom, which contained obtained from the nowcast (fine line), and the sec-
energetic mesoscale eddies associated with the ond from the altimetric data derived b. a method
North Atlantic Current and Drift. Two synoptic based on subtracting the individual track from
realizations of the hydrographic fields were ob- the time mean of all the altimetric data along that

• . . forecast height tained with Conductivity-Temperature-Depth track. The agreement in shape and amplitude is
sensors (CTDs) and expendable bathythermo- excellent: the individual track absolute mean al-

field compared with an graphs (XBTs) just over 2 weeks apart. Drifting timetric height is not known over such a short
independent estimate buoys and current meters provided absolute flow segment (Porter et al, 1989). The validation of

measurements. More details can be found in Car- the GEOSAT altimetric topographý is within the
from a GEOSAT pass man's (1991) thesis and a French report (Le- noise level of the system. During the next 2 skeeks

Squere, 1989). the eddy system evolved with the western cyclone
. . . The agreement is Shipboard activities included real-time objec- moving to the southeast and the front shifting ori-

again excellent. . tive analyses and dynamical forecasts with six lev- entation as shown on Figure 2B. The height field
els in the QG model. Figure 2A shows the sea- (Fig. 2B) has been forecast for 17.5 days from the
surface height field (in meters) associated with the nowcast (Fig. 2A) initialization. OnlN the bound-
shipboard nowcast of the first synoptic realization ary condition has been updated with new infor-
centered on 29 July. Hydrography plus drifter data mation from hydrography and floats. Figure 2D
have been assimilated into the dynamical model. shows the along-track forecast height field com-
The north-south oriented front is the border be- pared with an independent estimate from a GEO-
tween two eddies of opposite sign. The -0.25-m SAT pass on 15 August. The agreement is again
drop across the front corresponds to a southward excellent, which can now be regarded as a GEO-
flowing geostrophic current of 0.60 m/s maxi- SAT validation of the forecast system. Unfortu-
mum. The diagonal line on Figure 2A is the nately GEOSAT data return during the experi-
ground track of the GEOSAT satellite. Figure 2C ment was very poor in the region. Hoseser.

Dombrowsky and De Mex (1992) have made de-
tailed comparisons of ttarvard QG model fore-
casts with updated boundar. conditions and the

- rr-~T /AthenA in situ data and finds verx good agreement
t~i'i'-~ ,~ throughout the experiment.

For this type of mid-ocean eddy field the Q(i
- ,N 53*N model is adequately accurate. The types oflsmall

, ~ ', , ,differences that occur between PE and QG d\-

,. / ~ ~ ,Llanamic sihae bee studied9. o~-ee for adNomwetensAt
• ", ,.-- , olyani siew bynre Spalom(1989) Howee fo sde eomaens

52"N 52- NH ocean PE of the Harvard model set is almost asR efficient computationally as the QG. and its ship-
26W 25W 24W 26-W 25W 24W board use is optional.

(a) (b) Because the AthenA experiment involved real-
time forecasting at sea with a mix of remotely
sensed and in situ data. it was selected for a proof-

.im, 0.2in of-concept feasibility demonstration of the full
coupled environmental/acoustical forecast sys-

o.Omn O.n tem. The hindcast was carried out using the cou-
pled q uasigeost rophic/su rface-bou ndary-laver
dynamical models and the two-dimensional IFD

-0.1 0hm parabolic model. The QG used nine levels, and
the SBL used eight additional levels. The QG wa-
ter-column model was run for 10 days. which is

-o.2m -0.1, a reasonable length of time for main thermocline
-3 evolution without the need for boundary updat-

-03m I I I -0. _ _, __-0.2 ing. The SBL forecast for the upper ocean, which
52*N 5-N 54-N S2? 53N 54"N requires an atmospheric forecast for surface flux

(c) (d) input, was limited to 3 days. and sound was prop-
agated at 50 and 100 Hz for various source depths

Fig. 2: (A) Sea-sufitce height (meters) nowcast./or 29 Julv 1987. (B) Forecast on the third day. The arrows on the 6-m-depth
.hbr 15 August 1987. GEOSAT track is the diagonal line. (C) hlongtrack temperature field of Figure 3A and the 125-m-
comparisons of'a nowcast (fine) and GEOSA T (bold) height estimates. (D) depth QG streamfunction field of Figure 3B in-
Alongtrack comparisons of B forecast (fine) and GEOSA T (hold) height dicate the location of the vertical sections for the
estimates. Note the axis shifi of'0.1 m between C and D. propagation calculations. The date is August 3,
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and the thermocline streamfunction field depicted . .-

in Figure 3B is proportional to geostrophic pres-
sure or dynamic height (shown for July 31 in Fig.
2A). A difference of 20 nondimensional stream '0

function units produces the geostrophic jet of - 60
m/s. Smaller-scale features are evident in the near- HOL
surface temperature. The sound speed section (Fig.
3C) indicates a sound channel axis, which rises to
the east from - 900 to 500-m depth. Near-surface "
detailed structure is evident and the QG/SBL J
model treatment has increased near-surface sound
speeds by -5 m/s over a simple QG model fore-
cast. Propagation in the sediment below the sea
bottom included effects of a vertical sound speed 1 1.42 14.87 0.50 -23.17 1 1.98 5.00
gradient and an attenuation factor. An exemplary (a) (b)
propagation-loss section is shown in Figure 3D
for a 50-Hz source at 500-m depth. Detailed in- -0___
terpretation of the oceanographic effects on prop- _,-------
agation are interesting but not the subject of this - 490

article. Carman (1991) finds eddy frontal effects 00 -
of 45 dB. There is a near-surface duct that affects ,____,_,___ -
frequencies too low to be trapped. Changes as large -- ,.9o
as 25 dB occur relative to comparison calculations
made without the SBL model coupled to resolve 2000

the near-surface structures. The bottom is nearly ___

flat at just under 4500-m depth, except for a hill _ _,_,o
in the west. Note the propagation within the sed- 3o001

iments, which influences the water-column prop-
agation.

The efficiency of this portable and realistic 4000

forecast system can be measured by the clocktime
required to produce the acoustic forecasts after
the acquisition of nowcast data. The objective 5ooo-'0 00
analysis took approximately one-half hour of 0 5 '00 150
SUN-3 workstation time. the 10-day QG forecast
took I hour. and the 3-day SBL forecast one-half (C)
hour. The IFD propagations were run on an Iris.
and I hour ofclocktime yielded from 2 to 6 source 0 1.

cases dependent on frequency. Thus the system _ •,19
is very efficient with only 3-4 hours being re-
quired. Moreover the workstations used are no 1000 .: L

longer state-of-the-art. Currently available work-
stations could reduce the time required by a factor /
of 10 and allow improvements such as increased • 2000o

resolution and more sophisticated assimilation

Summary and Conclusions
The ability for the first time in ocean science 400o

history to forecast realistic physical fields makes
realistic three- and four-dimensional range-de-
pendent acoustical propagation now possible on 5000

a substantial basis. The concept of a coupled en- 0Rg (k) 100

vironmental/acoustical system has been intro- (d)
duced and factors affecting its accuracy discussed.
A portable, flexible system that is feasible, accu- Fig. 3: Three-da lbrecasis of (A) temperature at 6 in (0.5°C contours), (B)
rate, and efficient for shipboard use has been de- non-dimensional qua.sigeos•trophic (QG) stream'hiinction at 125 in (arbitrary
scribed and its use illustrated in both the forecast units: see levi). (C) sound speed (mn/') and (D) propagation loss (decibels)
and hindcast mode. Realistic real-time shipboard for a 50-11: source at 500 in. (Black 50- 75 dB: red 80-85 dB. yellow 90-94
forecasts of practical interest can be achieved in dB: green 95-99 dB: blue 100-170 dB). M1 inimna, max.ima, and contour
only a few hours of clocktime. intervals are labeled below A and B.{ 1 tAN(XiRAPHY.Vol 5. No 1-1992 47
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FEATURE

CHARACTERIZING MAJOR FRONTAL
SYSTEMS: A NOWCAST/FORECAST SYSTEM
FOR THE NORTHWEST ATLANTIC

By Daniel N. Fox, Michael R. Carnes
and Jim L. Mitchell

THE U.S. NAVY expends a considerable effort to mation possible from the limited data available
determine the locations and properties of most (Hurlburt, 1984 and 1992, this issue: Thompson,
major ocean frontal systems across the globe. This 1992, this issue). The design of an ocean obser-
synoptic picture, called a nowcast, is partly con- vation, data assimilation, and forecasting system
structed using expendable bathythermographs can be simplified by exploiting known character-
dropped from ships (XBTs) and airplanes istics of the ocean. As noted previously, the three-
(AXBTs). Such in situ measurements can give dimensional thermal structure of the ocean often
very detailed information, but the cost limits their can be reconstructed accurately given only infor-
utility to relatively localized and short-lived sur- mation about fronts and eddies at the surface. ... the three-
veys. Fortunately, given an adequate database of Furthermore. the vertical structure of such quan-
earlier measurements, simply knowing the surface tities as temperature, salinity, density, and sound dimensional thermal
location of a front is often sufficient to reconstruct speed in the water column can be represented by structure of the ocean
an accurate picture of the three-dimensional ther- a very small number of modes (two or three).
mal structure of the water column to depths of These modes are basis functions that can be used often can be
thousands of meters. Obtaining that surface in- to reconstruct the vertical profiles. Unlike arbi- reconstructed
formation is not a trivial task however. trary functions, such as polynomials or sines and

Satellite infrared-radiometer (IR) images pro- cosines, these empirical orthogonalfinctions are accurately given only
vide locations of important mesoscale features derived from the thousands of profiles previously information ... at the
over large areas, but clouds can obscure important taken in the region using a method known as
fronts for long periods, and the surface thermal principal component analysis. This technique surface.
structure is not always an accurate guide to the produces the smallest number of modes that are
actual location of the predominant currents. An needed to reconstruct the original profiles to a
unknown geoid and other problems not with- user-controlled level of accuracy. The advantage
standing (Mitchell et al.. 1990), satellite altimetry of using these empirical orthogonal-function
can provide accurate locations of currents and re- modes is that their amplitudes are related to sur-
lated features. In many areas of interest. the time face properties such as dynamic height and tem-
and space scales on which the oceans evolve are perature (deWitt, 1987: Carnes et al., 1990). Thus,
not adequately sampled, however (Hurlburt. 1984: a surface measurement of sea-surface height (and
Kindle, 1986- Thompson, 1986). For example, the ideally sea-surface temperature as well) will pro-
U.S. Navy's Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite vide the amplitudes of the vertical modes, which
(GEOSAT) (Born e( al.. 1987) with its 17-day re- in turn give us a complete vertical profile of tem-
peat cycle and equatorial track separation of less perature or salinity.
than 150 km was adequate to sample regions such An example of how accurately subsurface tern-
as the Gulf of Mexico, but was not sufficient to perature structure can be inferred from surface
provide a synoptic picture for the evolution of the satellite altimeter measurements is shown in Fig-
Gulf Stream. ure 1. Finally, the shallow mixed layer at the sur-

One approach to the sampling problem is to face is primarily driven by the interaction of the
combine computer models of the oceans with data ocean with the atmosphere, which occurs on time
assimilation methods to extract the most infor- scales very short compared with the relatively

slower mesoscale meandering of fronts and prop-
agation of rings. It is therefore possible to build a

D.N. Fox. M.R. Carnes. J.L. Mitchell. Naval Research nowcast/forecast system that separates the surface
laboratory. Ocean Sensing and Prediction Division. Stennis mixed layer from the general circulation, which
Space Center. MS 39529-5004. USA. in turn can be represented by a computer model
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The procedure using the synthetic data algorithms. (From Cartees et al.. /990.)

begins with the

subjective preparation needing only a few degrees of f-eedom in the ver- search Laboratorn (NRI ) and is no-. making op-
tical. erationai forecasts of the Gulf Stream e'olution

of a Gulf Stream A first-generation version of a nowcast/forecast for the Navy. This system has been sho%%n (Fox
frontal-location system exploiting these observations has been et al., 1992) to provide fbrecasts of Gull' Stream

constructed by the Data Assimilation Research evolution that are better than persistence at both
map. . . and Transition (DART) group at the Naval Re- I- and 2-week intervals, the first such system to

do so using typical, operationally available data.

Estimating Initial Conditions
The procedure used to initialize and run a

forecast begins with the subjective preparation of

a Gulf Stream frontal-location map by the Naval
Oceanographic Office. This manually prepared
map blends ring- and frontal-location information
obtained from satellite IR imagery (as shown in
Fig. 2), satellite altimetry, and any available XBTs
into a continuous depiction of the surface frontal
location. On many days. portions of the Gulf
Stream are obscured by clouds, so such gaps are
filled using older data or previous forecasts.

The surface front and ring information is
extrapolated downward into a three-dimensional
thermal volume using an Optimal Thermal In-
terpolation System (OTIS) computer program
(Clancy et al., 1988: Cummings et al. 1991:
Clancy, 1992, this issue). OTIS combines simple
structural models of fronts and rings with optimal
interpolation to reproduce such attributes as the
sloping of the front with depth. the warm core of
the Gulf Stream. and the subsurface structure of
eddies.

A primary function of OTIS is to supplement
real temperature observations with synthetic pro-
files to sufficiently resolve the mesoscale structure
in the final gridded analysis. These synthetic pro-
files are derived from models of the Gulf Stream,

Fig. 2: Satellite infrared image for a cloud-free view of part of the ocean its rings, and the background water structure using
mesoscale field around the Gulf Stream on 28 April 1983. (From Hawkins a front and eddy map as a guide. Most synthetic
et al., 1985.) profiles are positioned in the stream, the eddies.
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and in a band on either side of the stream. The tical-mode temperature structure should work
distance between profiles is roughly proportional well in all western-boundary-current regimes. This
to the expected temperature-covariance length approach seems to work at least equally well in
scales at each position. atmospherically forced planetary-wave regimes

OTIS assimilates the synthetic observations to- such as the equatorial Pacific (Maul ci al., 1988).
gether with true observations to form synoptic Recently, we have. begun to examine the utility
maps using optimum interpolation (Gandin, of our synthetic data approach in the more chal-
1963; Bretherton et ci.. 1976). The synthetic ob- lenging regions of temperature-salinity compen-
servations provide a high-spatial-resolution data sated fronts (e.g., Iceland-Faroes).
set within and near fronts and eddies, where ob-
servational data is often too sparse to resolve these Circulation Model
features. Also, the synthetic profiles constructed The circulation model used in the operational
from satellite surface data provide subsurface in- forecasts is documented in Hurlburt and Thomp-
formation, whereas the direct measuremeits son (1980) and Wallcraft (1991). Applications of
made by satellites are of surface parameters only. the model are described in Thompson and Hurl-

Dynamic height at the sea surface (used to in- burt (1982), Hurlburt and Thompson(1984), and
itialize the circulation model) must be computed Thompson and Schmitz (1989). It is an n-layer,
from the analyzed temperatures. Because salinity primitive-equation model covering the region
is not available from the OTIS analysis, dynamic from 78°W to 45'W longitude to 30'N to 45°N
heights at the surface are computed from regres- latitude (roughly from Cape Hatteras to the Grand
sion relationships between dynamic height and Banks). It includes large-amplitude bottom to-
temperature profiles. The root-mean-square ei ror pography. The model domain was chosen so that ... ne synthetic
in dynamic height computed by this method is the variability in the location of the Gulf Stream
-0.07 dynamic meters (Carnes et al.. 1990). Rel- entrance into the domain would be small. The profiles constructed
ative dvnamic height at the surface is then com- version of the model used in the present system from satellite surface
puted directly from the grid of temperature pro- includes two layers, with a deep western boundary
files using relationships dcrived from analysis of current (Thompson and Schmitz, 1989) supplied data provide
regional historical temperature and salinity data by an inflow port in the northeastern part of the subsurface
sets. lower layer. The model is on a spherical grid with

Although the work described here focuses on a resolution of•° in longitude and •o in latitude, information..
western boundary currents (and the Gulf Stream, which represents a spatial sampling of - 14 km
in particular), interest is certainly not limited to in each direction at the center of the grid. Because
these regions. Positions of all the major fronts in layer thickness is included among the model vari-
the northern hemisphere are routinely determined ables. fluctuations of the pycnocline can be mod-
operationally (see Fig. 3) by the Naval Oceano- eled by changes in the depth of the interface be-
graphic Office. We are already extending the syn- tween the upper and lower layers. This permits a
thetic data approach used in the Gulf Stream to more efficient representation of the dominant dy-
the region of the Kuroshio Extension and. in a namical modes in the domain than is possible ... th
coarser implementation, to the entire world's a model that uses fixed thickness levels.
ocean. In general, the approach of fitting satellite
surface data (e.g., analyzed frontal location maps Subthermocline Initialization
or even direct satellite measurements such as sea- Information about the subthermocline has
surface topography from an altimeter) to low-ver- been shown to be extremely valuable in forecasts

Fig. 3: .4 world map of many of the standard operational .ronts. Positions are derived mostl .from
satellite infiared-radiometer imagery, which is ofh'n ohscured bhi clouds.
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based on numerical simulations of the Gulf of to 0.3). The correlation exceeds 0.9 between the
Mexico (Grant and Hurlburt, 1985; Hurlburt, true lower-layer pressure fields and that estimated
1986 and 1987) and the Gulf Stream (Fox et al., from the upper layer by the statistical inference
1988; Hurlburt et al., 1991,0. The OTIS analysis technique, which uses spatial empirical orthogonal
can provide reasonable estimates of temperature functions of the sea-surface topography as predic-
in the water column, and this information can be tors. Alternate methods for initializing the lower-
converted into dynamic height, free-surface layer pressure field, such as using the reduced-
anomaly, or surface-pressure anomaly directly. gravity approximation (setting the pressure
The circulation model requires layer-thickness anomaly to zero) or climatology (setting it to the
anomalies or (equivalently) pressure anomalies for mean derived from a long circulation model sim-
all its dynamically active layers. Rather than at- ulation), produce significantls worse forecasts
tempting to extract subsurface pressure or layer (Fox eI al.. 1992).
thickness information directly from the OTIS
analysis, we derive a statistical relationship be- Surface Mixed Layer
tween the surface pressure field and the pressure A central assumption of our approach to ocean
anomaly in the subthermocline layer. The lower- modeling has been that the differing time scales
layer pressure field is only weakly correlated with of the thin surface mixed layer and the mesoscale
the upper-layer pressure (sea-surface topography) dynamics permit the separation of the prediction
at the same geographic location. Long model sim- problem into two regimes that are united later.
ulations are therefore used to derive statistical re- Significant progress has been made in achieving
lationships between the subthermocline pressure this reconnection. Experiments so far shok that
at any given grid point in the model and the sur- combining the geostrophic vertical shear (deri. ed
face pressure at an array ofigrid points. To accom- from the mass field of the mixed-layer thermo-

• . . differing time plish this, the model is spun up from rest for 17 dynamic model: Clancy. 1979. 1981. and 1983)
model years, at which time both layers have with the surface geostrophic velocity and depth-

scales.., permit the reached statistical equilibrium as measured by the independent ageostrophic velocity (from the cir-

separation of the potential and kinetic energies. Five years of culation model) provides an advection field. %khich
monthly fields are then used in the derivation of can synchronize the two models for the opera-

prediction problem into regression coefficients. Parameters that control tionally required time period. Figure 4 sho'.xs an

regimes . . . this derivation arc chosen to maximize the skill example of the temperature field at 200 meters
in estimating the lower-layer pressure in an in- from a I-week coupled forecast.
dependent dataset. That is, coefficients are derived
from one run of the model and are used to esti- Forecast Skill
mate the lower layer in an independent run. In The measure chosen to evaluate the pertor-
the cases of the Gulf of Mexico (Hurlburt et al., mance, or skill of the forecast system depends on
1990) and the Gulf Stream (Fox et al., 1988), the the interests of the particular user. Operationall'..
lower-layer pressure anomaly from the model the system was needed to forecast the absolute
simulations can be accurately estimated by such position of the Gulf Stream. so the measure chosen
techniques. The pattern correlation between upper to evaluate the skill is an estimate of the average
and lower pressure anomaly is low (typically 0.2 absolute offset between the true stream location

and that forecast by the system. It is useful to
compare the performance of the model forecast

- .:... ... :to the alternatives of persistence and climatolog'..
" . .. ::.:: In the case of persistence. we compute the error

between the initial conditions and the final state
I or 2 weeks later, without running any model

--- . iforecast at all. This also is also called the assurep-
tion of no motion. In the case of climatology, the
final state is compared against an average state.
Figure 5 summarizes the performance of the sys-
tem in the region from 73'W to 53'W longitude.
The results for climatology (the uppermost. hor-

- . izontal line) are computed from a year of daily
analyzed Gulf Stream paths prepared at the Navalt Oceanographic Office. The data is binned in 2

increments and a mean path is computed. This
average state is then compared against all the
original data to compute the average offset error.

Fig. 4: Temperature at 200 meters/fom a 1-week run of the coupled hwdro- Now if we are asked to estimate the location of
dynamic and thermodynamic computer models, the Gulf Stream on a day when cloud cover com-
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- skill is still better than persistence, but not by so
great a margin.

SM,- .Summary
An initial version of a complete nowcast/fore-

cast system for the Gulf Stream has been devel-
oped and successfully tested at the Naval Research
Laboratory by the DART Project team. and is'• : now used in daily Naval operations. The devel-
opment of the first such system to show skill rel-

ative to persistence using routine operationally . . . now used in daily
available data is a significant step toward the Naval operations..

Fig. 5: Error in absolute position of the Gulf eventual goal of a global ocean nowcast and fore-cast capability. h is uhsse
Stream using climatology, persistence, and the
DAR T lbrecast system. Forecasts using 6 months to show skill...
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EVALUATION CAPABILITY FOR THE
NAVY OCEAN MODELING AND
PREDICTION PROGRAM

By John A. Leese, Robert C. Willems,
and Lanny A. Yeske

THE NAVY Ocean Modeling and Prediction criteria can be developed. In addition, there are
(NOMP) Program has emphasized the need to few field observation programs that can be used
evaluate ocean models and prediction systems for for model evaluation as part of an oceanographic-
operational and tactical applications. The Institute integrity test. Guidelines need to be established to
for Naval Oceanography (INO) was assigned a identify the existence of phenomena within a data
leading role in the evaluation and validation of set. In constructing criteria for phenomenological . . . a leading role in
ocean models and in providing recommendations model evaluation, one can designate two main
to the Navy for adoption of models. The INO areas requiring examination: 1) physical integrity the evaluation and
placed a high priority on this role in its efforts to and 2) oceanographic integrity. Physical integrity validation of ocean
design and implement an Experimental Center considers specific properties of the model itself.
for Mesoscale Ocean Prediction (ECMOP) as de- How well does the model conserve mass? What models...
scribed by Leese et al. (1992, this issue). are its numerical and stability characteristics?

The evaluation of ocean modeling and pre- Oceanographic integrity considers the evaluation
diction received considerable emphasis at the of a model relative to ocean observation. This area
ECMOP Workshop (INO. 1988). The workshop applies to a model's performance run solely in a
recommended that guidelines be established for simulation mode, all the way to a model's per-
conducting an evaluation or determining success. formance as part of a nowcast/forecast system.
It further recommended that the setting of eval- Data sparseness, Gaussian versus non-Gauss-
uation criteria and standards be considered among ian statistics, and statistical assessment of events
the high-priority items in' the early efforts of were viewed as generic problems. These must be
ECMOP. considered in the evaluation of ocean models for

mesoscale ocean nowcasting/forecasting. Incor-
Model Evaluation poration of statistical procedures was recom-

The INO Summer Colloquium in 1989 initi- mended in the following: predictability studies;
ated the development of evaluation criteria (Wil- statistical comparisons (model/observations);
lems, 1989). A working group was asked to define distortion due to biased sampling; error effects on
the role of data within the context of ECMOP as statistics; decomposition of root-mean-square-er-
a specialized facility for model evaluation. In this ror; regional (sub-domain) evaluation; inter- and
context, ECMOP's purpose is to provide standard intramodel comparison (simulation properties,
data sets for model evaluation. These should fit i.e., climate drift); and second-order statistics.
within the framework of limited space and time Two classes of model evaluation were consid-
resources and of limited data availability for the ered for the standards of model performance. First
evaluation of mesoscale eddy-resolving models. was scientific evaluation with the requirement that

There are a finite number of phenomena that an accuracy measure was performed using bench-
have observational bases from which quantitative mark phenomena and case studies. A model then

can be quantitatively assessed using agreed upon

JA. Leese. R.C. Willems. and L.A. Yeske, Institute for accuracy measures. The model also can be qual-
Naval Oceanography, Stennis Space Center, MS 39529-5005, itatively assessed based on the inherent knowledge
USA. The Institute for Naval Oceanography is operated by of the circulation in the ocean region from which
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) the benchmark phenomena and case studies are
for the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). taken. Second was operational evaluation, which
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is a much more demanding evaluation. Specifi- Resulhsftom Case Study

.a series of cation of climatology, input data, computer re- A nowcast/forecast system using the Princeton
sources, manpower/skill level, and interface with ocean general circulation model (Blumberg and

experiments that other modules must be made. As a model moves Mellor, 1987) was adapted to the Gulf of Mexico

through an operational evaluation, there must be and the Derber data-assimilation technique (Der-
began with a very routine quantitative measures of success. These ber and Rosati, 1989) by L. Kantha and R. Passi.
simple case study.. . are in addition to qualitative assessment of how The infrastructure of data management, visual-

well it performs with observational data available ization, and evaluation were provided by the
within the time constraints of a routine opera- ECMOP facility (Leese ei al.. 1992, this issue) to
tional schedule. conduct a TRial Ocean Prediction Experiment
Ocean Model and Prediction Evaluation (TROPE) in the Gulf of Mexico. Real data from
Experiments satellite and conventional observations were used

The INO recognized the need to start evalua- as input data (Ko, unpublished data).

tion experiments for ocean modeling and predic- )The Gulf of Mexico forecast output fields (Fig.tionexprimntsfor cea moelig an prdic I)were evaluated (Waters et al., 1990). The eval-
tion as soon as possible, to provide information 1 eeeautd(aese l,19) h vl
tiond aomndasponssib tothe provide f raman uations used mainly the statistical techniques that
and recommendations to the NOMP program were formulated from the Colloquium on Model
about existing ocean models and to provide a Evaluation Criteria and that were implemented

learning experience for evaluating ocean predic- as a verification and evaluation module in

tion systems. INO is carrying out a series of ex- ECMOP (Anand cti al.. 1991).

periments that began with a very simple case study The primary emphasis of TROPE has been a

in June 1990 and is evolving to the Data Assim- software engineering-type evaluation. This suc-

ilation and Model Evaluation Experiments during cessfully proved the validity of the ECMOP con-

1992.
cept to provide a specialized off-line computation
center to facilitate the development, demonstra-
tion, and evaluation of a mesoscale ocean predic-
tion capability. A number of scientists made use
of the TROPE nowcast/forecast system and the
output fields to conduct further analysis and eval-
uations. A specific example is the work of Lewis

SS et al., (1991) to evaluate the movement of eddies
by the Primitive Equation Data Assimilating
Model (PEDAM) in the Gulf of Mexico.

In Ocean Nowcast/Forecast Experiment
The results from the ECMOP Workshop (INO.

1988), along with preparatory work for the Col-
loquium on Model Evaluation Criteria (Willems.
1989), brought forth an interest among several
modeling groups to conduct an assessment ex-
periment in ocean modeling and prediction. INO
hosted a separate meeting after the Colloquium
to consider a proposal for a nowcast/forecast as-
sessment experiment during 1992. There was a
consensus at the meeting that it was particularly
timely to conduct such an assessment experiment
with the following general characteristics:

Objective: To estimate the state-of-the-art for
data assimilation and nowcast/forecast produc-
tion, using the primitive-equation ocean general
circulation model.

Data period- 1987-1988.
Fig. 1: TRial Ocean Prediction Experiment lorecast of sea-surface height in Geographical area: Within the region bounded
the Gulf of Me .. o using synthetic temperature profiles derived from the by 25*-450 N latitude and 40'-80'W longitude.
Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite Exact Repeat Mission, conventional oh- Scenarios: Case studies (up to 10) where data
servations Jbr initialization of the Princeton model and assimilation hb the quality and quantity were sufficient.
Derber technique. The scale ranges from -25 cm (lefi side) to 45 cm (right Participants: Modeling groups working in the
side). (Courtesy of Dr. Dong-Shan Ko.) North Atlantic Region.
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The term assessment means, in general, the
evaluation of objectively analyzed and short-term
forecast fields to determine how well they describe
the real ocean at the valid times and, to the extent
possible, to determine the effects of input data,
the data-assimilation techniques, and the perfor-
mance of the ocean circulation model.

The INO agreed to coordinate experiment
planning and design, provide infrastructure facil-
ities through the ECMOP facility, assist modeling
groups in conducting experimental runs, and
complete arrangements for meetings and work-
shops. The INO has worked, since the August
1989 meeting, with the NOMP Program Manager
and the ocean modeling groups working in the
Northwest Atlantic region to coordinate the plan-
ning and design of the nowcast/forecast assess-
ment experiment. A number of modeling groups
provided assistance in the planning and design
for the nowcast/forecast experiment and are now
participating in the experiment:

a. Group led by A. Robinson, using the Har-
vard open-ocean model as a basis for an ocean
nowcast/forecast system known as FLEXCAST;

b. Group led by P. Rizzoli (Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology) and D. Haidvogel (Rutgers
University), using a nowcast/forecast system based Fig. 2: Optimal Thermal Interpolation System (OTIS 3.0) and ocean model
on the Semi-Spectral Primitive Equation Model domains for the Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation Ex'periments in
(SPEM): 1992.

c. Group led by G. Mellor, using the Princeton
model as a basis for a nowcast/forecast system
known as PEDAM for the Gulf Stream;d. Group led by D. Fox, using a nowcast/fore- methodologies and design. Numerical solution

cast systm bed by th. Fox, primiting a eastifon methods; surface, lateral, and bottom boundary
cast system based on the NRL primitive equation specifications; and mixed-layer representation
(PE) model and referred to as Data Assimilation (whether resolved or not) are dealt with differently
Research and Transition (DART), in the various models. Table I articulates the more

The geographical boundaries used by each of the substantial differences to be considered in devel-
modeling groups is shown in Figure 2. Model at- oping model evaluations. The infrastructure fa-
tributes are shown in Table I. The design of the cilities of data management, visualization, and
numerical models was determined, implemented, evaluation are being prepared by the ECMOP
and verified independently and prior to this now- project in INO led by J. Corbin. A data group,
cast/forecast experiment (see Blumberg and Mel- led by S. Glenn (Rutgers University), prepared
lor, 1987; Robinson et al., 1988: Haidvogel et al., the research-quality data sets needed to conduct
1991). Clearly, similarities and differences exist in the experiment.

Table I
Ocean model attributes

Numerical Surface
Solution Boundary Vertical Coordinate Lateral Boundary Bottom Boundary

Model Method Condition Specification Mixed Layer Condition Condition

SPEM Implicit Rigid lid Sigma level Chebyshev No Coastline/open boundary Smoothed topography
polynomials

PEDAM Implicit Free surface Sigma level Yes Coastline/open boundar Smoothed topograph.
Mellor-Yamada

closure scheme
FLEXCAST Implicit Rigid lid Sigma level No Open boundary Smoothed topography
DART Semi-implicit Free surface Layer/reduced gravity No Coastline/open boundary Smoothed topography
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The Navy has recently completed an evaluation 500 m. At I- and 2-week intervals, the model
. . . assess the impact of two ocean circulation models as components forecast position of the north wall of the Gulf

of the Naval Operational Gulf Stream Forecast Stream was compared with the observed position.
of several data- System (NOGUFS). The case studies used for the The best comparison was with the position deter-

evaluation were during data-rich periods. Some mined from the National Oceanic and Atmo-
assimilation techniques of the cases contained ambiguities in the analyses spheric Administration (NOAA) satellite image
on the various models of Gulf Stream and ring locations (due to clouds, available at the end of each case study.

etc.), as determined from the Advanced Very High
using the same case- Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). A re-analysis Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation

study data. was performed to prepare research-quality data Experiments in 1992
sets (Glenn et al., 1991). From this re-analysis, The Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation
six case studies were identified for the assessment Experiments (DAMEE) are being carried out in
experiments. 1992. This is a follow-on to the 1991 pre-experi-

ment tests and will assess the impact of several
Pre-Experiment Tests in 1991 data-assimilation techniques on the various mod-

A pre-experiment to quantify the forecast ca- els using the same case-study data. Additionally.
pability of an ocean model was conducted in two month-long case studies are identified
and involved initializing an ocean model domain wherein one has meandering characteristics and

that was configured for the Gulf Stream region, the other has a ring formation/pinchoff or ring

The temperature, salinity, and sea-surface height coalescence. The data available for assimilation

fields were prepared using the Optimal Thermal and verification are the NOAA satellite infrared

Interpolation System (OTIS), which is currently images. Airborne Expendable Bathythermo-

being used by the Navy (Clancy et al.. 1990). Fig- graph (AXBT), Expendable Bathythermograph

ure 3 is an example of the temperature field at (XBT). Multi-Channel Sea-Surface Temperature
(MCSST). and Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite

(GEOSAT) Exact Repeat Mission sea-surface
height. OTIS 3.0 fields from the six case studies
are available as a data set as well. These case stud-
ies occur when the GEOSAT satellite provided
useful sea-surface height data and also during the
Synoptic Ocean Prediction (SYNOP) observa-
tional period. The assessment will be conducted
in four phases, each based on different data sets

from the case studies and building upon the results
from previous phases.

Quantitative measures of ocean-model perfor-
mance with data assimilation are relative to per-
sistence and using forecast positions of the Gulf
Stream, compared with a best-available analysis
position produced by AVHRR on the forecast day
at the end of each week.

Concluding Remarks
The progress in developing and implementing

an ocean modeling and prediction evaluation ca-
pability for NOMP has evolved over the last two
years. This capability is now being combined with
the ECMOP Modular System in the INO to pro-
vide a special purpose facility. The Data Assimi-
lation and Model Evaluation Experiments in 1992
will serve as a good test of the overall concepts
that provided the basis for the design and imple-
mentation of this facility.

F'ig. 3: Optimal Thermal Interpolation System (OTIS) 3.0 temperature field Acknowledgements
at 500 meters.for 4 May 1988 as applied to the Princeton model domain in The INO is preparing the ocean modeling and
the GulflStream (for the 1991 preexperiment). Advanced Ier' t tigh Reso- prediction evaluation capability for NOMP with
lution Radiometer anal sis of the stream position and warm/cold eddy lo- the very capable assistance of experts from the
cations, climatology, and conventional observations are input to the calcu- ocean modeling community. We particularly ac-
lation of OTIS fields. The scale ranges from 5'C' (l/,ei side) to 180 C (right knowledge the assistance received from all the
side). (Courtesy of Dr. Dong-Shan Ko.) participants at the 1989 INO Summer Collo-
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quium on Model Evaluation Criteria. We also ac- Haidvogel, D.G., J.L. Wilkin and R. Young, 1991: A semi-
knowledge the contributions from the modeling spectral ocean circulation model using vertical sigma
groups participating in the Ocean Modeling and and orthogonal curvilinear horizontal coordinates. J

Comp. Phys.. 94, 151-185.

Prediction Evaluation Experiments being coor- INO, 1988: Experimental Center for Mesoscale Ocean Predic-
dinated by the INO. tion (ECMOP), Report on a Workshop. INO Report

89-2. University of Southern Mississippi, Long Beach,
MS.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL CENTER FOR
MESOSCALE OCEAN PREDICTION

By John A. Leese, M. Stephen Foster
and James H. Corbin

THE NEEDS of the naval and academic com- Experimental Center for Mesoscale Ocean
munity to expand their modeling activities were Prediction as a Specialized Facility
identified in an Ocean Prediction Workshop dur- ECMOP has set three major long-term goals:
ing 1986 (Mooers et al., 1986): 1) an openly shared
hierarchy of well-documented models; 2) direct I) provide the infrastructure and support
access to computational resources; 3) improve- needed for research and development in ocean
ment of scientist-to-scientist communications modeling and prediction. The emphasis is on data
through standardized procedures for model testing management, visualization, and evaluation:
and validation; and 4) various kinds of certified 2) adopt the technology and methodology in
data sets. The Institute for Naval Oceanography these areas for applications in operational ocean
(INO) response to these needs was to implement predictions; and
an Experimental Center for Mesoscale Ocean 3) continue to update the technology and
Prediction (ECMOP). this is a specialized cor- methodology for the scientific community.
putational center to facilitate the development, To establish a high-quality, wide-spectrum
demonstration, and evaluation of a mesoscale data base and software library for the oceanic
ocean-prediction capability, modeling community, ECMOP has adopted two

An early planning study (INO, 1988) investi- paradigms. ECMOP will use existing data in the
gated the functional components of an experi- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
mental center. This study concluded that the best tion (NOAA) and the Navy archives so that the
overall strategy for ECMOP was to take advantage ECMOP resources can be concentrated on es-
of the infrastructure provided by the Naval tablishing special data sets for research and eval-

a sophisticated Oceanography Command for real-time operations uation of ocean modeling and prediction. EC-
and to provide capability for validation and eval- MOP will create incentives for investigators to

data-base uation of ocean models. Another feature was a submit their data to the data pool. The chief ben-

management system is conceptual design for ECMOP. The major func- efit to contributors is the use of the data sets con-
tions within the framework of a numerical ocean tributed by other investigators.

a high priority .. in a prediction system should be structured with suf- An ECMOP User Support and Model Library
ocean ficient modularity to provide flexibility for mod- will place heavy dependence on sources outside

ification as needed to conduct evaluation of ocean ECMOP. To take advantage of the many potential

modeling and modeling and prediction. Figure 1 depicts the sources of software and achieve a cost-effective
major features of such a modular prediction sys- service, ECMOP will classify several different lev-

prediction system. tem (INO, 1988). This figure shows the many els of applications software and models in the li-

places where different data sets are needed or ac- brary. The user support, including documentation
cumulated. It also shows clearly why a sophisti- and user guides, will be according to the classifi-
cated data-base management system is a high cation level for each of the software items. A sci-
priority for early implementation in a numerical entific and technical advisory group has been
ocean modeling and prediction system. formed to provide advice and assistance.

Evolutionary Development of the Experimental
Center for Mesoscale Ocean Prediction

J.A. Leese. M.S. Foster, and J.H. Corbin. Institute for Naval An early objective for ECMOP was to develop,
Oceanography, Stennis Space Center, MS 39529, USA. The
Institute for Naval Oceanography is operated by the University demonstrate, and evaluate an initial ocean-pre-
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) for the Naval diction system based on existing capability. Sta-
Research Laboratory (NRL). bility and flexibility were needed to provide a
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learning experience and to demonstrate the valid-
ity of a specialized facility for evaluation of ocean Clow
model and prediction systems. Our design for a
case study took the modular concept, previously m "
shown in Figure 1, and applied state-of-the-art
technology in data-base management. Together Aayd Frcs 00A-ý

with existing components for each of the modules, t o .i F 01161

a system was constructed and named the Primitive -'--S-
Equation Data Assimilating Model (PEDAM). (A

The ocean model was specifically configured for
the Gulf of Mexico (GOM).

The ECMOP/PEDAM (GOM) ocean predic-
tion system is depicted schematically in Figure 2.
A four-dimensional data-assimilation scheme I
(Derber and Rosati, 1989) was combined with the Dt

Princeton ocean general circulation model
(Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) and was applied to () N

the Gulf of Mexico by Drs. L. Kantha and R.M
Passi at the INO. An initial set of statistical and
physical measures based on the results of the
Model Evaluation Criteria Colloquium (Willems, Fig. 1: Components of an ocean prediction system depicting input data and
1989) was used to form the Verification Module ocean model output fields as separate entities.
(Anand et al.. 1991). The data management por-
tion of the system was comprised of a proprietary
data-base management system and the Naval
Environmental Operational Nowcast System --- -- PEDAI (GOM)
(NEONS). The National Center for Atmospheric Input DERBER -4.o PRINCETON
Research (NCAR) Graphics package was em- -,

ployed to fulfill visualization objectives.
Real data in the form of conventional expend-

able bathythermograph (XBT) observations, along -i
with satellite-derived sea-surface temperature and
sea-surface height measurements derived from the
Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellite (GEOSAT) al-
timeter data for the period November 1986 to Vefvceon Module
April 1987, were used as input data to PEDAM ( 1 • )
(Ko, unpublished observations). Model output S ,/
fields were evaluated in both nowcast and hindcast vilaueation M•ud ,
modes (Waters et al., 1990). The case study clearly N"1111100) +
demonstrated that users of this specialized facility L
could exploit the system's capabilities after a short
orientation period.

A Prototype Modular System D - Flow ---
system Control .- ,The lessons learned from the ECMOP case system Boundr (menu driven)

study were incorporated into a PROTotype EC-
MOP Modular System (PROTEMS). The major Fig. 2: Modular flow diagram for the ECMOP
focus of the PROTEMS is a graphical-user inter- system as configured during 1990for the Primitive
face that gives both the user and the designer Equation Data Assimilation Model (PEDAM)
greater flexibility but still maintains ease of learn case study for the Gulf of Mexico (GOM). The
ing and use. The primary function of PROTEMS PEDAM case stud successfully demonstrated the
is to access data sets (historical, climatological, utility of the ECMOP modular concept in con-
etc.)structing a system for assessing ocean model per-visaliatinroevlu

PROTEMS facilitates a single package solution formance and displaying the output. Control link- T
to the problem of mastering the details of nu- ane an disp ly the op Contro link-
merous software applications during model de- age was weak at this eary stage in system devel- . . is to access data
velopment and assessment. All the necessary de- opment.sets. . . for
velopment tools have been made available
through a graphical-user interface. All software C and Fortran programming languages. Currently, visualization or
elements within PROTEMS have one critical fac- there are three principal modules (Fig. 3) within
tor in common-their ability to interface with the PROTEMS: I) the Data Management Module evaluation.
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USER CONTROLINTERFACE (DAMOD); 2) the Verification Module (VER-
ADMOD); and 3) the Visualization Module (VIS-

DA ONT A) MOD). These modules, when interfaced with a
user-supplied ocean model and a data-assimilation
technique, comprise an ocean prediction system.
The INO-designed graphical-user interface (Fig.

I I 4) upgrades the original menu-driven version de-
veloped for the PEDAM (GOM) case study.

-ERfao OudxA Users indicate their data requirements to the
S)DAMOD by selecting the geographical region,

model type, physical parameter(s), levels, and time
u _period from the opening display screen and sub-

sequent "pop-up" displays. Selections are made
with a "mouse" input device. These straightfor-
ward, highly visual steps require minimal skill
even for an inexperienced computer user. As
many as five separate data groups may be chosen
before invoking evaluation or graphics options.

Data Flow (Manual) - -- 1- Assessment of ocean model performance is the
Daba Flow (Intarnal) --- N-

systam -*-0- principal justification for PROTEMS. VERMOD
Sy2ftm Boundary - statistical tools currently require data in grid for-

mat. VERMODs root-mean-square-error capa-
Fig. 3. The Prototype ECMOP Modular System bility accommodates weighting functions andFig.T S 3: The urotolyp impem ented. Mo ar h stem employs a widely accepted derivation (Wilmot et(PROTEMS) as currently implemented. A Graph- al. 1985) for its decomposition into systematic

ical User Interface (GUI) has been added, which

interprets and acts upon user commands and which (bias) and unsystematic (exactness) error corn-

controls internal data flow. Future plans include ponents. Other standard statistical routines in-

addition of an acoustics module, a data browser dude pattern correlation, skewness, and kurtosis.

and, most importantly, extension of the GUI to Visual display of model output and derivative
incorporate linkage with an ocean model and con- data give the ocean modeler a clearer understand-
trol of module outputh ing of model behavior. VISMOD presently sup-

ports production of contour and vector plots with

geographical overlay and labeling, vertical cross-
* - * * sections, and animated display. VISMOD also

supports user-selectable color options and contour
intervals. Geographic background selection is de-

S....pendent upon the model type specified to
"NEONS. Figure 5 is typical of VISMOD graphical

Valka output, which may be obtained for any grid-based
data structure within NEONS, including VER-
MOD output. Other examples are presented by
Leese et al. (1992, this issue).

During 1992, PROTEMS will be given a thor-
ough exposure and evaluation when it is used to
support the Data Assimilation and Model Eval-

5 f uation Experiments (DAMEE). Several different
* modeling groups will conduct identical case stud-

I ies and compare the results using PROTEMS.

Future Plans of the Experimental Center for
Mesoscale Ocean Prediction

In keeping with the long-term goal of ECMOP.
some portion of the ECMOP staff will be involved
in researching, developing, and implementing ca-

Fig. 4: Initialization screen for PROTEMS (current implementation). User pabilities into the ECMOP Modular System
interaction begins in the upper right corner with selection of a region. Region (EMS), to maintain a facility at the leading edge
selection initiates a search of the data base for data types appropriate to the of science and technology. Direct interaction with
selected region. The data types are listed in the box at the upper left for user ocean models will be the primary objective of up-
selection. Those data sets selected by the user are then displayed in the matrix grades to PROTEMS needed to achieve the op-
at lower right for further parameterization. When this step is completed, the erational version, EMS 1.0. PROTEMS provides
user may pass the data to VERMOD (verification module; top center) or only two-dimensional representations; EMS 1.0
exercise the graphics choices shown at lower left. will provide three-dimensional representations, as
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well as direct interaction with two-dimensional
data displays. In addition, EMS 1.0 will give the 4_

scientist easy access to a full range of modeling
support applications directly from a graphics ter-
minal or workstation. The user will be able to
devote maximum time to model evaluation and
fine tuning because EMS 1.0 will provide the rest.

The focus will continue to be on compiling data
sets needed for Navy ocean-modeling research and
operations. By 1993, the ECMOP plans to compile
a verification data set for the North Atlantic Basin
covering the useiul data period from 1986 to 1989
of the GEOSAT satellite. The compilation of a
global-ocean verification data set should begin by
1995.

The ECMOP facility will contain a library of
ocean models/modules with varying types of sup-
port. Some models/modules will be used routinely
by a major segment of the user group and will be
fully documented and maintained by ECMOP.
Others, with narrower applicability, will have
shared support between ECMOP and the origi-
nator. Those models/modules used only by a spe-
cific investigator may be present in the library with
support provided by the investigator.

ECMOP is intended to meet the common re-
search-support needs of a broad segment of the
modeling community. Additionally, substantial
improvement can be expected in the transition to
operational users if the same methodology and Fig. 5: Several examples of graphical output from the E('.IIOP 'i-sualization

technology are used (as much as possible) by those module demonstrating the flexibility lfr data-base control of model output

that develop and those that use the models. This geometries and satellite image enhancement possihilitie•.

has been accomplished with transition of a pro-
totype version of the system to the Naval Ocean-
ographic Office. Derber, J. and A. Rosati. 1989: A global oceanic data assimi-
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FEATURE

SEA ICE PREDICTION: THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A SUITE OF SEA-ICE FORECASTING
SYSTEMS FOR THE NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE

By Ruth H. Preller

THE LAYER of ice and snow that covers the oceans can provide valuable information to b.,,h
Arctic Ocean and its marginal seas is highly vari- naval and commercial operations. Ships and i..ld
able in nature. Satellite imagery of the ice cover operations benefit by knowing the thickness of
(Parkinson, 1991) has shown great interannual the ice, the movement of the ice (ice drift), and
variability in the monthly averaged sea-ice distri- the location of the ice cover (versus open water).
bution over the past 15 years. Although the central The Navy/National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Arctic has its greatest variability in the summer, Administratior (NOAA) Joint Ice Center (JIC)
many of the marginal seas, which are ice covered located in Suitland. MD. is a(.avelv engaged in
in winter only (e.g., Bering Sea and the Sea of global sea-ice analysis and forecasting. Most of
Okhotsk), exhibit the greatest variability in winter, the JIC's users are either commercial or Navy flcc:
The seasonal cycle of ice growth and decay has operators who require ice-edge information during
also been observed to vary from region to region the course of operations. In response to the need
and from year to year (Parkinson et al.. 1987). of these users, the JIC creates both a 7-day forecast
On average, the ice cover in the northern hemi- of ice-edge location and a weekly ice-concentra-

accurate sphere reaches its maximum extent in March and tion (percentage of ocean are'- covered by sea ice)
its minimum extent in September. analysis. The ice-conccntration analysis is derived

forecasts of the The variability in the extent of the ice cover is mainly from satellite data. In addition, numerical

variability of sea-ice due to a number of different forces acting on the models are providing products, such as forecasts
ice. Heating and cooling from both the atmo- of ice drift, that are used as guidance by the JIC

conditions. . . can sphere and the ocean are responsible for the in determining the 7-day forecast of change in the

provide valuable growth and decay of sea ice. In addition, the ice ice-edge location.
cover, with the exception of shorefast ice. (ice at-

information to both tached to the shore) is in a state of nearly constant Numerical Models of Sea Ice

naval and commercial motion and deformation. Detormation of the ice Our understanding of the dynamics and ther-
causes the formation of ridges. leads, ice rubble, modynamics of sea ice has increased substantially

operations. and ice floes, over the past 20 years. Observational data from
The variability exhibited by the polar oceans field experiments. such as the Arctic Ice Dynamics

exerts a strong influence on global climatology. Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) and the Marginal Ice
In winter, the ice cover acts as an insulator limiting Zone Experiment (MIZEX). and remotely sensed
the heat exchange between the cold atmosphere data have provided enough information to design
and the relatively warm ocean. In summer, the some very sophisticated models of the behavior
ice cover reduces the total solar heating of the of sea ice. Various types of ice models-dynamic.
earth's surface by reflecting four to seven times thermodynamic, and dynamic-thermodynamic-
the amount of solar radiation reflected by open have been developed and applied to both the Arc-
water (Parkinson et al.. 1987). Feedbacks among tic and Antarctic.
surface albedo, ice extent, snow cover, and the The simplest dynamic ice model, used to de-
global heat budget are crucial in the determination termine ice motion, is based on a balance of forces
of global climatology, between wind and water stresses and the Coriolis

On shorter time scales, accurate forecasts of force. This "free drift" model is often a good ap-
the variability of sea-ice conditions in the polar proximation away from boundaries and under di-

vergent conditions. However, ice drift may be ad-
justed significantly in both magnitude and direc-

R.H. Preller. Naval Research Lahorator.. Stennis Space tion by internal ice stress. Near coastlines and in
Center, MS 39529. USA. regions where convergence is taking place. stress
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on the ice can cause ridging and i;e deformation
to occur. Models that include internal ice stress
contain a constitutive law that treats ice as a vis-
cous, elastic, viscous-plastic, or elastic-plastic me-
dium. Most ice models make the assumption that
ice acts as a continuum, a continuous medium,
not as a field of individual floes. Although this
assumption may be valid in the central Arctic, it
is not very useful in the marginal ice zone (e.g., S
the Greenland Sea). Reseanva to develop more
accurate, realistic ice rheologies is an ongoing ef- 0
fort.

Thermodynamic ice models address the evo- , I

lution of the mean ice/snow thickness based on R
the combined effects of atmospheric heat fluxes •An PIPS
and oceanic heat fluxes. These heat fluxes are am
transported in the snow/ice layer by conduction.
The surface heat balance consists of shortwave X G

radiation, modified by the effects of albedo, in-
coming and outgoing longwave radiation, sensible
heat flux, and latent heat flux. The oceanic heat
flux is the amount ,f heat added or removed from
the ocean's mixed-layer, which lies directly be-
neath the ice cover. Heat is added or removed
from this layer by horizontal advection or by
heating from beneath the layer.

Dynamic-thermodynamic models integrate the
important effects of ice motion and ice growth/
decay irto one model. Most of these ice models Fig. 1: The region covered by the Pohl, Ice Prediction System (PIPS) 2.0

use constant or prescribed ocean currents and heat forecast system with the boundaries of the PIPS, the Regional Polar Ice

fluxes. However, to accurately predict the vari- Prediction System-Barents Sea (RPIPS-B), and the Regional Polar Ice Fre-

ability of the ice-edge location, it is necessary to diction System-Greenland Sea (RPIPS-G) domains included.

provide the appropriate variability in the ocean
forcing. This has been done by coupling dynamic- 1980). The model has the ability to determine ice
thermodynamic ocean models to the ice models. drift, thickness, and concentration (including the

location of the ice edge). It consists of five major
U.S. Navy Sea Ice Forecasting Systems components: i) momentum balance, which in-

Over the past 7 years, the Naval Research Lab- cludes wind and water stresses, the Corioli. force,
oratory (NRL) has undertaken the design of op-
erational sea-ice forecasting systems capable of
providing guidance products to the JIC for the POLAR ICE PREDICTION SYSTEM (PIPS)
Arctic and its subregions. At the center of these
forecast systems is a numerical sea-ice model.

Three such forecast systems are run operation- ATM1ONP1WERIC FORCING

ally at the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center NoGAF

(FNOC) located in Monterey, CA. The first system HIBLER BR-AN

to be developed, the Polar Ice Prediction System OCEAN CURRENTS

(PIPS), encompasses the central Arctic basin, the

Barents, and the Greenland Seas (Fig. i). The two
more recent systems are higher-resolution regional
versions that encompass a particular basin. The INrnAL_ _ _ _TION

Regional Polar Ice Prediction System-Barents FORECASEDR-STArFIELDS `0 A -. MOLOUT

Sea (RPIPS-B) covers the Barents Sea and the Olt SYTM ICEoDRIFT

western part of the Kara Sea, as well as the White MODEL MONT VLCYTHcKNESS
MEAN ( LINATOIAX];Y I/IBLER MFODn. I•CE CONCEP4RTION

Sea. The Regional Polar Ice Prediction System-O CONYFRGENce-OWERCE

Greenland Sea (RPIPS-G) covers the region ad-
jacent to the east Greenland coast. PIPS uses a NPOC ANALYSIS

grid resolution of 127 km, RPIPS-B uses 25 km,
and RPIPS-G uses 20 km.

Each of these forecast systems has the same RESTART F

basic design (Fig. 2) centered around a dynamic-
thermodynamic sea-ice model (Hibler 1979 and Fig. 2: A schematic of the design of the PIPS and RPIPS forecast systems.
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and inertial forces; 2) ice rheology, relating ice temperatures, and atmospheric heat fluxes)
stress to ice deformation; 3) ice-thickness distil- needed to drive the ice model. Oceanic torcing is
bution; 4} ice-strength formulation; and 5) at- specified in the form of monthly mean ocean cur-
mosphere-ice-ocean heat budget. The Navy's at- rents and heat fluxes derived from a coupled ice-
mospheric forecast model, the Navy Operational ocean model (Hibler and Bryan, 1987). The fore-
Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NO- cast systems are used to make a 120-hour forecast
GAPS) (Hogan et al., 1991)provides the necessary each day. The ice model is initialized daily from
atmospheric forcing (i.e., the winds, surface air the previous day's 24-hour forecast. The regional

models also require ice-thickness information
from PIPS to serve as ice-inflow boundary con-
ditions at the open boundaries (Preiler et al..
1989). If for any reason the 24-hour forecast is
not available, each model is initialized from a
model-derived monthly mean climatology.

Once each week, the moders ice concentration
is initialized from observations. The ice-thickness
fields and ocean temperatures are adjusted at the
ice edge to agree with the observations (Preller

. and Posey, 1989), which are a digitized form of
Sthe J1C ice-concentration analysis. This analysis

, •"• is derived from a number of different sources
of satellite data: infrared imagery comes from
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) on board the NOAA polar-orbiting
satellite" visible-band imagery is obtained from

) the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program's
S(DMSP) Optical Line Scanner (OLS) operated by
Sthe U.S. Air Force; and passive microwave data

so em/s (brightness temperatures) comes from the Special
SSensor Microwave lmager (SSMI) carried on

x
"• board the DMSP *'morning" satellite. In addition

•-• - to this, available data from ice reconnaissance
S• • nights or ship observations are included (Wohl,

0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 9_.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 5.0 6.0 7,0 8.0 1991). Recently, SSMI ice-concentration data
A have become available in real time at FNOC.

S/ " I '

Sso cm/_____gs

t3 C

Fig. 3." The 24-hour forecast./ields of ice thickness and ice drift from May 9. 1991 fi•r (,4) PIPS, (B) RPIPS-B, (C) RPIPS-G. CoNr
bar indicates the ice thickness in meters and the scale vector for ice drift is 50 cm/sec. B and C use the same color scale.
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Table I Future Plans for Sea Ice Forecasting Systems
Daily products available from each of the The next-generation ice forecasting system,

three Navy sea-ice torecast systems PIPS 2.0, is being designed to include most ice-

Field Forecast Time. hr covered regions in the northern hemisphere. Sim-
ilar to the PIPS and RPIPS systems, the PIPS 2.0

Ice Drift 24, 48, 72, 96. 120 ice model requires atmospheric and oceanic forc-
Ice Thickness 0. 120 ing. NOGAPS, a global model, can provide the
Ice Concentration 0, 120
Divergence/convergence 48, 96, 120 necessary atmospheric forcing, but the oceanic
Ice thickness difference 120 forcing used by PIPS and RPIPS does not cover
Ice concentration difference 120 the larger area forecast by PIPS 2.0. To obtain the
NOGAPS surface pressure with winds 0, 120 appropriate oceanic forcing, a diagnostic version

of a multilevel (15-level), baroclinic, ocean model
(Cox, 1984) was coupled to the ice model (Hibler,

Work is presently underway to examine SSMI 1979 and 1980). The ocean model is initialized
W forki presilen ly under i aton p from a climatology of temperatures and salinity
data for possible daily model initialization pur- (Levitus, 1982) and uses a Navy data base for bot-

pose, tom topography. Testing of various coupling
Forecast System Products techniques was first done on the smaller, less-

A set of 14 products is saved from the 120- computer-intensive region covered by PIPS. Re-
hour forecast made daily by each forecast system. suits of this coupling showed that using variable
The fields listed in Table I are provided to the oceanic forcing as opposed to an ocean climatol-
JIC to be used as guidance products. Two addi- ogy had a serious impact on the accurate predic-
tional NOGAPS fields, surface pressure with sur- tion of seasonal and year-to-year variability in the
face winds overlaid, are sent along with the ice ice cover (Riedlinger and Preller, 1991). In par-
products. ticular, the variability in the oceanic heat flux al-

Figure 3, A-C, are examples of model-derived lowed by this coupling was responsible for a large
24-hour forecasts of ice thickness and ice drift. part of the variability in the ice cover.
This time of year is representative of late-winter Once these models were successfully coupled
conditions in the Arctic. The ice-thickness distri- over the region covered by PIPS, the same tech-
bution forecast by PIPS is similar to that seen in niques were applied to the larger area covered by
under-ice submarine data (Hibler, 1979, Bourke PIPS 2.0. Part of the coupling included conversion
and Garrett, 1987). The average forecast for ice of the ice model from cartesian into spherical co-
thickness in the central Arctic is from 2.5 to 3.0 ordinates to be compatible with the ocean model. T
m. The thickest ice (>6.0 m) is found along the Both the ice and ocean models were first tested he next-generation

Canadian Archipelago, and the thinnest ice is separately on the PIPS 2.0 grid, which uses 20 ice forecasting system
found in the marginal seas. A high pressure system resolution, and then they were coupled. The PIPS
is responsible for the clockwise ice drift, which 2.0 coupled ice-ocean model is -30 times larger . . . to include most
dominates the Arctic basin. Ice flows southward (179 X 179 X 15 grid points versus 47 X 25 X 15 ice-covered regions in
through the Fram Strait into the Greenland Sea grid points) than the PIPS coupled ice-ocean
and southward from the central Arctic into the model and uses a smaller timestep, (30 minutes the northern
Barents Sea. versus 2 hours) in the ocean model. It is necessary hemisphere.

The regional forecast systems were developed to do the testing of this model on a powerful com-
to provide better resolution of sea-ice conditions puter. PIPS 2.0 is presently run on the Navy's
near land boundaries and at the ice edge. Similar Cray YMP computer called the Primary Ocean-
thickness and drift patterns exist in the regional ographic Prediction System (POPS) located at the
systems, but with more detail visible in the results, Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. A similar
particularly near land boundaries and at the ice machine will replace the existing operational
edge. RPIPS-B extends into the Kara and White computer at FNOC in late 1992.
Seas, providing forecasts for these regions not The PIPS 2.0 coupled ice-ocean model is pres-
covered by PIPS. Although the general ice-edge ently being tested using 1986 NOGAPS forcing.
pattern forecast by these two systems is similar Figure 4 shows the March monthly mean ice
(e.g., both forecast the southern half of the Barents thickness and ice drift from a 6-year, near-equi-
to be ice free) due to the higher resolution of the librium, model integration of PIPS 2.0. Again, the
ice model, greater detail is found in the RPIPS-B thickest ice is found in the central Arctic along
ice edge. A similar situation exists in RPIPS-G, the Canadian Archipelago, and the thinnest ice is
which extends farther south than PIPS, providing in the marginal seas. The ice edge agrees with the
ice information south of the Denmark Strait. JIC's ice-concentration analysis in most places,
Similar to the PIPS versus RPIPS-B comparison, but in a few locations there is too little ice (e.g.,
the ice edge of RPIPS-G has the same general fea- the eastern Bering Sea and Hudson Bay). This
tures as PIPS but with a more highly resolved ice- may be due to inaccuracies in the predominantly
edge location, wind-driven ice advection in these locations. Ice
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and the coupling of atmospheric models to the

ice-ocean models.
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FEATURE

OPERATIONAL MODELING: SEMIENCLOSED
BASIN MODELING AT THE NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE

By C. Horton, M. Clifford,
D. Cole, J. Schmitz
and L. Kantha

THE U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office (NA- The model uses terrain-following vertical coor-
VOCEANO) is developing an operational capa- dinates, where each level is a fixed fraction of the
bility to forecast ocean currents and thermal water depth. Depending on the basin being mod-
structure in nearshore regions and semienclosed eled, between 14 and 22 levels have been used. In
seas. Development thus far has emphasized semi- all cases the spacing of the levels is reduced near
enclosed seas because of the relative ease of defin- the surface and bottom so that the top and bottom
ing boundary conditions. The first area for which boundary layers are resolved. The present version
a modeling system was implemented was the Per- of the Persian Gulf model uses an along-axis res-
sian Gulf. Operational use of the modeling system olution of 8.4 km and a cross-axis resolution of
for this area began in November 1990, but the 7.4 km. The Red Sea model uses along-axis and
modeling system has continued to evolve and un- cross-axis resolutions of 14 and 6 km, respectively.
dergo additional testing. We have applied the The resolution of the Mediterranean version of
modeling system developed for the Persian Gulf the model is 10 km in both directions.
to two other semienclosed basins, the Red Sea All model versions are forced with NORAPS
and the Mediterranean, and they are being tested meteorological forecasts. NORAPS provides an-
for possible operational use. alyzed meteorological fields at 12-hour intervals

Principal elements of the modeling system are: and forecast fields 48 hours ahead at 6-hour in-
1) a three-dimensional, primitive-equation cir- tervals. The fields we use are near-surface winds,
culation model developed originally at Princeton air temperatures, and vapor pressures (equivalent
University (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987), 2) tem- to specific humidity). From these fields we derive
perature, salinity, and bathymetry data bases, and the surface wind stress and the air-sea heat and
3) the NORAPS (Navy Operational Regional At- salinity fluxes. In doing this we ignore precipita-
mospheric Prediction System) meteorological tion and assume a fixed cloud fraction, although The first a
forecasts for the Persian Gulf area from the Fleet we plan eventually to use forecast precipitation rea for
Numerical Oceanography Center. We also employ rates and to estimate cloud fraction automatically which a modeling
a graphics-display and verification software pack- from infrared imagery. We also record surface at-
age provided by the Institute for Naval Ocean- mospheric pressure and are testing this term as system was
ography (INO) to display our model results. The additional forcing for the model.
circulation model was developed originally at Running the model requires bathymetry and
Princeton University and Dynalysis of Princeton initial-temperature and salinity fields. The ba- Persian Gulf.
by G. Mellor, A. Blumberg, H. Herring, L. Kan- thymetry we use originates as a 2-minute reso-
tha, and others. The version of the model we use lution field that we smooth to model resolution.
was optimized at INO to run on a Cray super- When starting the model from rest, we use gridded
computer. Important characteristics of this model temperature and salinity fields derived from the
are that it has complete thermodynamics and in- Master Oceanographic Observation Data Set,
cludes imbedded turbulent-closure submodels, which is a collection of ungridded temperature
which provide Ekman surface and bottom layers, and salinity profiles from many sources. The grid-

ded temperature and salinity fields were con-
structed with a horizontal resolution of 20 minutes

C. Horton, M. Clifford, D. Cole, J. Schmitz, Naval Ocean- and then interpolated to model resolution. A
ogjaphic Office, Stennis Space Center, MS 39522, USA: L. temperature field was constructed for each season.
Kantha. University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 08439, USA. In the Persian Gulf, because of a paucity of data,
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A the next model run can be saved. Most operational

32 N 48 E 50 E 52 E 54 E 56 E forecasts are initialized in this manner.31N

* Model Predictions
0 < The Persian Gulf is a shallow, semienclosed

-11 /basin with a mean depth of only 25-40 m. The
30 N IRAQ circulation of this basin is primarily driven by the

local wind stress and secondarily by thermohaline
forcing. The prevailing wind in the Persian Gulf

KUWIT - is from the northwest and is called a shamal. A
IRAN monthly climatic atlas shows winds generally

28N .• down the axis of the Persian Gulf(Meteorological
Strait of Office, 1949). Mean scalar wind speeds in the cen-

SAUDI Hormuz ter of the Gulf are typically 14 to 22 m/s. A wind-
AAA driven generally cyclonic circulation results.

, :-. However, especially in the winter, the shamal can
26 N BAHRAIN.' N i be interrupted by winds from varying directions.

- /. For example, winter storms are preceded by south
'- , • -" •winds that veer to northwest after the storm pas-

- sage. This can temporarily reverse the surface cir-
culation. The lands surrounding the Persian Gulf

. .4N 7 OMAN are dry so there is strong excess evaporation over
the Persian Gulf. This results in a Mediterranean-

Maximum Vector style thermohaline circulation (Brewer and Drys-
sen, 1985). Accordingly, at the Strait of Hormuz

22 N in our model there is a surface inflow of relatively
fresh (37-37.5 ppt) water and an outflow of
deeper, more saline (38-39 ppt) water on theB 48 E 50 E 52 E 54 E 56 E southern side.

32 N .. .. .. . We show model results for a single scenario.
06:, Using essentially yearly averaged winds, down the

o . axis at 5 m/s, and yearly averaged heat fluxes, we
IRAQ 'Y, spun up the model for 90 days to nearly steady

30 N .... state. Figure IA shows the predicted surface ye-
locity. We see the generally cyclonic circulation
but with more complexity. Some of the highest

KUWAITAN current speeds are in the inflow through the
28 southern side of the Strait ofHormuz. The strong

8 . . -inflow along the southern side of the Strait is con-S. •Strait of
Hormuz sistent with a current-speed climatology by Schott

(1918). This inflow feeds the eastward coastal cur-
SAUDI ARABIA . rent along the south edge of the Gulf, which is

26N --N strongest near Qatar. Along the Iranian coast,
BAHRAIN ' there is another eastward current which terminates

I 'at -51 °E, where its remnant turns south into the
interior. Figure lB shows that near-bottom salin-
ities -40 ppt are predicted in the very shallow

24 N -- .scoastal areas on both sides of Qatar. The highest
4OMAN value predicted is in the gulf south of Bahrain,

PýRla • where Chandy, et al. (1990) reported hypersaline
22 N .. .... __conditions. At the Strait of Hormuz, we see the

2 N,. Mediterranean-style inflow of relatively fresh wa-

38.0 0/oo 40.0 0/Oo 42.0 0/o ter and outflow of more saline water, although
most of the inflow is near the surface. A source

Fig. 1: (A) Predicted surface velocity for the Persian Gulf after 90 days using of fresh water is specified to simulate the outflow
climatological winds and heat fluxes. (B) Predicted near-bottom salinity for from the Shat-al-Arab waterway. The limited ef-
the Persian Guif after 90 days using climatological winds and heat fluxes. fect of this source can be seen at the extreme west-

ern edge of the Persian Gulf.

only an annual-average salinity file was made. At Model Verification
the end of each model run, the temperature, sa- The model predicts the three-dimensional evo-
linity, and velocity fields necessary to initialize lution of the temperature, salinity, and velocity
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fields. However, operational use of the model has 48 E 50 E 52 E 54 E 56 E
been limited to the prediction of near-surface cur- I I
rent speeds. As such, testing and evaluation of the .,

modeling system has concentrated on measuring 30 N
the accuracy of the modeled near-surface velocity
fields. To measure this accuracy we have relied
on air-deployed, sonobuoy-sized, environmental 26

data buoys that are tracked in near-real-time using
System ARGOS. We typically obtain four posi-
tions a day per drifter from which we compute 28 N IRAN
the drifter speeds. We study the veracity of our
modeling system by comparing predicted and ob- 67>

served drifter speeds. However, modeling the
translation of the drifters is not simple because SAUDI ARABIA
they are subject to substantial wind drag and water
drag at more than one depth. We model three 26 N BAHIN
main sources of drag: the submerged portions of
the instrument housing and flotation bag, the
drogue that was usually set at 4-m depth, and wind
drag because the ratio of wetted-to-air area for
these drifters is only 3.6. 24 N

During March 1991, five drifters were deployed OMAN
in the northwest Persian Gulf. While two of the
drifters quickly went ashore, three of the drifters,
as shown in Figure 2, provided long tracks suitable
for testing as they moved downstream toward Fig. 2: Drifter tracks used to verify the model.
Qatar. Forecast and observed drifter tracks were
compared during overlapping 3-day periods. Re-
sults are shown scparately for the three drifters in system is incomplete in the description ofthe near-
Figure 3. The curves shown are normalized dis- surface physics. The surface boundary-layer sub- We study the
tance errors, which were derived from least-square model only includes Ekman dynamics. Within a
polynomial fits to composites of all the data. Nor- distance of the order of the wave height, a zone veracity of our
malized errors in the modeled drifter tracks are we are interested in, additional physics needs to
obtained by dividing the absolute errors by the be added. Certainly, we need to compute the wave- modeling system by
distance the drifters actually moved. The absolute induced current speed.. We are in the process of companng predicted
errors are obtained by computing the distance be- implementing a spectral-wave model in the Per-
tween the modeled and observed drifters that sian Gulf and other semienclosed basins. By doing and observed drifter
started at the same position at the beginning of this, we hope to compute the sum of the wind- speeds.
each 3-day period. When the normalized error is and wave-induced near-surface drifts.
less than one, the model is better than persistence
because the model error is less than that obtained
by assuming no motion. The results from all three
drifters decline to -0.5 after 72 hours. The nor- 28
malized errors, of course, are much closer to one BUOY NUMBER 5
for very short-term predictions, because there is to-
little net motion of the drifters. There were oc-
casions when the model forecasts gave very large 0
normalized errors. These tended to occur when
the winds driving the model incorrectly timed
frontal passages. Under these conditions the ob- 0.-
served and predicted drifter tracks could, for a -

while, be opposite in direction.
0.4

Future Plans PORECAST UO,,.Y-ACK ERROR NOOMAUZED aBY PERSSTDh

Upgrading and testing of the modeling system
will continue, but the basic configuration of our 02

modeling system for the Persian Gulf is complete.
Certainly, we will continue to tune the model to 0.0
improve our test results. Working with INO, we 2.0 2 (.0 nR)0 ,0 G0 no
also hope to improve our ability to display the E (MRS)

model outputs to better understand the physics Fig. 3: Forecast errors of drifter tracks normalized
of our forecast fields. However, our modelling by persistence.
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REVIEW & COMMENT

A WESTERN TROPICAL ATLANTIC
EXPERIMENT (WESTRAX)

By Wendell S. Brown, William E. Johns, Kevin D. Leaman, Julian P. McCreary,
Robert L. Molinari, Phillip L. Richardson and Claus Rooth

RECENTLY, a group of researchers from the U.S. tropical Atlantic waters is comparable with the
and the broader international community have total rate of equatorial upwelling driven by the
developed coordinated plans for observational and tropical wind systems. Thus, it appears that the
modeling work in the western tropical Atlantic. deep and shallow parts of this meridional over-
The overall research program is referred to as turning system may be linked in the tropics. There
WESTRAX, for Western Tropical Atlantic Ex- is reason to believe that an improved understand-
periment. This article summarizes the research ing of these so-called conveyor-belt dynamics will
plans of the various participants and the scientific help explain observed correlations between Afri-
issues that have motivated the studies, can and Brazilian drought cycles and ocean sur-

face-temperature asymmetries in the Atlantic. it
Background is hypothesized that changes in the meridional

Ocean heat flux is a significant component of overturning rate induce climatically important

the global energy balance. Vonder Haar and Oort changes in the surface ocean temperature anom-

(1973) found that, on a global average, the oceans anies.

between the equator and - 30'N transport more What is the role of the tropical Atlantic in the

than half the heat required to balance the energy northward interhemispheric heat transport in the

loss at more poleward latitudes. At subtropical Atlantic basin? To answer this question. it will be
latitudes in the North Atlantic (where the ocean important to determine how much water is trans-
heat flux is a maximum), western boundary cur- portacro tereqaor at wifer depthsrent reresnt n iportnt ompnen inthe ported across the equator at diflibrent depths
rents represent an important component in the within the western-boundarv current system and
global heat budget (Bryden and Hall. 1980). what fraction of this water is carried poleward into
Global-scale thermohaline circulation is believed t subtrop bais ofter and South At-

to play a central role in the net northward inter- the subtropical basins of the North and South At-

hemispheric transport of mass and heat in the At- lantic. Answering this question requires a more

lantic Ocean (Broecker et al., 1985, Atlantic Cli- complete understanding of the structure of west-

mate Change Working Group. 1990). The notion ern-boundary currents in the tropical Atlantic and
of a global thermohaline "conveyor belt" involves their coupling to the interior circulation. A grow- Important components
warm upper-ocean transport from the Indian and ing body of observations suggests that. at the sur-
Pacific Oceans moving northward through the face, the northern-hemisphere summer and fall of the global

Paciic cean moingnortwar thrughthe circulation in the western tropical Atlantic is
Atlantic and a southward return of colder deep dominated by the retroflection of an intense is thermohaline conveyor
flow from the subpolar regions in the North At- em-ndary curretkown as th e north

lantic. ern-boundary current known as the north Brazil belt are seen in the

Important components of the global thermo- current (NBC). During this time, the upper layer

haline conveyor belt are seen in the tropical At- of the NBC, which transports from 30 to 50 Sver- tropical Atlantic.

lantic. The cross-equatorial transport of upper drups, feeds the north equatorial countercurrent
(NECC). The lower layers of the NBC within and
just below the thermocline also retroflect (Metcalf
and Stalcup, 1967), but apparently at different lo-

W.S. Brown, Ocean Process Analysis Laborator%, Univer- cations, to feed the equatorial undercurrent and
sit, of New Hampshire. Durham. NH 03824 USA. W.E. Johns. the subsurface branches of the NECC-more per-
KD. Leaman and C. Rooth. RSMAS/MPO. Universit th of
Miami, Miami, Fl, 33149 USA. E.T Katz. lamont-Dohert manent features of the circulation. This layered
Geological Observatory. Columbia University. Palisades. NY structure of the NBC appears to be connected in
10964 USA. J.P. McCrearv, Nova University. Dania. FL 33004 some way to the presence of two quasipermanent
USA. RI.. Molinari. Environmental Research Laboratories. eddies adjacent to the western boundary near 4'N
AOML/NOAA, Miami, FL 33149 USA. P.,. Richardson.
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole. MA and 8°N, commonly referred to as the Amazon
012543 USA. and Demerara Eddies, respectively. These com-

plex upper-level currents and underlying flows of
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Antarctic intermediate water, Antarctic bottom culation and largest transports occur during the
water, and North Atlantic deep water are believed northern-hemisphere summer when the NBC ret-
to play a central role in the net northward heat roflects and feeds the NECC (Fig. i). The least-
transport in the Atlantic. intense circulation and smallest transports occur

Several of the earliest observational programs during the northern-hemisphere winter when a
[such as the Equatorial Atlantic Program significant portion of the NBC is believed to con-
(EQUALANT), 1963-19641 addressed some of tinue along the South American coast into the
these questions concerning variability in the in- Caribbean (Johns and Molinari, 1989). A quan-
terior tropical oceans. The Atlantic Tropical Ex- titative description is not yet available of the an-
periment (summer and fall 1974) of the Global nual cycle for the upper ocean transport of either
Atmospheric Research Program marked the be- the NBC or the Amazon and Demerara Eddies.

These complex ginning of modern intensive studies of tropical around which the NBC retroflects at times. In fact,
ocean dynamics in the Atlantic. Studies on the recently analyzed satellite images of ocean-surface

upper-level currents response of the tropical Atlantic to transient wind color (Muller-Karger et al., 1988) suggest that the

and underlying flows forcing ensued. Notable efforts include the Sea- Demerara Eddy is not even a steady feature. The
sonal Response of the Equatorial Atlantic (SE- work of Johns et al. (1990) suggests that the NBC

• . . play a central role QUAL) and the Frangais Ocean et Climat dans retroflection sheds eddies, which move north-
in the net northward I'Atlantique Equatorial (FOCAL) complementary westward along the South American coast. At

U.S. and French observational programs, during thermocline and subthermocline depths, indirect
heat transport in the 1983-1984. In addition, the National Oceanic and evidence indicates an annual modulation in the
Atlantic. Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), together intensity of the Amazon Eddy and the subsurface

with the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, branch of the NECC just to the east. The rela-
developed a detailed numerical model for the ba- tionships between the boundary flows. eddies, and
sin-wide dynamic response to observed winds. zonal currents remain essentially undefined.
Spanning this whole period has been the devel- however.
opment of analytical and simplified numerical Models ranging in dynamical complexity from
models aimed at understanding the physics of the simple analytical models (Csanady, 1985, Weis-
wind-forced variability in the equatorial ocean on berg and Tang, 1985) to comprehensive general
seasonal to interannual time scales. These efforts circulation models (GCMs) have been applied to
have contributed significantly to the development the region. The numerical modeling studies of
of models for El Nino dynamics in the Pacific. Philander and Pacanowski (1986) suggest that the

The relatively few observations that have been surface currents of the western tropical Atlantic
made in the western tropical Atlantic have been play an important role in ocean heat flux in the
used primarily to describe its large annual signal. region. In particular, when the model NBC retro-
Hydrography indicates that the most intense cir- flects in the summer, northward heat flux is a

NORTH B'RAZIL CURRENT-WESTERN NECC (FALL)
Longitude
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Fig. 1: Float tracks demonstrating the retroflection qfthe NBC (aqfer Richardson and Reverdin. 1986).
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minimum across 8°N. When the model NBC is structure of the region must be obtained. Toward
continuous along the coast, northward heat flux that end, an international group of scientists (Ta-
is a maximum. Thus, the western tropical Atlantic ble 1) is cooperating in the context of WESTRAX One of the "ong-term
Ocean appears to be a critical location for mon- to determine the first-order kinematics and dv-
itoring the net northward heat (and fresh-water) namics of the flow in the western tropical Atlantic. goals. . . to estimate
fluxes in the Atlantic basin. Several other numer- During 1990 and 1991, the WESTRAX field pro- the cross-equatorial
ical models have been applied to the region for gram has obtained data that will be used to de-
somewhat different purposes (Schott and Bining, scribe the annual cycle in the large-scale structure transport of water and
1991; Thompson, McCreary, personal commu- of the velocity and hydrographic properties over heat.
nications). All of these model results show an un- the full water column in the western tropical At-
dercurrent flowing southward along the slope to lantic Ocean between the equator and 15'N. Sub-
join with either the equatorial undercurrent (EUC) sequently, the field data and model results will be
or a subsurface branch of the NECC, depending compared in order to better understand the phys-
on season. Although this flow has been detected ics of the regional circulation in the broader con-
in hydrographic sections, it has not been observed text of Atlantic-basin thermohaline circulation.
directly. Clearly, models will continue to play an Scient~fic Objectives
essential role in estimating heat and mass trans- S he spec tivesThe specific objectives of the WESTRAX
ports and suggesting strategies for observing this studies are as follows:
complex region.

The observational and modeling studies of the I. to describe the annual evolution of the three-
western tropical Atlantic to date raise a host of dimensional velocity field for the NBC, Guiana
important scientific questions concerning the dy- current, and the western parts of the NECC, south
namics of the various current components con- equatorial current, and EUC;
centrated along the western boundary. In partic- 2. to determine the seasonal changes in the
ular, it is unclear why the thermocline and sub- transport connecting the different components of
thermocline currents separate from the western the upper-level current system in the western
boundary at different latitudes to feed the various tropical Atlantic:
zonal flows. Are separation latitudes dictated pri- 3. to measure the temporal changes in the
marily by the structure of the wind-forced flow structure and transport of the intermediate and
regime in the central basin or do local boundary- deep western-boundary currents in the region:
current dynamics prevail? What forces the sub- 4. to determine the basic physical mechanism
surface currents? What is the dynamical role for controlling the evolution of the NBC retroflection
the NW-SE orientation of the South American and associated eddy dynamics in the region: and
coastline? 5. to estimate the proportion of the net me-

Other dynamical questions concern the role of ridional transport contained in the western
the western tropical Atlantic in the dynamics of boundary current system.
the thermohaline circulation of the Atlantic re-
gion. In particular, do the western tropics have a Experimental Plan
significant dynamic role in controlling the inten- Oiser:sations. The WESTRAX observations
sity of the meridional overturning cell in the At- include: ship surveys with Conductivity Temper-
lantic basin? There are also key questions con- ature Depth and Oxygen probe (CTD/O). Ex-

cerning the deep-circulation components. In par- pendable Bathythermograph (XBT). and Acoustic
ticular, do deep recirculation gyres, like those Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements:

observed south of the Gulf Stream, exist in this
region? If so, what is the offshore transport of the
deep western-boundary current? What is the re-Tal

lainhp w estwern-bond curre n thermoli and redd- WESTRAX activities and associated principle inmestigators.lationship between the thermohaline and eddy-
driven transports? How is the deep eddy field re- NOAA/NSF Large-Scale Ship Surveys, Pegasus/Doppler

lated to the near-surface circulation field? What Velocity, (,'ID/XBT/0 2/Nutrient-
is the temporal variability of the deep circulation? W. Brown (UNH), E. Johns (NOAA). K. Leaman

Many of these scientific issues are being ad- (RSMAS). R. Molinari (NOAA).D. Wilson (NOAA).
dressed by WESTRAX. RSMAS Moored Currents-W. Johns. T. Lee

Kiel Modeling. Pegasus Velocity, CITD Ship Surveys.
The WESTRAX Study Moored Currents-F. Shott

One of the long-term goals of physical ocean- Lamont Moored Inverted Echo Sounders-E. Katz
ographic research in the western tropical Atlantic ORSTOM Small-Scale Ship Surveys, Moored Currents-

C. Colin
is to estimate the cross-equatorial transport of wa- Wood's Ihole Oceanographic Institute Floats-

ter and heat. In order to detect long-term changes P. Richardson. W. Schmitz
in the meridional mass and heat transport of the Maryland Modeling-J. Carton
tropical Atlantic, a much better understanding of Nova Modeling-J. McCreary. P. Kundu. P. Lu

the seasonal variability in the current and property NOARL Modeling-D. Thompson. J. Kindle. H. Hurihun
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TROPICAL WESTERN ATLANTIC ments along a transect from the coast of French
"14 Guiana to the nominal center of the Demerara

Eddy.
12 - The elements of the moored arrax were located

10. x so as to monitor the variability of the NBC. equa-
_ torial, and deep western-boundarv current systems

8x at several key locations. The Kiel current-meter
6 '" 1 •moorings spanned the NBC along 44°W near the

equator (see Fig. 2). The Uni\ersit\ of Miami
4, (RSMAS: Rosenstiel School of Marine and At-

mospheric Sciences) moored current-meter arra)
2 spanned the NBC at -5'N between the Amazon
0o -and Demerara Eddies. The short-term ORSTOM

current-meter array spanned the NBC at -7 0 N.
2 The Lamont inverted echo sounders (IES) were

used to monitor the dynamic height field and as-
4 . . . . . .

60 55 50 45 40 sociated geostrophic transport associated with flo'A
into and out of the NBC retroflection region.

Fig. 2: The 14 ESTRAX moored array. The Pega- In an effort to measure the cross-equatorial
sus-profiling (X). current-meter (open circles). and transport of subsurface water. Woods Hole
inverted-echo-sounder (inverted triangles) stations Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) launched 44
are indicated. Sofar floats and 4 Bobbers in earl\ 1989 distrib-

uted at depths of 800. 1.800, and 3.500 m. Most
of the floats were deployed in the western bound-

and moored arrays consisting of current meters. ary current at -6'N between French Guiana and
inverted echo sounders, and acoustic transponders Brazil. some along the equator, and some along
for repeated shipboard Pegasus velocity profiling I I 'N. A pair of surface drifters-deploxed in the
(Fig. 2). Deployments of deep floats and a few region of the NBC retroflection in November
surface drifters augment the other observations. 1990--provided Lagrangian current information
The 1990-1991 schedule of WESTRAX activities in the region until mid-February 1991.
is presented in Fig. 3. Modeling. Nova University modelers are using

There were five large-scale shipboard surveys a 21-layer model (a 3-layer model with an inert
of Pegasus and Doppler absolute velocity and hy- lowest layer) to study regional dynamics. The rel-
drography supported by NOAA and NSF (Na- atively simple model contains man\ of the essen-
tional Science Foundation) (Fig. 2). These surveys tial dynamical processes believed to be important
were timed to sample the regional current system in the WESTRAX region: a subsurface layer fbr
during different phases in the annual cycle of the the development of undercurrents. nonlinearities
near-surface NBC. A comparison of the January that allow for unstable currents, a parameteriza-
1990 and 1991 survey results will make possible tion of upwelling and entrainment. and thermo-
the estimate of interannual changes in the system, dynamics in both layers. The model is being forced
The French at the Office de la Recherche Scien- with realistic winds, and the resulting solutions
tifique et Technique d'Outre-Mer (ORSTOM) are being compared with observations. To inves-
conducted a series of Pegasus and CTD measure- tigate the fundamental dynamics, a variety of d\-

namically simpler solutions are being obtained
and contrasted. Naval Oceanographic and At-
mospheric Research Laboratory (NOARL) mo-

• ,F,•,, M , A M . So01J A•, ,9N. ,, s delers are developing a hierarchy of primitive-
equation layer models in both global and regional

P".. AMP. CTD F.& , basins with resolutions varying from edd.-resolv-

C.-1 .... +_ ..... ing to rather coarse grids. Of relevance to WES-
" CKETRAX is their interest in understanding the dv-

-' C . namics responsible for the 26- and 50-day oscil-
[AMOM lations observed in the equatorial Atlantic (Johns

M -d IS •et al., 1990). Kiel University modelers are com-

,.m-. .P.. paring different solutions to a multilevel GCM
_d•= with one another and with observations. Univer-

M, C... . sity of Maryland modelers are conducting mod-
tF- -.. . eling and assimilation studies of the tropical At-

M) ,-, lantic Ocean using primitive equation models to
Md .. define the mechanisms controlling seasonal stor-
Fig. 3: The WESTRAX timetahle offield-program activities, age and transport of heat, momentum. and salt.
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Relation to other programs. WESTRAX ben- Bro:cker. W-S.. D.M. Peteet and D. Rind. 1985 Does the

efits from other ongoing programs in the region. ocean-atmosphere system have more than one stable
mode of operation? Nature. 323. 301-304.For example, the Tropical Ocean and Global At- Bruce JG 1990: Near equatonal eddies offSouth America.

mosphere Progran. (TOGA) supports some of the In: Report oi the Se, rod Brazil/f S, 11 orkihop on

Lamont IES (E. Katz) and XBT ship-of-oppor- Pht:ewal Oceanography W.S. Brown and F.O. Smith,

tunity (R. Houghton) observations pertinent to eds.. University of Nes, Hampshire. Durham, Septem-

WESTRAX objectives. The NSF-supported ber 1989.
AmasSeds project (A Multidisciplinary Amazon Brden, H.L. and M.M. Hall. 1980: Heat transport by currents

across 25'N latitude in the Atlantic Ocean. Science.
Shelf SEDiment Study) in the region of the Ama- 2o.7. 884-886.
zon outflow includes a physical oceanographic Csanadv. G.T.. 1985: A zero potential vorticit. model of the

component (R. Beardsley, WHOI; B. Castro, In- North Brazilian Coastal Current. J .Mtarme Res. 43.

stituto Oceanogrifico. Universidade de Sao Paulo 553-579.
Johns, E. and R. Molinari, 1989: Recent current and water

[IOUSPI) on the landward side of the WESTRAX mass observations along the western boundar, of the

region. Collaboration is also anticipated with the tropical North Atlantic Ocean. EOS., Trans .ItiL. 'o.

Soviets, who conducted three extensive hydro- 360.

graphic and current surveys of the region in 1990. . T.N. Lee. F.A. Schott. R.J. Zantopp and R.H. Evans.

Although the observational phase of WES- 1990: The North Brazil Current retroflection: Seasonal
structure and edd.y %ariability. J G(h~phy•%. Res.. 95.

TRAX has ended, the WESTRAX Pegasus tran- 22103-22120.
sponders should be useful through September Metcaltf N.G. and M.C. Stalcup. 1967: Origins of the Atlantic

1992. The community is encouraged to take ad- equatorial undercurrent. J Ge(ophrs Res. '2. 4959-

vantage of that opportunity to make further mea- 4975.
Muller-Karger, F.E.. C.R. McClain and P.L. Richardson. 1988:surements, as well as to engage in other relevant The dispersal of the Amazon's wsater. Nature. 333. 56-

collaborations with WESTRAX investigators. 59.
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SO(CI- IY SOUNDIN6S

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
By D. James Baker

T HE U.S. NAVY OCEAN MODELING environmental agenda. Our environment is a lime of concern over the possibilit) of po-
and Prediction Program, a focus for this issue being threatened by a variety of factors: in- tentially disastrous changes in climate, the
of Oceanography., is a central element of Navy creasing population puts increased stress on nation or nations that establish a Aorld-ocean
operations that has important implications all aspects of the ocean, most noticeably in observing system %%ould make a splendid
for the broad international community in- the coastal region, but also on the global ocean contribution to the world'"
terested in environmental assessment, mon- as waste disposal becomes more and more The scope of a alobal-ocean obsersing
itoring, and prediction. The Navy has played difficult. Increased pressure on fisheries leads system is international, and thus man% na-
a key role in the development of ocean sci- to fleets operating globally and to the disap- tions will be in'olhed, both deseloped and
ences research and facilities in the United pearance of formerly stable ecosystems. In- developing. Outside the United States. indi-
States and in applying research to improve creasing concentrations of greenhouse gases vidual nations such as France, German%, Ja-
ocean understanding and predictions. The may be leading to global warming: clearly the pan, and the United Kingdom have all sup-
U.S. Department of Defense is being cut back ocean as the flywheel of the climate system ported technological advances tor global
in funding as the nation reorders its priorities. must be understood and monitoe d as part observations of the ocean. International or-
It is important both to recognize the Navy's of any environmental system. The Navy pro- ganizations also will be insolsed. for example.
role and to look toward the future challenges grams will contribute to better understanding the European Commission has supported a
for the community that will require the help of all of these issues. project EUROMAR for the development of'
of the N'avy. There is international agreement for the new technology for ocean monitoring. This

Without the many far-seeing individuals need to expand the infrastructure we now was done under the general umbrel~a of their
in the Navy who interacted closely with the have in place for monitoring, assessing, and EUREKA organization, which is intended to
academic community in the late 1940s and predicting change in our environment. Tht coordinate the deselopment of adsanced
early 1950s, ocean science in the United expansion %%ill build on national programs technology throughout Europe. The expertis,
States would be far different and far less such as the ones discussed in this issue, on and resources of international organizations
healthy than it is today. For example, the de- global research programs, and existing obscr- such as the Intergosernmental Oceanographic
cision of the Navy to provide ships to the ac- vational systems such as the World Weather Commission, the World Meteorological Or-
ademic community after World War II set Watch. the Integrated Global Ocean Station ganization, the United Nations En% ironment
the tone for U.S. academic oceanography, a System, the Global Investigations of Pollution Program. and the International Maritime
mode of distributed ship operations that has in the Marine Environment. and other such Organization will be essential to the success
proven remarkably effective over the long systems. Eventually, we can look to the es- of the system.
haul. The Navy guided oceanography through tablishment of a global-ocean observing sys- But in the end, it wsill be national contri-
the decades after the war from a relatively temn that will provide the infrastructure to ob- butions that make the global-occan obsers ing
small, regionally based science to the global tain information from coastal and mid-ocean system work, just as national contributions
programs that we have today. regions. This information will address issues are kes to the success of the World Weather

In recent years. other agencies have joined related to changes in regional and global en- Watch. the Nav.s. with its global interests and
the Navy in ocean interests so that today we vironments at all time scales, achievements in ocean modeling and predic-
have a partnership of agencies supporting A global-ocean observing system will pro- lion, has played and will pla% a major role in
ocean research. The Navy continues to plax vide systematic, long-term observations on the development of the global-ocean obsers-
a central role in this partnership. Today, there the physical and chemical state of the ocean ing system. The U.S. Navy's global reach and
is a dedicated set of individuals at the Office and On the state of ecosystems in the ocean: expertise in operating such a sNstem "sil
of Naval Research, the Office of the Ocean- it will improve our ability to develop models key to the success of the system in the nLo ,.
ographer of the Navy. the Naval Oceano- and make prediction of changes in the ocean States. The Navy Ocean Modeling and Pre-
graphic and Atmospheric Research Labora- and associated ecosystems: it will improve our diction Program sets a standard for other
tory, and in other parts of the Navy who help understanding and assessment of biogeo- agencies to strive towards as the nation pre-
guide our field. As is evident from the articles chemical cycles: it will improve our ability to pares to meet this ness challenge. Howe\er.
in this issue, the Navy has a global scope in assess the effects of global change at regional with the cuts in the funding for the Depart-
modeling and prediction as well as in obser- scales on intensively exploited ocean regions: ment of Dtetinse, these efforts arc endangered.
vations. The results from the Navy program and it will provide data for the assessment of Your support of the Navy is now needed more
are providing useful and important opera- the health for the marine environment and than e\er. Write to your elected officials and
tional results, and the techniques being de- its resources. This is the challenge of the fu- make sure that thc are aware of these pro-
veloped will be used in the broader context ture: to establish a fully effective global system grams and their important contributions to
of environmental prediction, for monitoring the ocean and providing op- the national interest in the environment. J

As the nation looks !oward the future, erational ocean predictions. Henry Stommel
pollution and global change dominate the perhaps put it best when he said, "Today, in

E i ic i o N R F. s k i i s Margaret I cinen, Ulniscrsit of Rhode Island: Continental Shell" Research US$55.
Physical Oceanography (ounselor. Tommy D. ILep-Sca Research Parts A & B tS$95.

A final note from D. James Baker: I)ickev, liniversits of Southern (Califbrnia: Biolog- Progress in Oceanograph. tS$55.Pcal Oceanographor Counselor. Richard T. Barber
It has been my pleasure to serse as President of tuke tinosersits. [he above rt Brrbtkd

the Society in its first years. I have long believed D'hc above rates apply for 1992. ]o take advan-
that oceanographers need an active and effective tage of this offer please send payment \kith order
professional society: we now have a very good start SPI( IAI O1 i It R i0 MI MB11 RS 01 to: P A HENN at Pergamon Press. Inc.. 660 While
in that direction. I'm looking forward to becoming Ti Ot ( AN06R P, H 11 SP 0(I I I N Plains Road. Tarrytown. NY. 10591-5153. USA
the Society's first Past President and turning over (tor members in the liSA and Canada) or Pergamon
the gavel to Arnold Gordon as President and Mar- The Society has concluded an agreement with Prems Plc. Headington Hill Hall. Oxford. OX3 OBW,
garet Leinen as President-Elect. I wish them both Pergamon Press to allow its members to purchase England. UK (for those in the rest of the \&orld)
the best of success in their terms. subscriptions of the following journals at special Free sample copies ohan. of the above journals are

The new council members are: President-elect, reduced rates. asailablc upon request from Pergamon.
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1993 Third M'eeting of The Oceanography Society Tr-r.

Seattle will be the site for our third nieetingduring t3-16 April 1993- Information regarding the meeting *
%kill be- presented in later issues of Oceu'wwgrupiiv. Please contact IOS headquarter, if vou hase questions,
1701 K Street NW, Suite "0). Washington. Di, 20(X)6-1509.

CO-SPONSORED By TOS-a

PACON 92 in Kona, Hawaii *,,<, I
The Fifth Pacific Congress on Marine Science and Technology %kill be held 1-5 June 1992. A theme I

of interest to TOS membership is "Post-liaccalaureate Education in Marine Affairs." Requests for information I
should be addressed to PACON. PO Box 11508, Honolulu. HI1 9 82g. 1320 GRAP Qao.i ..,- m , o

I1st Thematic Conference on Remote Sensing for Marine and Coastal Environments, A

in New Orleans .

This meeting is sponsored by the Ensironriontal Research Institute of Michigan and is planned for I i-
17 June 1992. The contact person is Dr. Robert H. Rogers. ERIM. P.O. Box 134(X)1. Ann Nrbor. %I[.
48113-4001, LUSA.U

Pacific Ocean Remote Sensing Conference, Okinawa I
PORSEC will be held 215-3(1 August 1992 in the Okina\wa (onse wn~ Ceirter. More Information canl

be obttinoed from: PORSEC Secretariat. P0 Box Il0 Shimuzu. Shizouka. 424 Japan.

6th Annual Workshop on Laboratory Modeling of Dynamic Processes in the Ocean, Iseot Oi.j0a e'mnmtaoscotI

St. Petersburg, Russia

During 8-2 September 1992, a session will be held on meso- and microstructure offthe oicean, including
discussions of measurements and models of processes. Please: contact Prof. Ju. D. (hashechkin. Institute .B

for Problems in Mechanics. Prospect Vernadskogo 101. Mc,- 1~ 7,;21. CIS. ..
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Springer for Oceanography

Sea Levels, Land Levels, and Tide Gauges Encyclopedia of Marine Sciences
Bx K.O. Emery and D.G. Aubrey, Woods Hole Oceanographic E~dited hN J.(.. Baretta-Bekker, E.K. Duumsna. arid B.R. Kulipers.
Institution. Coastal Research C'enter. 14 iods Hole. MA Netherland~s Institute tor Sea Research. IXenhure, Netherlands

In Sea Levels. Land Levels, and Tide Gauges, the authors Enter', Thi hoiok defines the basic cotinponetefi ot marine hiologs. chein
and Aubrex suggest that tidal gauges should notbeusedunquestioningIN sitrs. geologx. and phxsical oceanoigraph'N. Its hnel explanatons oit

as a benchmark tiir nmeasuring eustatic sea-le'.el changes. TFectottisni. concepts. termoinoogx. and nitethikts make this book a handx referenice

subsidence, ocean current %ariiabiltix. and hunman actistix can and do tor scienitists. instructors. atid student, interested in mtarine and oce-

affect the accurac' ot these records attic ss stems.
rindersadtngmithe reasotntor chatiitesin sea lesels is essential fir 1992/approx. 250 pp., 127 illus.sHardco~er $35.00O(tent. i

the protper de% elopment oif coastal regtion,. The results oI this stud', ISBN (1-387-54501-8
pros ie guidting data tot scientific. engineening, atid policx solutions
to cotastal flooiding The ideas presented in this book are directIs
relesanti to the debate surroiunding global climtate c"n'-iiles Oceanography of a Large-Scale Estuarine
1991/137 pp.. 113 illusi/Hardcover $59.011 System
ISBN O-W-97449-0 The St. Lawrence

Edited bsý Nt.I. EI-Sahh. nisiersite die Qutebec a Rittiouski. Ouetbecc

Enclosed Experimental Marine Ecosystems and N. Silvetrberg, Itistitut Maitrice-Lattiontagtte. Quebec. Canada

A Review and Recommendations t'his is the first book tii oser mseint% scars %sIn hih tterseconpreheti
E~dited bs C.M. [a~l.i I rn eritis ot i-mush ('I ittitbia. \aticies er. sise cos craue it the phx sical. bi 'I pial. chetmi cal atnd gccl 'ewal
W'. Canada characteristics ofta largeescale cstuars hIs bn ook ý ill bea.ppreciated

bs all those i ntereq-t-0 iii "o rld-As ide estuars stud v
This s,'lu me examitines the appl teatiott t tles, ,cism techntilic' ki 4 llsladosr$98

19900/434 pp.. 11iisIlrloe 70
the stud% of such ocean processes atid titteracitionts as etterg) tratnster ISBN 01-387-97406-7
beisseen trophic lesels and the biigeochernical cscltngit i elemient, CatladEtaie~ui% lm 9
and cotnptiuttd The botok considers past appicatiotIs if tInesociistt osaladisurieStde, aum.

to oiceani research and oiutlinies imiportanit ids ances emianiati ng rovin
their use It also pro\ ides reciinittteidattotistor ftutire applicatituns Dynamiics and Exchanges in Estuaries
1990/218 pp.. 50 illusiHardcover $49.00 n h C atlZ n
ISBN 0-387-97.341.9 adteC atlZ n
(C'oastal and Estuarine Stadiev, IVdume ?71 dItced h\ 1). Prandle. l'roudinati (kectnographit, Laburatirs..

Nierse', side. U.K

Residul Curents ad Lon-termWith miartine pollution espectall\ es idetit usithiti estuaries and alone
the Coastal /tite. the Miarinie ittpacts ot cLibal change are likels to be

Transpor-t raein itthese samte areas Since tians piollutants adhere to fine

Editied b.\ R.T. ( heng. I S (ciloittiil 'murs cx Monlo Park. CA seditientit. obsers attiii anid mtodelling oit tiiese particle rniotons is
ticlessar',

Estitanes. bax 's itid cintmt uoti coji itsl seas ire the ss rld' smost Ibhis solindicseth oein tsdmn.urv cdia
ýalluitie dicuse the its isneahc etatint ec'ttci sed itieit usptidd ti

,tlitale an etti~is s ln~abc. titriticce's tetislunatiertal tr. and A ater Asithini and belt\4ecn the estuariie atid ciastal i ties
to the priiteti, ion and titinat.cnaeiii it these ii irk 'ratit reso urces is in Rearhuttircntetsisdcibdseaspcnnutxntii

utidersianding it the phxstcal prikesss irii olsed tshich affect the fromitturbulenti measiretinents. esitiarine circulation. esiuanne -coastsal
circulation. iniisig, and tratispun it salt. itutrientis and sedhinerni Ii escltatges to bax-shelf sea resoinances. the sixl (ict presemniatiins
this solunme. ten cunitriuturs prmsidc results on residual currents and recoienies the disersits it readership ssith special ettphasts in clear

unu-tntitrtiss n r kss~s asd o te retca tumut lit 't. itlx es t ini sli~teinis and broiad tuierpretatio n ti results.
otf field utata. numterical mtiudels anid case stkiiCie 1991/approx. 450 pp., 50 illus/Hardcover $69.00 1tent.)
1"91/544 pp.. 331 illusillardc4mer $98.00 ISBN' not yet assigned
ISBN 01-387-97376-1 (C oastal and Estuarine .itudieu%. t (plume 40)
ioastal and Estuarine Studies. V alume .?1tt

To Order
(Call toll-free 1-800-SPRINGER (777-464-3. M-F. 8: 10 am to 4:301 pm EST)

or visit your local scientific/technical botlokstore.
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BroadBand ADCP Measures Currents
With Unprecedented Resolution And Precision

Introducing the BroadBand~ma new generation The BroadBand measures currents and back-
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCPTM ) with scatter with capability that is beyond the scope
advanced signal processing technology. Now you of any other technology. We look forward to
can measure current velocity with better preci- working with you on your new applications
sion and finer resolution than ever before. made possible by this technology. Call or write
Velocity variance is typically 100 times smaller for a summary report on the Danube measure-
than with previous ADCPs. Models are avail- ments and find out how the new BroadBand
able to cover a wide spectrum of requirements: ADCP can work for you.

RD Instruments. . .for a sound picture of the oceans.
Acoustic Range Smallest High resolution section of current velocitv mneasured across the

Frequency Range Depth Cell Danube River in Vienna, Austria during' August 1991. These

75 kHz 550 m* 1 m data, displaying resolution of 0.25 m vertically and 2 in horizon-
tally, were collected witl, a 1.2 MHz BroadBand ADCP with the

150 kHz 320 m* 50 cm assistance of Mr. Wolfram Bors of Wasserstrassendirektion, Vienna,

300 kHz 200 m* 25 cm Austria. Thirteen transects were made across the Danube, each
taking typically 2.5 nlin. to complete. The average discharge

600 kHz 60 mr 13 cm measured during these transects was 2084 m3!s+1.7% standard

1200 kHz 25 men pl 10 cm deviation (compared with an expected discharge of 2100 n13,s).

Ploase Note: cm RD Instruments
The maximum number of depth cells is 128 and the
range depends on environmental conditions. * Ranges
are shorter when using battery power 9855 Businesspark Avenue

San Diego, CA 92131 USA
(619) 693-1178

Ftiria.r,,i.ind ,,d •1 A[I) P arv trademark, ,it Rfsv .Iint., Insrunl.nts In, Telex 46-7731 e Fax (619) 695-1459
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